
PLATIN UM 

October 12,2005 

VIA HANDDE LIVERY (WITH ATTACHMENTS) 
and ELECI'RONIC SUBMISSION [WITHOUT ATTACHMENTS) 

Federal Trade Commission 
Office of the Secretary 
Room 135-H (Annex Y) 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washrngton DC 20580 

Re: Jewelry Guides, Matter No. G711001 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Platinum Guild International USA ("PGI") respectfully submits these comments to the Federal 
Trade Commission (the "FI'C or the "Commission") in response to its July 6, 2005 F&al 
Rqjiter notice' requesting public input on whether the platinum section of the FTC Guides for 
the Jewelry, Precious Metals, and Pewter Industries ("Guides" or "Jewelry Guides") should be 
amended to permit the marlung of products containing between 500 and 850 parts per thousand 
("ppt") pure platinum and no other platinum group metals ("PGMs") as platinum. 

As explained below, due to the potential for sqpficant consumer confusion and deception - as 
confirmed by empirical data contained in these comments - PGI strongly supports the 
amendment of the Guides to prohiit the use of the word "platinum" or any abbreviation 
thereof, to mark or describe products composed of between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum and 
no other PGMs. Smdarly, for the exact same reasons identified herein, PGI also supports the 
amendment of the Guides to prohibit products composed of between 500 and 850 parts per 
thousand pure platinum and less than 950 parts per thousand PGMs? 

1 70 Fed. Reg. 38834 (July 6,2005). 
2 AIthough the FTC limited its inquiry to products composed of between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum and no 
PGMs, identical issues with regard to consumer expectations and injury would arise in the event variant alloys would 
be i n d u c e d  into the marketplace composed of between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum combined with a small 
amount of PGMs and the remainder base metals (eg. an alloy containing 510 ppt pure platinum, 90 ppt PGMs, 400 
ppt base metals). Accodmgly, in an effort to avoid ambiity, we believe it would be appropriate to make ckar that 
products not containing at least 950 p p  PGMs of which at leasr 500 ppt is pure platinum should also not be marked 
or described as 'platinum." 
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PGI is the United States a m  of the worlhde rnaxkting and educational resource center for the 
platinum industry. For more than 13 years, PGI has been the industry leader in providmg the 
American jewelry industry with educational, marketing, advertising, promotional, sales and 
technical manufacturing support- Our organization has also provided American consumers with 
litemture descniing the benefits of platinum jewelry and we have worked with consumers in 
educating them about their purchasing decisions. 

Although beyond the scope of this proceedmg, PGI would like to make clear that it would ideally 
endorse m o w  the Guides to be entirely consistent with those International Standards 
Orgatmation ("ISOn) standards that preclude madung or descriiing products as platinum unless 
they contain at least 850 ppt pure platinum. Nonetheless, since this issue was not raised by the 
FCC, at a minimum PGI believes IS0  standards should be adopted with regard to the 
prohibition on products containing between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs. 

PGI would also like to make clear that o w  comments are not intended to denigrate any specific 
products, includmg any of the new lower purity platindbase metal alloys being introduced into 
the market today. Rather, o w  comments reflect an issue of broader slgntficance - - consumer 
confidence in the quality and integrity of platinum and whether consumer expectations r e g a d q  
platinum jewelry are satisfied 

As explained below in Section I, it has been o w  understandmg that the current guides plainly 
prohibit products containing between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs to be 
marked or described as platinum. Even if they did not, however, as explained in Section I1 we 
have conducted a consumer survey that clearly demonstrates that slgntficant consumer confusion 
and deception would result if lower purity platinum products with no PGMs are marked or 
promoted as platinum. 

Specifically, in order to respond to the questions posed by the FTC in its F&al Rqpr notice, 
PGI retained Dr. Thomas J. Maronick to conduct a consumer perception study to assess 
consumer expectations associated with platinum jewelry. Dr. Maronick was the Director of the 
Office of Impact Evaluation at the FCCs Bureau of Consumer Protection from 1980 to 1994, 
where he was responsible for coordinating FTC consumer research. Dr. Maronick's consumer 
perception study entitled, " P h A w n s l s s  Stwjr An Enpmc$ Arat)62S 4CaZTm'Perrpims 4 
P h as an @ma in E q p g m t  R q  S&&' ("Platinum Awareness Study"): reveals that 
platinum's hrgh level of purity is both its most distinctive and appealmg q*. 

Not only do a majority of consumers expect an engagement ring referred to or marked as 
"platinumn to contain a substantial percentage of pure platinurn, but they also value certain 
properties associated with pure platinum such as durability, tarnish resistance, hypoallergenicity, 

3 Mmnick, Thomas J., "PlatvlwnAummsSbddyAnEnptllci?lArrrt)alscfbm'Perapticna cfPL?tirarmacanw 
inErgymRirg St+$' Ouly 2005). The Platinum Awareness Study is provided as Attachment A to these 
comments. The Platinum Awareness Study includes three appendices, one of which is a CD-ROM 



security of the stone, and the look of the setting over time. The study reveals, however, that 
consumers are not experts in precious metal content and do not comprehend the complex 
differences associated with various platinum alloys. Thus, even if the content of such new alloys 
is disclosed, the vast majority of consumers would not understand how the content and 
properties of such alloys differ from tmditional platinum For that reason, the study concludes 
by noting that it is "h~ghly doubtful that the level and depth of information consumers consider 
important prior to purchase can be provided in any meaningful way for a product promoted as 
'platinum' but containing sqp.dicantly less than the pure platinum jewelry c m n t l y  
being sold in the U.S. market." 

The Platinum Awareness Study entirely supports the statutory provisions in five states, California, 
New York, New Jersey, Illinois, and Wisconsin, that prohibit ~roducts containing between 500 
and 850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs from being marked or descnid as platinum. 
PGI is in fact unaware of even a single state that expressly authorizes such products. We believe 
the FTC should take these state laws into consideration when crafung its own Guides. 

In addition to the Platinum Awareness Study, PGI has also sponsored research into the 
properties of alloys containing between 500 to 850 ppt pure platinum and no PGMs. These 
studies, which are attached, confirm that such alloys may contain properties that differ 
sgmficantly from uaditional platinum jewelry sold in the United States and throehout the world 
and would therefore failto satisfy consumer expectations associated with platinum jewelry. 

Based upon the above, we believe the FTC should not experiment with American consumers and 
permit alloys prohibited from being called platinum in other countries, and up until now in the 
United States, for the first time to be marked or descnid in the U.S. as platinum. The 
understood status quo, which has been quite effective in avoidmg consumer confusion and 
establishmg accurate consumer expectations associated with platinum jewelry, should simply not 
be abandoned - particularly when a simple and easily implemented solution exists that would 
both encourage competition and prevent consumer confusion and deception. Specifically, new 
alloys combining lower purity platinum with an arnalgamation of diverse base metals should be 
permitted to enter the market - as lorn as they are not marked described, or referred to as 
platinum 

Otherwise, we believe the FTC would be opening Pandora's box where new alloys with 
unforeseen amalgamations of materials with widely diverse properties could be inuoduced into 
the marketplace as platinum - in clear conuavention of consumer expectations re* 
platinum purity and platinum properties. 

We emphasize that we agte  with the comment in the FTC's February2,2005 staff opinion letter 
that lower purity platindbase metal alloys are "sufficiently different" from the uaditional 
platinum products available today, and need to be mated differently. We also agree with the 
FTC staff that simple stamping of jewelry content is not sufficient to prevent consumer 
confusion. As noted in the FTC Deception Policy Statement, there are situations where 



"[wlritten disclosures or fine print may be insufficient to correct a misleadmg representation."' 
In this case, as demonsuated by the Platinum Awareness Study, we believe it is inherently 
rnisleadmg to refer to a piece of jewelry as "platinum" when it contains lower purity platinum 
combined with hlgh levels of base metals - and we believe such a claim is not capable of being 
cured by quaLfylng language. There is, in fact, precedent for this conclusion in the Jewelry 
Guides themselves, as the FTC has concluded that it is misleadmg and deceptive for jewelry 
containing less than 5O0/0 pure platinum to be marked or described as platinum (regardless of 
content disclosure or quahfyq language). 

We have responded, below, to the questions posed by the FTC and have discussed, in Section 
III, how the Guides should be amended to avoid consumer confusion and deception. 

I. Backgmund on the FTC Platinum Guides 

The FTC Jewelry Guides have existed in some form since 1918. For over 75 years, the Guides 
and their predecessors have been widely used by the jewelry industry to provide accurate, truthful 
information to consumers about their products.' The Guides address claims made not only 
about h n d s ,  gemstones, and pearl products, but precious metals such as platinum and gold 
Fundamentally, the Guides have met the FTCs goal of "preven(;ng] unfairness and de~eption."~ 
As Jodie Bemstein, former Director of the FTCs Bureau of Consumer Protection acknowledged 
in a 1996 press release, the "Guides.. .are particuldyimportant in anarea where &is hard 
for consumers to judge themselves and consumers must rely on the descriptions that sellers 
provide."' Due to widespread and voluntary compliance with these Guides, consumers can be 
confident about the jewelry they buy in the United States. 

A. History of the FTC Platinum Guides 

The current Platinum Guides, codified in 16 CFR $23.7, have been the subject of great industxy 
interest over the years since June 12, 1992, when the Jewelers Vghnce Committee ("JVC") 
petitioned the FTC to revise the Guides to (among other dugs) incorporate the text of five 
voluntary product standards ("VPSn) formerly administered by the Bureau of Standards of the 

Se C$&h ASS&, I z ,  103 F.T.C 1 10, 176 (1984), reprinted as appendix letter dated Oct. 14,1983, from the 
Commission to The Honorable John D. Dingell, Chaitman, Committee on Energyand Commerce, US. House of 
Representatives ("Deception P o k y  Statement"). 

5 16 CFR Part 23. Industry Guides are administrative interpretations of the application of Section 5 of the FTC 
Act, 15 USC 45(a). The Commission issues industry guides to provide guidance for the public to conform to legal 
requirements. 70 Fed. Reg. at 38835. 

6 61 Fed Reg. 27224,27225 (May30,1996). 

7 FTCPress Release, 'FTC GkksF o r A h s i r g  qCJece$v-C;raihs hznrwniaid z n t m m k d s u  and 
a e p l n k d t o m c e r m n e ~ ;chchepmuik d h d '  (May21, 1996), found at 
http-~/www.ftc.gov/opa/ 1996/05/jewelry2htm. 



U.S. Department of Commerce8 into the Jewelry Guides.' One of the five standards was VPS 
69-76 "-of Articles Made Wholly or in Part of Platinum," which prohibited products 
containing 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no PGMs from being called "platinum." 

Dunng the comment period, which ended on September 25, 1992, many industry participants 
commented on the need to sirnphfy Commission guidance regadng platinum products and bring 
the guidance into closer accord with international standards. As a result, the Commission 
published a F&d Rqpter notice soliciting public comment on several proposals to revise the 
Platinum Guides on May 30, 1996." The Commission received numerous comments on the 
proposed revisions, reflecting overwhelming industry interest in tlle issue. Virtually all comments 
advocated changmg the guidance regadng platinum r n h s  to be consistent with international 
standards." In response, the FTC published a final revision in 1997 revising the Platinum Guides 
to provide for different marlungs on articles of platinum depending on their relative "fineness."* 
Importantly, because the VPS was under consideration as a model for the Guides, the question of 
base metal alloys was always under considemion In our view, the Guides that were produced by 
that comment process expressly rejected the use of base metals in platinum alloys, and only 
permitted PGM alloys to be marked and marketed as platinum. 

B. Overview of the C m n t  Platinum Guides 

The Platinum Guides promulgated in 1997 contain a gened prohibition on the deceptive use of 
the term "platinum,"13 provide guidance as to when disclosures should be made to avoid "unfair 
or deceptive trade practices," and provide examples of rnariangs or descriptions that the 
Commission would not consider "unfair or deceptive."14 The FTC was explicit in defining the 
sole acceptable "platinum" alloy - one with PGMs. 16 CF.R S 23.7(~)(4). The FTC did not 
include or mention base metal combinations in the Guides. 

PGI understood the Guides to explicdy require pmducts labeled or marked "platinumn to be at 
least 50°/o pure platinum with the remainder of any alloy, up to 95%, being PGMs. PGMs, 
which include iridium, ruthenium, osmium, palladium, and rhodium are found in the same ore as 
platinum and are chemically very similar to platinum. This interpretation ensures that 

8 The Bureau of Standards is now the National Institute of Standards of Technology. 

9 57 Fed Reg. 24998 aune 12,1992). 

10 61 Fed Reg. at 27224. 

l1 62 Fed Reg. 16669,16670-16671(April8,1997). 

13 The Platinum Guides provide that it is "unfair or deceptive to use the words 'platinum,' 'iridium,' 'palladium,' 
'ruthenium,' 'rhodium,' and 'osmium,' or any abbreviation to mark or describe all or part of an industry product if 
such m a r k  or description misrepresents the product's true composition." 16 CFR § 23.7(a). 



- - - 

consumers purchasing "platinum" products receive actual platinum, and not a diluted platinum 
alloy containing more than five percent base metals. Indeed, when in 2004 a company began 
s e h g  a 777 platind223 base metal product, it was careful to choose another name for the 
product - PolariumQ - rather than descniing or marketing the product as platinum 'Thus, it 
was a shock to PGI to learn that the FCCwas even considering expanding the Guides to allow 
base metal alloys to be marketed as platinum 

C The Plain Langua~eof the Platinum Guides Prohibits M a h  as 
"Platinumn Products Conta' mirug 500-850 PPT Pu~le Platinum and No 
Other PGMs 

It has long been our belief and understandmg that the Platinum Guides prohibit producrs 
composed of between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs from being marked or 
described as "platinum." In fact, we are unawa~of any such products historically marketed as 
platinum in the United States.'' This interpretation is consistent with principles of statutory 
construction, as well as historical Deparunent of Commerce requirements and state laws 
applicable to the markrng of platinum products. 

1. The Lamuage of the Guides Prohibits Markiw Base Metal Alloys 
as Platinum 

Based on a common-sense reaclmg of the current Guides, and legal analysis, PGI was under the 
impression that base metal alloys were strictly prohiiited in platinum jewelry.16 When a statute, 
or regulation or guideline specifies a manner of performance or conduct, there is an inference 
that all omissions should be understood as exclusions." This principle is descnhed by the well- 
known canon of construction, "apssio est adusw alterita" ( " a p s w  &") -- defined as "to 
express or include one dung implies the exclusion of the other, or of the altexnati~e."'~ 

Accodmgly, where the FTCdetailed restrictions on using the term "platinum," addressed only a 
clearly defied class of PGMs when requiring strict reporting of the quantity and identity of 

15 We were therefore surprised when the FTC recentlyindicated that even though the Guides do not authorize such 
products, such products are not expressly prohiiited under the Guides as currentlywritten We suongly believe any 
a m b i i  in the Guides must now we corrected. 

16 Even after re+ the FTCstaff opinion letter, it was our impression that the FTC was not precludmg the 
application of established rules of statutory interpretation, but rather intentionally hiring its guidance to a 
re+ of the Guidesw by noting that the Guides on their face neither "allow nor prohibitn promoting as 'platinumw 
products containing 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs. 

17 2 A  SUTHERLANDSTATUTES AND STATUTORY C0NSTRUCl"ION § 4723 (6& ed. 2005). 

18 BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 620-2 1 (8Cb ed. 2004). 



PGMs in platinum products, and did not discuss base metals at all,19 apmsw M?ita principles 
dictate that base metal platinum products would not be Stated differently, by 
explicdy focusing on the PGM quantity and identity between 500 and 950 pans, the Guides 
allow only PGM constituents - not base metal or other constituents - to be used in this critical 
450 part gap. Given that a p i o  h??wr is an accepted canon used by the FTC in its own case 
law?' and is used by the FTC in interpreting agency expressions of statutory requirements (as in 
agency regulations or guide^),^ it surely applies he1r.2~ 

As a maxim, apmsio unitd is strongest when an action or duty is prescribed in one portion of a 
statute, regulation or guide, but not in an0ther.2~ The common sense inference is that the 
drafters are cognizant of the language in the other sections and could have chosen to mirror that 
language, if' they had wanted to do so. This principle is particularly instructive in the case at 
hand As explained above, the Guides allow that a product labeled "platinum" could contain 50 
ppt of any metal, but that at least 500 ppt need to be pure platinum and the remainder PGMs.'~ 
The regulations also require the precise labeling of both the quantity and identity of the PGMs in 
the critical 450 part gap.16 The regulauons go on to specifically name the PGMs as being 
"Platinum, Iridum, Palladium, Ruthenium, Rhodium, and Osrn i~m."~ 'There is no mention of 
base metals in any place within these provisions - even though the Department of Commerce 
Guides that were their predecessor included such reference. Had the regulations only been 
concerned with the 500 ppt platinum content, and been unconcerned about the constitution of 
the balance, they need not have clearly specified the permined PGM components. 

l9 Misuse of the words "platinum," "iridium," "palL&um," 'ruthenium," "rhodium," and "osmium," 16 CFX $ 
23.7(c). 

20 StzF q t b  u Bur, 19 F3d 1527 (5h Gr.1994);Bau&.rteu Bamite, 923 F2d 754 (9Gr.1991);Sdum Gkhzge Ga u 
779 F. supp. 477 @D.ca.1991);S h a r h z h  T & $ w t n i R n e r R B m  u US., 58 Fed. a77 

(2003). 

S q  ic,F& Tra&GmrirsionmtkMe$A@ I=, ad.,60 F.T.C 275,285,1962 WL 75801 (fibthe rule 
expmio unius est exclusio alterius, this[thestatutorily prescribed method of obtaining a written guarantee from the 
manufacturer] is the only method by which a dealer in the United States can protea himself when relying on his 
supplier."). 

Z S q  ie,Fahral T d ~ s i o n i n t k M r r t t e r $ U S . L r j $ ~ G n p ,ad.,92 F.T.C 353,360,1978 WL 206101 
("[alpplication of a variety of maxims of construction, including expressio unius est exclusio alterius, compels us, 
under the circumstances, to hold that Regulation Z does not require that a separate date appear on the insurance 
authorization .. . ."). 
a Indeed, acpsia HIoia is a doctrine that rnerekcodifies basic principles of consuucrion. StzI+. Ira. A- $ 
Ansiar, Inc u Hrmke, 211 F.3d 638,643 (D.CGr.2000) C[e]ven without regard to the expressio unius principle, 
basic statutory construction requires that statutes be read to give each provision meaning"). 

l42.A. SUTHERLAND STATUTES AND STATUTORY O X W ' R U m O N  § 4723 (6& e d  2005). 

25 S t z h Misuse of the words 'platinum," "iridium," "palladium,"'ruthenium," 'rhodium," and 'osmium," 16 
CFX 8 23.7. 



In c o n m t  to the Platinum Guides, the FTC took a more permissive approach in the pewter 
section immediately following the platinum section.28 WRh regard to pewter, the Guide permitted 
the use of the term "pewter" so long as it contains at least 900 ppt grade A Tin, "with the 
remainder ca"pared #dqqmparefi we inpe~eter."'~The pewter Guide does not speclfy the 
identities of the metals appropriate for use in pewter, deliberately permitting flexibhy for 
industry. Had similar flexibility been envisioned for platinum, the platinum provisions could 
have been drafted in that manner. Indeed, the platinum provisions were published in final form 
in the F&al RegLster on April 8, 1997F well &r the May 30, 1996 publication of the final 
pewter provisions? 

In sum, we believe there is not& in the Platinum Guides or its legislative history that would 
suggest that the term "platinum" can be used to refer to the platinum/non-PGM alloys in 
question. Rather, we believe the plain wo* of the Guides mandates the opposite. Now that 
the FTC is directly addressing this issue, and to the extent there is any confusion on the meaning 
of the "literal words" of the Guides, we propose below clanfymg language to remove any doubt 
among industry participants. 

2. Historical De~arhnent of Cornmetre Requillements and State Laws 

PGI's interpretation of the Platinum Guides to exclude products containing 500-850 ppt pure 
platinum and no other PGMs is also consistent with historical Department of Commerce 
requirements and provisions in applicable state laws. ?he former Department of Commerce 
Standards ("CS") entitled "Markmg of Articles Made Wholly or in Part of Platinumw ("CS-66- 
38") were issued in 1938 and later replaced by the Department of Commerce VPS in 1976. The 
current Guides replaced both Department of Commerce documents in 1997.~~ 

Among other things, (3-66-38 governed the use of the term "platinumn when applied to 
products containing platinum combined with other metals. Notably, CS-66-38 Section 6(f) 
provided that: 

28 Misrepresentation as to content of pewter, 16 CFR $23.8. 

29 16 CFR $23.8(b) (emphasis added). 

61 Fed Reg. at 16675-16687. To be sure, the presumptive conclusiveness of the plain text created byaprariounius 
can be overcome by "a strong indication of connary legislative intent or polcy" or a f i n k  that literal intezpmation 
would "thwart the legislative intent made apparent by the entire act." 2 A  SUI'HERLAND STATUTES AND 
STATUTORY CDNSTRUCIION§ 4723,4725 (6& e d  2005). However, a thorough examination of the platinum 
pruducr labehng regulations and the history of their promulgauon has revealed neither a strong indication of 
legislative intent nor a cledy expressed policy to permit ignoring the clear instructions set forth in the regulations. 

3' 61 Fed Reg. 27178,27212-27222 (May 30,1996). 

32 61 Fed Reg. at 16669. 



An article composed of 'platinum and any other material or metal not resernbb, 
appearing, or purporting to be platinum may be marked with the quality mark 
"platinum," provided all parts or portions of such article purporting to be 
platinum, or reasonably resernbhg or appearing to be platinum shall be at least 
985 parts per thousand pure platinum 

% provision was made part of the VPS-69-76, also entitled "m of Articles Made Wholly 
or in Part of Platinum," which replaced (3-66-38. Furthermore, California, New York, New 
Jersey, Illinois, and W~consin, representing some of the largest jewelry markets in the country, 
have state laws governing the appropriate marlang of platinum products." These laws contain 
provisions virtually identical to that of a-66-38 Section 6(f) and similarly prohibit the use of the 
term "platinum" or any abbreviation thereof to describe a product composed of 5OG850 ppt 
pure platinum and no other PGMs. It is simply not sensible to establish a federal platinum 
standard that does not take appropriate state law provisions, applicable to some of the largest 
jewelry markets in the United States, into considemion. 

This historical information is sgmficant for two purposes: both to demonstrate that the base 
metal question was present when the Guides were last revised in 1997F and as a further reason 
to prohibit their invoduction as "platinum" products today. 

D. Request for Comments 

Given the public interest in the issue and the purported confusion of some as to whether they 
could mark or descni  as platinum products that contain 5OG850 ppt pure platinum but no 
other PGMs, the FTC published a F&al Rgszer notice on July 6,2005 soliciting comment on 
whether the Platinum Guides should be amended to address with particularity products that 
contain 5OG850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMS.)~ The FT'C also requested comments 
that would address the following additional questions: 

Is there empirical evidence on what consumers generally expect in terms of performance 
or other objective qualities when purchasing a product marked or described as platinum.? 

Are products containing 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs currently being 
marketed, and if so, how? Is there empirical evidence, e.g., copy testing or other research, 

33 C4L. Bus. &PROF. CODE § 22121 (2004); N.Y. GEN. Bus. LAW ART. 13-A (2004); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 51.65 
(2004); 815 IIL COMP. STAT. 395/0.01 (2004); WIS. ADMIN. CODE § 13433 (2004). Sea.!io Elly Rmen, "Shacttg 
Yarr Meid,," AJM Magdzine (May, 1998). 

" When solicidng comments to revise the Guides in 1992, the FTC proposed to adopt the VPS and incorpomte it 
into the FK guides. 57 Fed. Reg. at 24999. 

35 70 Fed. Reg. 38834. 



as to how consumers interpret the disclosures or marketing materials, or proposed 
disclosures or marketing materials, accompanying such products? 

For products containing 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs what, if any, 
additional information, in addition to disclosure of the product composition, may be 
necessary to prevent deception under Section 5 of the FTC Act? How do these 
disclosures compare to disclosures already requl-ed for other jewelry products, for 
example, gold? 

Are there supficant differences between 500-850 ppt pure platinum doys with no 
PGMs and other platinum products in t e r n  of durability, tarnish, hypodergenicity, 
ability to hold settings, or similar qualities? 

How would a product containing 500 ppt pure platinum and no other PGM be marked if 
it were being sold outside the United States? 

Should the platinum section of the Jewelry Guides be amended to address other products 
that contain platinum, such as platinurnclad, platinumfilled, platinum-plated, platinum- 
coated, or platinum overlay products that are not currently addressed in the section? 

Responses to each of these bulleted questions are provided below in Section 11. An extensive 
discussion on whether the Platinum Guides should be amended to address with particularity 
products that contain 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs is provided in Section III. 

11. Data and Empirical Evidence in Res_oonse to FT'C Questions 

A Is  the^ Empirical Evidence On What Consumers Generallv Expect In 
Terms of Performance or Other Obiective Qualities When Purrhasby A 
Pmduc t Marked or Described As Platinum? 

The Platinum Awareness Study, as well as a consumer study conducted by Hall and Parmers 
entitled " Plztiram2 B r d  a d  A b i n g  T r d k g  fi War$ ("Hall and Parmers Study") 36 provide a 
plethora of empirical evidence supporting the conclusion that consumers generally expect a 
"puren product when purchasing a product marked or described as "platinumn and that 
consumers would be confused and misled by alloyed products containing base metals from being 
sold as platinum. 

36 Hall and Partnen USA Inc., " P h  BrunfmdA&&ug T r d q  Re W e "  at 16 (September 2003). 81% of 
women shoppii for an engagement ring agreed that "pure" was a characteristic of platinum The Hall and Partners 
Study is provided as Attachment B to these comments. 



As descnid immediately below, the Platinum Awareness Study reveals that: (1) consumers value 
properties associated with pure platinum such as tarnish resistance, durability, stone security, 
hypoallergenicity, and the look of the setting over time; (2) consumers expect to be informed 
about the specific properties of an engagement ring containing significant amount of base metals 
prior to purchase; (3) mere content disclosures are insufficient to avoid consumer confusion; and 
(4) it is "Ighly doubdul" that the level and depth of information consumers consider knpolrant 
pnor to purchasing an engagement ring can be provided in any meanrngful way for a product 
composed of 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no PGMs. 

1. Platinum Awareness Study 

In response to the K s  request for empirical evidence, PGI commissioned Dr. Thomas J. 
Maronick, DBA, JD, to conduct the Platinum A m n e s s  Study, which is provided as Attachment 
&to these comments. 'Ihrough a series of questions37 presented to consumer respondents, the 
Platinum Awareness Study sought to: 

Assess consumers' level of knowledge about different precious metals used in settings for 
engagement rings and the importance of selected properties of precious metals in the 
selection of an engagement ring setting. 

Assess consumers' level of knowledge about the amount of precious metals in various 
types of metals used in engagement rings,includmg platinum, silver, y~llow, and white 
gold 

Assess the importance of, and consumers' expectations re*, the amount of 
platinum and PGMs in an engagement ring promoted as "platinum" 

Determine what information about the properties of engagement rings promoted as 
"platinumn consumers would like to have and where they would expect to obtain such 
information. 

37 The study participants responded to a variety of questions related to: (1) the importance of the purity of precious 
metals when selecting an engagement ring; (2) their level of knowledge about the precious metals used in settings for 
engagement rings; (3)the amount of platinum they would expect in a platinum engagement ring; (4)the importance 
of knowing the percentage of the precious metal in an engagement ring setting; (5)expectations reg* how to 
learn about the percentage of base metals in an engagement ring; (6) expectations reg* engagement rings called 
platinum with 40% base metals; (7) expectations regardtng being called platinum if informed prior to purchase that 
an engagement ring contained 40% or more of base metals;(8)expedons  r e g a d q  being called platinum if 
informed that an engagement ring contained 40% or more of base metals but has all the properties of platinum; (9) 
expectations re& beingcalled platinum if informed that an engagement ring contained 40% or more of base 
metals but without all the properties of platinurn; (10)information they would like to know about the prop& of 
engagement rings with 40% base metals prior to purchase; (1 I) their understandmg of the term " 14k"and '18k;" 
(12)their understandrng of '585 ~la t ,0pgm;" (13)their understandmg of '.585 plat, 415CD/CU;"and (14)their 
expectations about standards for in the US. and other countries. 



Assess consumers' knowledge and understanding about specific claims related to the 
amount of platinum and PGMs in jewelry, including engagement rings." 

Respondents were asked about an engagement ring with 40% base metals - a percentage that 
represents an example of a product at the hgher end of base metal content in products promoted 
as platinum, was used as a proxy for lower purity platinum products.39 

The Platinum Awareness Study reached four major findqs, each of which suggest that products 
comprised of between 5W850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs cannot be marked or 
described as "platinum" without creating sgmficant consumer confusion. 

First, the study reveals that consumers expect a product labeled "platinum" to contain a - 
substantial percentage of pure platinuma Specifically 

Over 75% of respondents indicated that the purity of the precious metal in the 
setting was "very important" or "important" in their decision," and over 50% of 
respondents expect an engagement ring labeled "platinum" to contain 80% or more 
pure ~latinum.'~ 

A substantial percentage of consumers do not expect a product to be called 
"platinum" if it contains 40% base metals, even if it is assumed to have all the 
properties of p w  ~latinum.'~ 

Less than one-third of respondents indicated that they would "definitely" or 
"probablf expect an engagement ring to be called "platinum" if it has 40% or more 
base metals, even if they were informed of the base metal content prior to the 
purchase of the ring.* 

38 Platinum Awareness Study at 3. 
J9 Zd Data for the studywerr collected from a sample of 332 consumels who were members of the TNS-NFO 
(WFO") MySurvey Consumer Mail Panel To for the study, individuals had to be between the ages of 21-34, 
have a personal annual income of at least $30,000 per par, have had at least some college, not be married or engaged 
at the time of the survey but expect to be engaged in the next rwelve months, and expect to have at least some role 
in the selection of the engagement ring. Approximately half of the sample was male and half female. The 
respondents are not only in the target market for an engagement ring, but they have at least some knowledge about 
platinum as an option when considering an engagement ring, and are u d q  to at least consider platinum as an 
option. 



If the engagement ring had 40% base metals and did not have all the properties of 
platinum such as durability, tarnish resistance, hypoallergenicity, security of stone, 
etc., the maiority of respondents (58.4O) indicated it " definitely or "probably" 
should not be called platinum.45 

The Platinum Awareness Study concludes that this data "suggests that any attempt to promote a 
product as 'platinum' that does not contain a substantially hlgh percentage of pure platinum is 
k l y  to deceive consumers, particularly if the product does not contain all the properties of pure 
platinum and/or such properties are not disclosedn46 This fin* is consistent with the Hall and 
Partners Study, where the large majority of consumers agreed with the statement "platinum is 
pure."47 

Second, durabhty, tarnish resistance, hypoallergenicity, security of the stone, type and purity of 
the precious metal, and the look of the setting over time are important to alI consumers in the 
selection of an engagement ring.18 The study revealed that consumers would want to know about 
these factors prior to purchase if the product being offered has 40% base metals. The study 
notes that "this raises questions about whether it is possible and how to adequately inform 
consumers regardmg the content and properties of products promoted as 'platinum' but contain 
substantial percentages of base  metal^."'^ 

Third, consumers have identified three primary sources of information regadng content and 
properties of engagement rings: (1) the sales representative; (2) tags on the setting; and (3) 
information stamped on the inside of the ring setting, with a substantial percentage loolung to 
multiple sources for informati~n.~" While it may be possible to stamp the percentage of the 
precious metal on the inside of the ring setting, many consumers indicated that they wanted more 
than one source of written information to communicate to them information about the jewelry, 
and only a few consumers knew the meaning of the stamped percentage. The study concludes by 
noting that, "it is clearly impossible to provide . . . information deemed imporrant (durabhty, 
tannish resistance, look over time) on the inside of the ring, and questionable whether it is 
possible to provide this information in a m e 4 and non-deceptive manner in a small tag 
attached to the ring."51 

45 I d a t  21. 

'6 Id  at 28. 

47 l3d and Partners Study at 16. 

'8 Platinum Awareness Study at 28. 

49 Id  at 28. 

Id at 29. 

5' Id 



Founh, and finally, the study revealed that most consumers do not know what "14kt" means and 
the vast majority (96%) do not understand what ".585 plat, 0 pgm" or what ".585 plat, 415 
CO/CU" means.52For example, only two respondents out of 332 corn+ indicated that "585 
plat, 0 pgm" meant that the product had 585% platinum and OO/o PGMs.'~ 

These f i n k  suggest that products composed of 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no PGMs 
present a s d i c a n t  risk of consumer confusion, particularlyif these products do not have all the 
properties associated with pure platinum Moreover, the study concludes that it is "lughly 
doubtful that the level and depth of information consumers consider important" when 
purchasing a platinum engagement ring containing sqpficant amounts of base metals can be 
provided in any meamngfd way.% 

A September 2003 study conducted by Hall and Partners USA Inc. also helps to shed hght on 
consumer expectations and knowledge of "platinum." The Hall and Partners study revealed that 
both men and women view platinum as a leading precious metal known for its pure and endunng 
properties. These f i n k s  resulted from 600 interviews conducted online.55 The respondents 
were women between the ages of 18-34 who had an income of greater than $30,000 and men 
between the ages of 25-34 who had an income of greater than $40,000. Individuals in both 
groups completed some college.% Most sgmficantly, approximately 80% of f e d  consumers 
understood that platinum products were "pure."57 In addition to higbhghting the pure aspects of 
platinum, the study revealed that only 22% of consumers feh sales associates helped them 
understand the difference between various metals.58 This, like the Platinum Awareness Study, 
suggests that it will be difficult, if not impossible, to provide consumers with sufficient 
disclosures and information on platinum products containing 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no 
PGMs at the point of sale. 

5~ Id at29. 

53 Id at 25. 

3 Id at 29. 

55 Hall and Partners Study at 2. 

56 Id 

57 Id at 16. 

5g Id at 33. 



B. Are Pmducts Containinp 500-850 PPT Pure Platinum and No Other PGMs 
p,
3 

Disclosures or  Madceting Materials, or Proposed Disclosures or Marketing 
Materials. Accompanying Such Pmducts? 

?here are platindnon-PGM alloy currently being marketed in the United States. WRh one 
exception, most manufacturers have avoided marlang or describmg their products as platinum. 
For example, a well known designer recently came out with a 777 platind223 base metal 
product, which is marketed under the brand name "Polarium6 " to avoid consumer confusion. 
This alloy, which is known for its magnetic properties, consists of 7G95% platinum and 5-30% 
cobalt. By marketing this alloy as Polarium@ instead of "platinum," the manufacturer ensured 
that consumers would not confuse this product with those traditionally marketed as platinum. 
PGI supports this reasonable approach, which permits consumer choice while avoidmg 
consumer confusion or deception. 

C For Pmducts Containiw 500-850 PM'Pure Platinum and No Other PGMs 
What, If Any, Additional Information, In Addition to Disclosure of the 
Product Composition, Map Be Necessary To Prevent Dece~tion Under 
Section 5 of the FI'C Act? 

?he FTC likely posed this question howing that it is notoriously difficult to educate consumers 
of jewelry at the retail level It is generally achodedged that there is insufficient space on the 
inside of a ring,or other jewelry, to incorponte the kinds of complex disclosures consumers find 
important prior to purchasing platinum jewelry. In addition, due to limited retail space and 
appearance concerns, we understand there is a gened aversion to a t t a c h  lengthy disclosure 
tags to jewelry sold at the retail level. Although sales associates are another potential source of 
product information, the Hid and Partners study revealed that only 22-24% of consumers felt 
that sales associates helped them understand the difference between different metals.59 

Due to these practical realities, we do not believe consumers would be capable of receiving 
appropriate and prominent disclosures associated with a platindnon-PGM alloy if sold in a 
retail environment. This conclusion is supported by the Platinum Awareness Study which notes 
that it is "lughly doubtful that the level and depth of idonnation consumers consider important 
prior to purchase can be provided in any me+ way for a product promoted as 'platinum' 
but containing sqpdicantly less platinum than the pure platinum jewelry currently being sold in 
the U.S. rnarke~"~ 

s9 Hall and Partners Study at 33. 

Platinum Awareness Srudy at 29. If, conuary to the above, the FTC nonetheless decides to permit low purity 
p]arin~mproducts to cany the platinum mark, we believe it would be imperative that information aside from 
product composition be disclosed to consumers in order to prevent deception. Based upon consumer expectations, 
we believe consumers may have a wide range of material concerns that require prominent disclosures, including but 



D. How Do the Above Disclosms Compare to Disclosws ALread~ Required 
for OtherTewehy Pmducts, Such as Gold? 

PGI respectfully suggests that a comparison to gold products is not useful because unlike gold, 
consumers have grater expectations that platinum is "pure." In addition, consumers are already 
confused with the current marking and promotion of gold products and the FTC should not 
expand the confusing terminology to a new market segment absent a compehg reason. 

By way of background, gold is the sole precious metal identified by its k t  rating. The hlgher 
the kt,the lugher the proportion of gold in the piece of jewelry. For example, 24K gold is 
pure while 14K gold is 58.5 percent pure gold and the remainder alloys. 'The gold pokon of the 
Jewelry Guides also distinguishes between k t - g o l d  and gold-plated jewelry (jewelry with a layer 
of at least 10K gold bonded to a base metal)P1 The Platinum Awareness Study, however, reveals 
that consumers do not know what 14K or 18K gold means. In fact, when respondents were 
asked whether they understood what the term "14W means, 822% of them did not know the 
answer.62 

Moreover, experience with white gold, which is subject to the same standards as yellow gold with 
respect to legal marlangs, alloy content, and commercial designations, has proven to be 
problematic. To create white gold, yellow gold is alloyed with metals such nickel, palladium, and 
silver to create a white metaL 

Retailers have received numerous complaints about white gold from consumers because of its 
propensity to tarnish, and because it is a source of allergies in some people. Chistopher W. 
Corti, diremr of international technology for the World Gold Council in London notes that 
turning gold white can occasionally make it: (1) prone to wear because of a rhodium plating often 
needed to make the m e d  look truly white; and (2) can be a source of skin allergies in some 

not lirnited to: (1) the amount of non-PGM metals present in such an alloy, and how this differs from traditional 
platinum products; (2) the durability of such an alloy compared with traditional platinum products; (3) the degree to 
which such an alloy would tarnish as compared with traditional platinum products; (4) the abiity of bench jewekrs to 
work on such an alloy without damagmg the jewelry, and the cost of such work, as compared with txaditional 
platinum products; (5) the ability of bench jewelers to resize jewelry containing such an alloy without jeopdzing 
the inregrity of the jewelty (6) whether jewelry containing such an alloy would provide as secure of a setting for 
diamonds as traditional platinum jewelr)., and (7) whether jewelry containing such an alloy would have the same 
hypoallergenic qualities as naditional platinum jewelry. Consumers consider these factors to be imporcant when 
purchasing platinum jewelry. Platinum Awareness Study at 12. However, PGI doubts that any such disclosure is 
actually possible, and the Plarinum Awareness studysupports rejecting disclosure as a viable vehicle for consumer 
education. 

62 Platinum Awareness Study at 24. 



people, usually because of the addition of a nickel alloy.63 Although the majority of white gold 
jewelry is actually a very pale gold plated with rhodmm, many consumers have the impression 
that they are buying unplated white gold& The FCC currently has the opportunity and 
responsibility to prevent these types of complaints for platinum products. 

E. 
With No PGMs and Other Platinum Pmducts in Tema of Durability, 

1. Overview 

When consumers think of platinum, they think of it as pure, m,expensive, naturally white, hgh 
quality, and durable. The introduction of a variety of different base metals into platinum alloys 
could result in sgdicant changes in the properties and behaviors of platinum as compared to 
current platinum alloys. 'This could increase the incidence of problems experienced by 
consumers, in terms of allergic reactions and in sizing and repair. Experience with white gold 
shows that this is a very real possibility. 

These new base metal alloys could particularly add considemble complexity and costs to wo* 
with platinum for bench jewelers, and the ref* pmcess for manufacturers, casters, and 
refiners. Bench jewelers may have a difficult time distinguishing between platinum doys during 
repair procedures, patticularly if a new type of platinum product emerges that contains a new type 
of markmg. Oxidation issues may also present a problem for bench jewelers if there are 
slgnrficant levels of non-PGMs. For example, a hgh copper content would require the bench 
jewelers to use atmosphere control equipment that most bench jewelers may not have. F i ,  
with regard to resizing, the melung point of a ring containing sgdicant non-PGMs may be 
slgnrficandy reduced which can lead to melting/aheration of the ring. 

PGI is aware of no evidence suggesting that new alloys containing between 500 and 850 ppt pure 
platinum and no other PGMs would have the same properties as traditional platinum jewelry sold 
in the United States. In fact, due to the multitude of base metals that could be alloyed with 
platinum, we believe it is self-evident that such alloys would in fact have vastly different 
properties from traditional platinum. We have provided, in the following section, test results that 
confirm the vastly different properties associated with such base metal alloys. 

Fmally, it should be emphasized that even if a hypothetical lower purity platinum/base metal 
alloy could be developed that shares many of the same properties as pure platinum, we believe 

63 Y&&qWhrte w"Professional Jeweler Magazine (September2003),found at 
h~p~J/www.professio~jeweler.com~~hives/articles/20~~/se~3/O9O3mmhd.
For more on the allergic 
properties of nickel in white gold, see httpr//www.gold.o~&cover/sciiindu/GTec~2~~28/my.~. 



the FTC would still not be justified in opening the marketplace to an entire category of new 
products that may have vastly different properties from uaditional platinum. In our view, FT'C 
regulatory policy should be based upon protecting the vast majority of consumers, not protec* 
a hypothetical product (which would likely be patented) that would not reflect the range of base 
metal alloys that would inundate the market ifleft unfettered by the FTC As noted previously, 
we believe such a product should be permitted to enter the market, but should not be permitted 
to be marked or described as platinum. 

2. Testing of Low P u i q  Platinum Alloys 

PGI provided a hypothetical sample of a lower purity platindbase metal alloy (an alloy that is 
not currently on the market) to Hoover & Suong, a well recognized metallurgic testing and 
laboratory company, for property testing. 'The alloy provided to Hoover & Smng contained 
59.2% platinum, 36.59% copper, and 3.90% cobalt (along with uace amounts of gold, silver, and 
nickel). Test results are provided as Artachment C 

Testing clearly indicates that this sample alloy had inferior wear resistance as compared with 
traditional platinum alloys (ie. 9.3% weight loss compared with 7.1% for traditional platinum). 
Ahreover, -the sample Aloi was not co&parable to -mditional platinum alloys witheregad to 
oxidation resistance-testing: Finally, and l&h.aps most importan&, the sample alloy was-unable 
to survive standard weldmg/soldering procedures for sizing. In fact, the study noted that without 
the use of "fluxn during the soldering process, "there was a poor joint due to the heavy oxide 
layer generated.... Fluxing the joint prior to soldering improved matters ...but there was still 
evidence of oxide after soldering, and on close examination there was an incomplete joint." Not 
surprisingly, welrlmg trials provided similar inferior results as the soldering uials. 

Separately, Daniel Ballad of Precious MetakWesdFine Gold tested various likely alloys of 
platinum and other base metals, including copper, cobalt, zinc and silver (all of which are 
commonly used in gold alloys). Test results are provided in Attachment D. Specifically, Mr. 
Ballard testing three alloys, all containing 585 ppt pure platinum The first alloy contained 250 
ppt copper, 103 ppt nickel, and 62 ppt zinc, the second alloy contained 208 ppt copper and 207 
ppt cobalt, and the third alloy contained 208 ppt copper and 207 ppt silver. 

Mr. Ballard found that these lower purity base metal alloys did not come close to meeting the 
current performance criteria of traditional pladnum products. Particularly noteworthy was the 
fact that the new alloys demonstrated significant vulnerabhty to oxidization and tarnishing -
effects not seen with traditional pure platinum products. 

Mr. Ballad concluded by stating the following.. 

In my personal albeit studied opinion, base metal 585 platinum 
will act much like nickel based white gold: Easy to oxidize and 



difficult to roll or cast. Non PGM low content platinum may save 
some money, but this will come with some negative trade offs: 

- alloys that a,xr difficult to blend or cast 
- alloys that oxidize 
- alloys that tarnish 
- platinum alloys that behave similar to wfiite gold, rather than 
platinum 

- alloys that may or may not be hypo-allergenic. 

The test results are unequivocal - lower purity platinum alloys containing s&icant amounts of 
base metals may have vastly different properties than traditional platinum products sold in the 
United States. 

3. H p a l l ew e n i c i ~Comems 

Platinum is widely known for its hypoallergenic properties, and in fact many consumers purchase 
platinum solelydue to such properties. It is well known, however, that nickel - the primary base 
metal currently used in white gold alloys - is capable of producing allergic reactions when added 
to jewelry. Specifically, the presence of nickel can result in Nick1 Allergic Contact 
For that reason, the European market has banned non-occupational contact with nickl, and 
prohiiits products with over 6% nickel from the market. Due to existing products inuoduced 
before the ban, however, it is estimated that nickel-plated clothing fasteners and jewelry in 
pierced ears has sensitized about 5-15%of females and about 0.5- 1% of males. Of greatest 
importance, in the United States nickl allergies are also on the rise - up from 10% in the 1980's 
to approximately 15% today. 

Although PGI would not expect responsible members of the jewelry industry to alloy nickel with 
platinum, we are unfortunatelyunable to rule out this possiblltty. Obviously, it would be a 
disaster for the American consumer if the metal they understood to be hypoallergenic - platinum 
- began producing rashes in even a small percentage of US. consumers. The possibhy that 
nickel could be used as one of the base metals alloyed with platinum, however, strongly militates 
against expandmg the Guides to allow such alloys.66 

65 Sre http.J/www~~telalle~.o'g/indexcfmlci-id99/la-idlhm. ?he data on nickel allergy presented above is 
largely taken from this nickel industry website publication 

66 Moreover, the typical white gold alloy will oxidize when welded or soldered. While a boric acid or denatured 
alcohol fire coat can be used to minimize the oxidarion during sizing, such techniques are only available because the 
soldering and weldmg remperatures used for sizing white gold are within the limitations of the fire coat, and will 
prevent fm scale oxidation during weldmg. For platinum products, however, weldmg temperams would be 
expected to be outside the capabdities of a f i  coat. 



4. Conclusion 

In sum, whether it is wearabrlty, weight loss, hypoallergenicity, soldering and bench criteria, 
oxidization, or tamishmg, testing data indicate that base metal alloys simply do not meet the 
performance criteria associated with traditional platinum products. @te obviously, consumers 
wiU be distraught if the platinum products they purchase begin to oxidize or tarnish, fad when 
given to the jeweler for sizing, or, worst of all, cause them rashes. Consumers today simply do 
not expect such results from platinum products, and pay more in part to avoid these risks. 

Accordingly, due to the diverse properties associated with products containing between 500 and 
850 ppt pure platinum and no PGMs, and the fact that these properties may differ sqpficantly 
from traditional platinum jewelry, we believe the FKshould ensure that such lower puriv alloys 
are not marked or described as platinum. 

F. a r 
PGM Be MaAed if it W ~ R  Be@ Sold Outside the United States? Is 
T C 

Composition? 

1. I S 0  Standard 

The IS0 standard for platinum xmrkmgs, IS0 9202:1991(E) " J d r y  - FinsleFs Metal 
A@,'' specifies a range of fineness of precious metal alloys recommended for use in the field of 
jewelry. It provides for three values in ppt for platinum jewelry: 950, 900, and 850. Since the 
IS0  requires an 850 ppt pure platinum minimum, and many counuies have adopted IS0 
standards as local law, products containing between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum and no other 
PGMs would not generally be permitted to be marireted as "platinumn if sold outside the United 
States. 

A recent survey conducted by CIBJO"" revealed international support for this standard and the 
desire to restrict the use of the unqualified word "platinumn (or PT., Plat, or other national 
syrnbog to describe platinum alloys that contain 850 ppt, or more, of pure platinum.68 The 
majority of CBJO members also believe that combinations of platinum and non-PGMs 
(incluchg gold and silver) with fewer that 850 ppt pure platinum should not be marked, 
marketed or described using the word Rather, these items should be marked, 

67 CIBJO,which is the acronym for the French phrase, Confi&xation International de la Bijouterie, Joaillerie, 
Orfivrerie des Diamantes, Perks et Piems, and which vanslates to International Confedemtion of Jewelry, 
Silverware, Diamonds and Stones, is the international jewelry confederation of national trade organizations. 

OBJO Press Release, " o w & b g A ~  %A nmg N a b s  to PLmtMm T ~ J a~850ppt Rolry ~ 
&A fm? (July 27,2OO5),found at 
h q d /  www.jckgroup.com/arricle/cA630271/j c k ) i n +Metals&indusuyid =673. 

69 The UBJO Proposed Statement on Platinum Nomenclature is provided as Awhment E. 



marketed or described usmg other names that do not mislead or confuse the buyer regadng the 
true composition of the metal alloy. 

Consistent with these results, CIBJO President Gaetano Cavalieri remarked, "[tfie current IS0  
standard 9202 for platinum's purity not only ensures that consumers are buying a qualityproduct 
when purchasing platinum jewelry, but it underscores the hlgh level of purity that consumers 
worldwide have come to expect and understand when purchasing jewelry made of platinum. 
Clearly, CIBJO members believe that changes in these areas could result in consumer confusion 
and di~satisfaction."~~ 

PGI encourages the FTC to maintain consistencywith international standards. Not only has the 
FTC itself previously expressed a desire to maintain consistencywith international standards, but 
also consistency is beneficial to consumers and the jewelry industry. Divergent national 
standards may create a number of unintended consequences such as technical barriers to trade. 

2. ITC Obli~ationto Establish Guides Consistent with International 

Standards 

The FTC recognized in the Feded Register preamble to the f iGuides that it has an obhgation 
to establish Guides consistent with international trade statutes. The FTC specifically indicated 
that "[tfie Trade Agreements Act of 1979 states that no federal agency 'may engage in standards- 
related activity that creates unnecessary obstacles to the foreign commerce of the United States . 
. .'"'I International standardization provides a vital context within which U.S. manufacturers can 
compete fairly in export markers in Europe and Asia, which are important sources of revenue 
and employment for a sgdicant group of U.S. manufacturers. 

Moreover, the FTC extensively refers to the international platinum standard in the preamble to 
the final Platinum Guides, and revised aspects of the Guides to maintain consistency with 
international ~tandards.~ In fact, the FTC explicitly noted that "[bked on the international 
standards reflected in the IS0  standard and the request in the comments to utilize standards that 
are recognized internationally, the Commission has revised [a portion of the Platinum guide^]."^ 
The FTC has repeatedly expressed its desire to maintain consistency with international standards. 
In an October 31, 1997 letter to the Consumer Products Directorate of Canada, fonner FTC 
Director Jodie Bernstein acknowledged that the "Commission revised the platinum section of the 

70 aBJOJuly 27,2005 Press Release. 

71 62 Fefd. Reg. at 16671, Footnote 19. 

72 Sed at. 16670- 16672 for a complete discussion. 

73 Id at 16671. Of course, the EU nickel standards noted above may be implicated to the extent that the base metal 
is used in plarinum alloys. 



Jewelry Guides to be consistent with the international standard established by ISO" and 
suggested that Canada consider adopting the international standard for articles containing 85 and 
90 percent platinum "inorder to avoid consumer confusionn74 

Maintaining consistency with the IS0 standard will be beneficial to both consumers and the 
jewelry industry. The widespread adoption of an international standard means that suppliers can 
base the development of their products and services on specifications that have wide acceptance 
in the jewelry industry. This, in turn, means that businesses using international standards are 
increasingly free to compete in markets around the world on a "level playing field" Conforming 
products and services to international standards provides consumers with assurance about their 
quality, safety and reliabllrty. 

The Platinum Awareness Study also supports adopting international standards for the benefit of 
consumers. When consumers were asked whether they would expect the standard for a ring to 
be called "platinum" to be the same in the United States as in other countries around the world, 
almost muthirds of all respondents (64.7%) indicated that they would expect the standards to be 
the same with an additional 20.6% saying they didn't know or were not sure? In @t of 
increasing globalization and international travel and movement, consumers will be affected by 
varying definitions of platinum - particularly if they are concerned about their product's male 
value. Accodngly, the FTC should maintain consistency with international standards for 
platinum jewelry. 

G. Should the Platinum Section of the lewelty Guides Be Amended to Address 
Other P d u c  ts That Contain Platinum, Such as Platinum-Clad. Platinum- 
Filled. Platinum-Plated, Platinum-Coated. or Platinum Overiay W u c t s ,  
That are Not Cumntiv AddFessed in This Section? 

PGI believes there is a definite need to amend the Guides to address platinum plated and coated 
products. At present, the thickness and purity of the coating or plate are not addressed at aJL 
We believe it is imperative that these issues be addressed, and we therefore suggest addmg a new 
section to the Guides that provides as follows: 

, "74 FTC, h o b e r  3 1,1977YGxmBtan (2zmdimPra3aaMetal s M ~ i q ~ at Footnote 6, found at 
httpt//www~.gov/ be/v970007htm (emphasis added). 

75 Platinum Awareness Study at 26. 



(a) It is unfair or deceptive to misrepresent the thickness, weight ratio, or manner of 
application of any Platinum plating, covering, or coating on any surface of an industry 
product or part thereof. 

(b) It is unfair or deceptive to mark, describe, or otherwise use the word "Platinum" (or its 
abbreviation) by itself or in combination with other words or numerical designations for 
all or part of an industry product that is not composed throughout of Platinum or 
Platinum alloy, but is surface-plated or coated with Platinum or Platinum alloy, unless the 
word "Platinum" (or its abbreviation) is adequately qualified to indicate that the product 
or part is only surface-plated 

(c) It is unfair or deceptive to mark, describe, or otherwise use the terms "Platinum Plate" or 
"Platinum Plated" (or any abbreviation) to describe all or part of an industry product, 
except as follows: 

(1) The surface-plating with Platinum, applied by any process, shall be of 
such thickness and extent of surface coverage that reasonable durabilrty is 
assured; 

(2) The surface-plating of such article shall be composed of at least 850 parts 
per thousand pure Platinum and 100 parts per thousand other PGM; 
NOTE: All provisions of 93.7.1 are applicable to the nomenclature and 
composition of any Platinum and Platinum alloy used for surface-coating or 
surface- plating. 

(3) The minimum thickness of Platinum or Platinum alloy coating affiied on all 
s~golficant surfaces of an industry product, by any process such as coating, 
elemplating, or deposition of any means shall be no less than one-quamr 
micron; 

(4) The Platinum coating shall be of substantial thickness so that dutable coveqe of 
the base metal to which the coating has been affixed is assured 

(5) The exact thickness of the plate may be marked on the item, as for example "2. 
microns I% platinum plate" or "2p Pt9." 
NOTE: If an indusuyproduct has a thicker coating or electroplating of plating on 
some areas than others, the minimum hckness of the plate should be marked 

(6)An industry product or part thereof may be marked or described as "Platinum 
Electroplate" or "Platinum Electroplated," or abbreviated as, for example, "Pt.ES.," if 
there has been affixed to it all sgdicant surfaces by an electrolyuc process an 
electroplating of Platinum with a level of purity of at least 950 parts per thousand pure 
Platinum, which has a minimum thickness throughout equivalent to [ ]* (approximately 
[ ] ' b f  an inch) of pure platinum. When the electroplating is of at least 950 parts per 



thousand pure Platinum but does not meet the minimum thickness specified above, the 
rnariang or description may be "Platinum Flashed" or "Platinum Washedn 

When the ekcuoplating is of at least 950 parts per thousand pure Platinum and of a 
minimum thickness throughout equivalent to [ ]"microns (or approximately [ ]" of an 
inch) of pure Platinum, the madung or description may be "Heavy Platinum 
E lemplate" or "Heavy Platinum Elecuoplated" 
When electroplatings quahfy for the term "Platinum Electroplate" (or "Platinum 
Electroplated"), or "Heavy Platinum Elemplate" (or "Heavy Platinum Elecmplated"), 
and have been applied by use of a particular kind of elecmlyuc process, the marking may 
be accompanied by identification of the process used, as for example, "Platinum 
Electroplated (X Process)" or "Heavy Platinum Electmplated (Y Process)." 

-
* We understand that industry groups are currently researchmg appropriate and accurate 
numbers to insert for thickness standards, and that such numbers will be relayed to the FT'C in 
the near future. 

111. The Platinum Guides Should be Amended to Pmhibit The Ma rkhg As Platinum 

A. The Guides Should Be Amended To Establish An Unarnbi~uous and 
p h 
Products as Platinum 

In hght of the extensive empirical evidence and consumer data presented in Section II,PGI 
respectfully requests that the Fr'C amend the Platinum Guides and provide for an unambiguous, 
transparent standard that precludes the marketing of products containing 500-850 ppt pure 
platinum and no PGMs as "platinum." 

1. Consumer Expectations and Potential for Confusion 

The Platinum Awareness Study and the Hall and Partners Studies described above confirm that 
platinum's hgh level of purity is both its most distinctive and appealmg q*. Introducing the 
use of the platinum mark to relate to lower level purity platinum mixed with non-PGM base 
metals would result in consumer confusion and deception at the point of purchase. Jewelry is an 
emotional, expensive purchase, often made impulsively in the absence of extensive education 
This means that jewelry purchases are parricularly susceptible to misunderstandmg and 
confusion. 

The Platinum Awareness Study khllghts the fact that consumers are not experts in precious 
metal content and do not comprehend the complex differences associated with various platinum 



a l l o ~ .  Even if the content of such jewelry is disclosed, the vast majority of consumers would not 
understand how this affects a product's smdanty to naditional platinum This is particularly 
troubhg since subpotent jewelry often appears identical to platinum at the point of sale. 

The Platinum Awareness Study in particular demonstrates that product disclosures, such as 
stamping the alloy components of the ring, are insufficient to avoid such confusion Product 
disclosures and the potential need to re-educate sales staff in order to protect consumers from 
confusion and deception may not only be difficult to execute, but could be prohibitively 
expensive, with no guarantee of success. Sales associates cannot ensure that correct information 
comparing all of the differences between a m u l t i d  of new alloys will be relayed to consumers 
at the point of sale. Not only are many purchases currently made over the Internet with no 
personal interaction, but also some salespeople operate under commission and may inadvertently 
encourage the purchase of a product without fully disclosing its limitations. 

Consumer expectations have been formed based upon industry custom, state laws, and 
international marketing practices associated with platinum whereby products containing 58.5% 
platinum and 0 PGMs are not marked or identified as "platinum" When purchasing platinum 
jewelry, consumers should not fear that products they believed are traditional platinum are in fact 
not platinum - particularly if they mvel outside the country and discover that laws in foreign 
countries prohibit their jewelry from being resold as platinum. The new alloys may not only 
affect consumers' perceived retail value, but also the time and cost associated with resizing 
platinum jewelry and the abllrty to resize the jewelry. Finally, it would be unfair to penalize those 
who have complied with the Guides to change the ~ules midstream. 

2. A Variety of Lower Putity Platinum Pmducts Mav Enter the 
Madcetplace 

A clear standard is also necessary because products that fall within the category of 5OG850 ppt 
pure platinum and no PGM are wide-ranging. The marketplace could be inundated with strange 
alloys differing in base metal content and individual properties. Consumers would have no 
realistic way to comprehend how they all differ, which are priced appropriately, and which have 
good resale value. 

It is not difficult to imagine the types of products, with varying percentages, content, and 
properties that could enter the marketplace chmmg to be "platinum." Products with 50% pure 
phkium and 50% copper, 55% pure platinum and 45% lead, 60% pure platinum and 40% 
cobalt, could all enter the market and be promoted as "platinum" As demonstrated in alloy 
testing included in these comments, diverse allo)s may have diverse properties that axr entirely 
inconsistent with the properties of traditional platinum jewelry sold in the United States. There is 
no basis for the FTC to assume that such products/alloys would have the qualities of platinum 
expected by consumers - such as durabllty, tarnish resistance, hypoallergenicity, security of stone 
setting, etc. 



3. The FI'C Standard Should be Unarnbi~uous and Transpatent 

The FTC must act immediately and establish an unambiguous and transparent standard, 
consistent with industry custom, to ensure that consumers are not mislead and to help consumes 
distinguish the 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no PGM class of products from those traditionah/ 
marketed as platinum. Not only do consumers deserve a clear standard to help guide them in 
their platinum pwchases, but the multitude of products that could fall within this class, all with 
different properties and content, make a clear standard a necessity. Mo~over,  a clear standard 
would be easier to enforce by the FTC and would help retailers and manufamrs avoid 
violating the law. 

B. b s e d m 
PPT P m  Platinum and No Other PGMs 

1. P m p s e d  Standard 

PGI encourages the FTC to make explicit what was previously implicit d e r  the Platinum 
Guides. It has long been our belief and understandug of the Guides that products composed of 
500-850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs should not be marked or described as platinum -
and the Guides should be amended to reflect this. 

Furthemre, although not directly asked by the FTC, we believe the standard applied to 
products composed of between 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs should also be 
applied to variant alloys composed of between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum combined with a 
small amount of PGMs and the remainder base metals (e.g. an alloy containing 510 ppt pure 
platinum, 90 ppt PGMs, and 400 ppt base metals). 

Accodmgly, in an effort to avoid another indusay dispute (which may require FTC 
involvement), we believe it would be appropriate to make clear that products not containing at 
least 950 ppt PGMs and 500 ppt pure platinum should not be marked or described as 
"platinum." This solution addresses both classes of products. 

Specifically, a standard that expressly requks a minimum of 950 parts per thousand PGMs and 
500 parts per thousand pure platinum for a product to be marked or described as platinum would 
prohibit both: (1) products containing between 500 and 850 parts per thousand pure platinum 
and no other PGMs; and (2) products containing between 500 and 850 parts per thousand pure 
platinum combined with a small amount of PGMs and the remainder base metals (eg. an alloy 
containing 5 10 ppt pure platinum, 90 ppt PGMs, and 400 ppt base metals). 

We believe the FTCs decision to address both categories of products would be a logical 
outgrowth flowing from the agency's Federal Register notice, particularly as the Federal Register 
notice expressly indicated that "[p]latinum products that have been marketed thus far typically 



contain over 85% pure platinum or contain a combination of pure platinum and platinum group 
metals [PGM]that total 95% PGM"76 

We also believe the Guides should be amended to make clear that inappropriate use of the term 
"platinum" in marIung, describing, or promoting a product is an unfair or deceptive practice, 
rather than an action that "may be rnisleadmg." 

Accod.ngly, we encourage the FTC to revise the Platinum Guides as follows: 

s23.7.1 Misuse of the words "Platinum" "Iridium" "Palladium" "Ruthenium" 
"Rhodium." and "Osmium." 

(a) It is unfair or deceptive to use the words "l~latinum," "Iridium," "Palladium," 
"Ruthenium," "Rhodium," and "Osmiumn(or their abbreviation) to describe, mark or 
market all or part of any industry product that is not composed of the precious metal of 
the type described The Platinum Group Metals (PGM) are Platinum, Iridium, Palladium, 
Ruthenium, Rhodium, and Osmium. The following abbreviations for each of the PGM 
may be used: "Plat." or "Pt." for Platinum; "Irid" or "Ir." for Iridiurq "Pall." or "Pd" 
for Palladium; "Ruth." or "Runfor Ruthenium; "Rhod" or "Rh." for Rhodium; and 
"Osmi" or "0s." for Osmium. 

(b) It is unfair or deceptive to misrepresent the quantity of parts per thousand pure Platinum 
or PGM in an industry produn 

(c) It is unfair or deceptive to mark, describe, or otherwise use the word "Platinum" (or its 
abbreviation) by itself or in combination with other words or numerical designations for 
all or part of an industryproduct, except as follows: 

(1) If an article consists of at least 950 parts per thousand pure Platinum, the atticle 
may be marked "Platinumn (or its abbreviation) without any qualification or 
addition. 

(2) If an article consists of at least 950 parts per thousand PGM, of which at least 850 
parts per thousand azr pure Platinum, the article may be marked with the word . 
"Platinum" (or its abbreviation) immediately preceded by the numerical 
designation of the parts per thousand pure Platinum. Thus, the following 
madungs may be used. "950Pt.," "950Plat.," "900k.," "900Plat.," "850k," 
"85OPlat." 

(3) If an article consists of at least 950 parts per thousand PGM, of which at least 500 
parts per thousand are pure Platinum, the article may be marked with the word 

76 70 Fed Reg. at 38835. 



"Platinumn (or its abbreviation) immediately preceded by the numerical 
designation of the parts per thousand pure Platinum and the name of each PGM 
constituent immediately preceded by the numerical designation of the parts per 
thousand of each PGM, as for example, "600k.350Ir.," "600Pht.350Irid,* 
"550l't.350Pd.SOIr.," "S5OPlat.35OPalL5OIrid" 

(d) It is unfair or deceptive to mark, describe, or otherwise use the word "Platinum" (or its 
abbreviation) by itself or in combination with other words or numerical designations for 
all or part of an industry product that does not consist of at least 950 parts per thousand 
PGM, of which at least 500 parts per thousand are pure Platinum. 

In the alternative, in the event the FICdoes not adopt the above suggestions, at a minimum we 
believe the following modifications to current Section 23.7@)(3) of the Guides would be essential 
(modifications to the current Guides m underlined): 

(b) The following are examples of madungs or descriptions that are unfair or 
deceptive: 

(3) Use of the word "Platinumn or any abbreviation thereof, to mark or 
describe any product that is not composed throughout of at least 500 
parts per thousand pure Platinum and at least 950 parts per thousand 
PGM. 

Based upon the information and data included in these comments, PGI believes the FTC has a 
sufficient basis to modify the Guides as described above. We do not believe there are any Legal 
or public policy reasons to reopen the comment period once again prior to modification of the 
Guides in the above manner. Nonetheless, to the extent the FTC disagrees and reopens the 
comment period to solicit comments on a proposed modification to the Guides, we believe it 
would be imperative for the FTC to clearly express in the Federal Register its legal concerns 
regadng such products to prevent and discourage widespread interim marketing and subsequent 
consumer injury and deception prior to the finalization of the modified Guides. 

Specifically, in the event the FTC issues another Federal W t e r  notice soliciting comments on 
proposed modifications to the Guides, we believe such a notice should indicate that: (1)the FTC 
believes it is unfair or deceptive to mark or describe a product as "platinum" if it is not composed 
h u g h o u t  of at least 500 parts per thousand pure platinum and at least 950 parts per thousand 
PGM; and (2) promotion of such products may be in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act even prior to f i t i o n  of the modified Guides. Precedent for such a 
statement may be found in the FTCs reversal of its laser-ddhg policy (where the FTC indicated 
in the Feded Register proposal that the Commission had tentatively concluded that laser d d h g  
is an unfair or deceptive trade pmtice) and in the staff opinion letter recently issued on 
platindbase metal allo)s (where the FTC indicated that such alloys must be marketed 
consistent with Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act). 



2. The Pmposed Standard Would Haw a Positive Impact on 
Competition 

Prohibiting lower purity platinum from being marked or described as platinum will not 
stifle competition; products consisting of 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no PGMs may still 
compete in the marketplace with platinum and products composed of other precious metals - as 
long as they are not marketed as "platinum." In fact, a clear standard may a c t d y  increase 
competition by ensuring that industry is comfortable in engaging in transactions associated with 
such alloys. Any reluctance to engage in transactions due to ambiguity of the regulatory 
framework would be abated 

3. The Pm~osedStandard Would be Easy to E n f o ~ e  

'The proposed standard would be easy to enforce since the FTC and industry would not need to 
assess how products with varied properties and features are promoted and marked The FTC 
would not need to evaluate consumer understanding of alloy +s, quldjmg language used 
by companies to promote their specific alloys, in-store signage, and statements made by sales 
associates at the point of sale. Rather, the standard would be clear and unambiguous and 
consumers and industry would know how to interpret the Guides. 

4. The Pm~osed Standard) 
Standards Pmhibitine the Making or Describing-
C o n t a i n i n g ~ 

Not only would PGI's proposed standard be easy to enforce and have a positive impact on 
competition, but it would also be consistent with international and state standards that prohibit 
the markmg or describing of products containing between 500 and 850 ppt pure platinum and no 
PGMs as platinum. Both the FTC and indusuy have recognized the importance of international 
consistency when developing platinum standards." As discussed above, the IS0 standard for 
platinum rnarkuzgs requires an 850 ppt pure platinum minimum78As such, products containing 
between 500-850 ppt pure platinum and no other PGMs would be prohibited from being 
d t e d  as "platinum" under the I S 0  standard 

n Ste 62 Fed Reg. 16669. 
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PLATINUM AWARENESS STUDY 

Introduction 

This consumer research was conducted to gain a better understanding of the 

importance of various factors in the selection of an engagement ring' by consumers who 

expect to be engaged in the next year. Specifically, there are five objectives: 

a. to assess consumers' level of knowledge about different precious metals 

used in settings for engagement rings and the importance of selected 

properties of precious metals in the selection of an engagement ring 

setting, 

b. to assess consumers' level of knowledge about the amount of precious 

metals in various types of metals used in engagement rings, including 

platinum, silver, yellow and wtute gold, 

c. to assess consumer expectations regardmg the amount of platinum and 

platinum group metals (PGM's) in an engagement ring promoted as 

"platinum2," 

d. to detennine what mformation about the properties of engagement rings 

promoted as "platinum" consumers would like to have and where they 

would expect to obtain such mformation, 

' la this study, platinum engagement rings were used as a proxy for all platinum jewelry because it is 
estimated that 30% of the retail dollar value of all platinum jewelry sold in the U.S. is accounted for by 
engagementrings. In addition, platinum wedding band sales are largely predicated on the purchase of 
platinum engagement rings,which gives the latter a disproportionate importance in the market as a whole. 

In this study, respondents were asked about an engagement ring with 40% base metals. This percentage 
was used as a proxy for lower puriv "platinum" products. This percentage represents an example of a 
product at the higher end of base metal content in potential products promoted as "platinum." 



e. to assess consumers' knowledge and understanding about specific claims 

related to the amount of platinum and platinum group metals in jewelry, 

includrng in engagement rings. 

Methodology 

Data for the study was collected from a sample of consumers who were members 

of the TNS-NFO (NFO) Mysurvey Consumer Mail Panel. To be qualified for the study, 

the individual had to be: 

a Age21-34, 

b. Have a personal annual income of at least $30,000 per year, 

c. Have had at least some college, 

d. Not be married or engaged at the time of the survey but expect to be 

engaged in the next twelve months, and 

e. Expect to have at least some role in the selection of the engagement ring. 

Approximately half of the sample was to be male and half female. 

The total sample size was 332. The study was pre-tested in May, 2005 with a 

sample of thirty. The final study was executed with a sample of three hundred (300) 

qualified respondents in June, 2005. Because there were no changes to the questionnaire 

[See Appendix A] or selection criteria following the pretest, the pretest results were 

included in the final study tabulations, resulting in a total sample size of 332. 

Target Market 

An important consideration in this study was to assure that the respondents are in 

the target market for an engagement ring. Thus,respondents were those who expect to 

be engaged in the next year and who expect to play at least some role in the selection of 



the ring setting. The resulting data show that the respondents are clearly in the target 

market for a platinum engagement ring. As noted in the Findings below (Table 2). 8I .9% 

of respondents are either "very knowledgeable," "fairly knowledgeable," or "know 

something" about platinum. This compares favorably with knowledge about silver 

(86.1%). h t e  gold (84.6%). and yellow gold (85.8%). Moreover, when asked how 

likely they were to consider specified precious metals for an engagement ring, 85% of 

respondents indicated they would "definitely," "most likely," or "probably" consider 

platinum. f i s  compares favorably with likelihood percentages for each of the other 

three precious metals: silver (79%),yellow gold (43%), and white gold (34.9%). 

Gwen these findmgs, the respondents are clearly in the target market for platinum 

when they select or play a role in selecting an engagement ring in the next year. 



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Four major f inhgs  flow from this study of consumers who expect to be engaged in the 

next year and expect to play at least some role in the selection of the engagement ring. 

1. Consumers expect a "platinum" product to contain a substantial percentage 

of "pure platinum" 

The data show that the majority of consumers expect a "platinum" product to 

contain a substantial proportion (80% or more) "pure platinum" (Table 3) 

Over one-third of respondents (35.5%) indicated they would not expect an 

engagement ring to be called "platinum" if it had 40% base metals, with an 

additional 4 1.3% either "not sure" or at least equivocal (i.e., "maybe") (Table 6). 

A substantial percentage of respondents (28.6%) do not expect a product to be 

called "platinum" if it contains 40% base metals, even if it is assumed to have all 

the properties of "pure" platinum (Table 8). Moreover, an additional 38.2% were 

either "not sure" or equivocal (i.e., "maybe") as to whether such a product should 

be called "platinum." 

A majority of consumers (58.4%) would not expect an engagement ring to be 

called "platinum" if it d d  not have all the properties of "pure platinum," e.g., 

durability, scratch and tarnish resistance, security of the stone, and look over time. 

Moreover, an additional 26.5% were either "not sure" or equivocal (i.e., "maybe") 

as to whether such a product should be called "platinum" (Table 1 10). 

A significant percentage of consumers (34.6%) would "definitely" or "probably" 

not expect an engagement ring to be called "platinum" even if they were informed 

of its metal content and properties prior to purchase (Table 7). 



Mere metal content disclosures (e.g., percent platinum, platinum group metals, 

and base metals) are not sufficient - consumers expect to be informed about 

specific properties of engagement rings containing significant amounts of base 

metals. 

Factors important to the vast majority of consumers in the selection of an 

engagement nng include: durability, scratch and tarnish resistance, security of 

the stone, type and purity of the precious metal, and the look of the setting 

over time (Table 1). 

Most of the same factors are also important to know prior to ourchase if the 

engagement ring being offered has 40% base metals (Table 13). 

3. Consumers have identified three primary sources of information they would 

look to for information regarding the content and properties of engagement rings. 

Consumers look to three primary sources for information about content and 

properties of engagement rings: sales representatives, tags on engagement ring 

settings, and information stamped inside the ring (Table 5). 

A substantial percentage of consumers expect to learn about the precious metal 

content and properties of engagement rings fiom more than one source 

4. Most consumers do not have a clear understanding of what "14ktW means 

and the vast majority (i.e., nine out of ten) do not understand what either "S85 plat, 

0 pgm" or "585 plat, .415 COICU" means. 



W e  82.2% of respondents said they understood what "14kt" meant, only 16.1% 

of them accurately indicated its meaning (i.e., 58-59% of the metal), while 30.4% 

said "1 4kt" means 1 4% precious metal (Table 1 4). 

When asked if they understood what ".585 plat, 0 pgm" meant, only two 

respondents out of 332, i.e., less than 1% of the total sample, correctly mdcated 

that it means the product had 58.5% pure platinum and 0% platinum group 

metals. 

When asked if they understood what ".585 plat, .415 COICU" meant, less than 

7% of the total sample correctly indicated that the phrase gives the proportion of 

platinum in the alloy (58.5%) and the proportion of copper and cobalt (41.5%). 



MAJOR FINDINGS 

Factors Important to Consumers in Purchasine Engagement R i n ~Settings. 

Respondents were shown a list of fifteen factors that may or may not be important in their 

decision for an engagement ring. They were asked (46) to rate each of the factors in 

t e r n  of importance to them in the decision on a setting for an engagement ring. 

Jncluded in the list were such factors as: durability, scratch resistance, price, look of the 

setting on finger and over time, the type of precious metal (i.e., platinum, whitelyellow 

gold, silver), and the purity of the precious metal in the setting. As noted in Table 1, 

three-fourths of all respondents (77.7%) indicated that the purity of the precious metal in 

the setting was "very important," or "important," in their decisiorl on a setting for an 

engagement ring. Moreover, if those who said it was "somewhat important" are 

included, then the percentage increases to 93.1 % of all respondents who consider the 

purity of the precious metal to be at least somewhat important in their decision on a 

setting for an engagement ring. 

It is also noteworthy that over 90% of respondents considered durability, quality 

of the setting, and security of the stone as "very important" or "important" in their 

decision on the setting for an engagement ring, with 84% or more also indicating that 

scratch resistance and look of the setting over time as "very important*' or "important." 

Furthermore, there are few differences in levels of importance for any of the factors 

between respondents who are very likely to consider platinum for their engagement ring 

(i.e., "definitely" or "most likely") and those who might or might not consider platinum. 



Table 1 
Factors Important to Consumers in Purchasing Engagement Rmg Settings 

(n = 332) 
Very Important Very/ Defhtely/Most Might or 

Important Important Likely Might 
( N W 3  Consider Not 

Platinum Consider 
w-W4 platinum5 

Durability 59.3% 30.7% 90.1% 91.0% 89.4% 

Resistance 
Scratch 

I 
49.7% 38.6% 88.3% 90.0% 85.9% 

Tarnish 1 54.8% 30.1% 84.9% 85.1% 85.9% 
Resistance 

Security Stone 78.9% 16.6% 95.5% 95.9% 96.5% 
Price 44.0% 27.1% 71.1% 73.8% 68.2% 

Jeweler 27.7% 39.2% 66.9% 68.3% 68.2% 
Reputation 
Brand of 14.8% 19.9% 34.6% 35.7% 32.9% 
Setting 

Hypoallergenic 17.5% 16.3% 33.7% 34.4% 34.1% 
Properties 
Look on 64.5% 26.5% 91 .O% 93.7% 88.2% 
Finger 

Look over 50.9% 33.4% 84.3% 85.5% 85.1% 
Time 

Quality of 
I
I

1 67.8% 
1 
1 22.9% 

1
I

1 90.7% 
I 
1 91.9% 90.6% 

setting 
Type Precious 54.5% 32.5% 87.0% 88.7% 85.9% 

Metal 
Purity of 43.70/0 34.0% 77.7% 80.1% 74.1% 

Precious Metal 
Weight of 22.6% 3 1.3% 53.9% 58.4% 

Setting 
Ability have 34.3% 1 37.7% 72.0% 73.3% 

Adjusted 

Clearly, these factors, including the purity of the precious metal in the setting of 

an engagement ring, are important factors in the respondents' selection process. 

3 Percent of Respondents indicating " V e q  Important" or "Lmportant" in their purchase decision (i.e., NET). 

'Percent of Respondents indicating "Defitelf' or "Most Likely" to Consider Platinum (i.e.. NET) 
"Might or Wght Not Consider Platinum'' includes the response categories "It's one I'd probably 

consider" and "It's one 1 probably wouldn't consider but I might."(413) 



Consumer Knowledge Re~archp: Precious Metals Used in Settines for 

Engagement Rmgs (07).As noted in Table 2, over half of the respondents (54.2%) 

consider themselves to be "very knowledgeable" or "fairly knowledgeable" about 

platinum, with an adhtional27.7% considering themselves to "know something about 

it." Thus,81 .9% know at least "something" about platinum as a precious metal used in 

engagement rings. 

Table 2 
Level of Knowledge About Precious Metals (47) 

I 1 Platinum I Silver I W t e  Gold Yellow old I 
N = 332 N = 332 N = 332 

Very 18.7% 21.4% 20.5% 
Knowledgeable 
Fairly 35.5% 1 37.3% 35.8% 
~nowled~eable 
Know 27.7% 27.4% 28.3% 
Something 
About 
Some 81.9% 86.1% 84.6% 
Knowledge 
(NET) 
Don't know 14.8% 1 1.4% 12.0% 
Much About 
Don't Know 3.3% 2.4% 3.3% 

Moreover, the percentage of respondents knowing "something" about platinum is not 

significantly different from the percentage knowing "something" about the other 

precious metals, indicating a high level of knowledge about all the precious metal options 

among those in the sample. 



Consumer Expectations Re~ardmr! the Amount of Platinum in a "Platinum" 

Enguement b~(014). Respondents who indicated they at least "might consider'' 

platinum for their engagement ring (i.e., "definitely would ... "I wouldn't consider but I 

might") were asked, "Assuming you were considering a platinum engagemenr nng, how 

much platinum would you expect in a "platinunl" engagement ring? 

Table 3 
Amount of Platinum Expected in "Platinum" Engagement Ring (Q 14) 

Total Definitely~Most Mght or Purity of Purity of 
N=3 06 Likely Might Not Precious Precious Metal 

Consider Consider Metal Very Very/Somewhat 
Platinum Platinum Important Important 
N=221 N=85 N=135 N=240 

AU or Almost 24.8% 28.5% 15.3% 34.1% 28.3% 
All Platinum 
90% or More 14.7% 15.5% 12.9% 
Platinum 
90% or More 1 39.5% 43.9% 28.2% 

( 80% or More ( 10.8% ( 11.8% 1 8.2% 
Plahnum 
80% or More 50.3% 55.7% 36.5% 
(NET) 
75% or More 14.7% 13.6% 17.6% 
Platinum 
66.6%or 3.9% 4.1% 3.5% 
More 
Platinum 
66.6%or 68.9% 73.4% 57.6% 

1 More I 1 I 
(NET) 

50% or Less 8.5% 6.8% 12.9% 
(NET) 
Doesn't 2.6% 2.3% 3.5% 
matter how 



As noted in Table 3, almost forty percent of respondents, (39.5%) expect a ring called 

"platinum" to contain at least 90% platinum and over half of all respondents (50.3%) 

expect a ring called "platinum" to contain at least 80% platinum Also, almost seven out 

of ten respondents (68.9%) expect that a ring called "platinum" would contain at least 

two-thirds, i.e., 66.6% platinum. Moreover, as noted in Table 3, the percentages are 

slightly higher across all three percentage levels (i.e., 90%, 80%, and 66.6% platinum) 

for those who are clearly in the target market for a platinum engagement ~ g ,i.e., would 

"defin~tely" consider platinum. Furthermore, as noted in Table 3, among respondents 

who said that the purity of the precious metal was "very important" in their purchase 

decision, the net percentage who expected significant amounts of platinum in an 

engagement ~g called "platinum," were even higher across all three percentage levels, 

i.e., 90%, 80%. and 66.6% platinum. 

Imvortance of Knowing the Percentage of the Precious Metal in an Engagement 

m.Respondents were asked, How importanr is it to you to know the percentage of the 

precious metal in an engagement ring setting before you buy it (Q16). As noted in Table 

4, nearly two-thirds of respondents (63.9%) indicated that it was "very important" or 

"important" to know the percentage before purchase. Moreover, 82.3% of respondents 

inlcated that it is at least "somewhat important" information to know prior to purchase. 

Furthermore, among respondents for whom knowing the purity of the precious metal is 

"very important," three out of four (77.2%) considered it "very important" or "important" 

to know the percent of the precious metal prior to purchase of an engagement ring. Also, 

as noted in Table 4, the percentage increases to 90.3% of respondents for whom the 

purity of the precious metal is important if those who consider it "somewhat important" 



to know the purity of the precious metal in an engagement ring prior to purchase are 

included. 

Table 4 
Importance of Knowing Percent of Precious Metals 

in an Engagement Ring (Q 16) 

Might or Total Definitely/Most Purity of Purity of 
N= 332 Likely Might Not Precious Precious 

Consider Consider Metal Very Metal 
Platinum Platinum Important Very/ 
N= 22 1 N = 8 5  N = 145 Important 

N = 258 
Very ~mkrtant  36.0% 
hnportant 
Veryflmportant 
(NET) 
Somewhat 

Somewhat Impt 
[NET) 
Somewhat 
UnimportantMot 
st all Important 
Don't knowMot 
Sure 

Consumers' Expectations Regarding How to Learn About Percentwe of Base 

Metal in a "Platinum" Engapement Ring (417). Respondents were asked how they 

would expect to learn about the purity of the precious metal, i.e., the amount of base 

metal in an engagement ring, prior to purchase. As noted in Table 5, most respondents 

(81.6%) expected to be told by the jewelry salesperson, followed by a tag on the ring 

setting (36.5%) andlor see the domatron stamped on the inside of the ring (36.1%). 

Clearly, respondents look to three primary sources for dormation on the purity of the 

precious metal in engagement rings: salespersons, a tag on a ring setting, and the 



dormation stamped on the limited space inside of the ring. It is noteworthy that, wide 

consumers would look to the sales representative, the inside of the ring, or a tag on the 

ring setting for ~nforrnation regarding the purity of the precious metal in an engagement 

ring, a substantial percentage of them would look to more than one source for such 

informati on. 

Table 5 
Way Respondents Expect to Learn About the Percentage 
1 


Total DefinitelyMost Mght or Mght Not 
N = 299 Likely Consider Consider Platinum 

Platinum N=20 1 N = 80 

Advertising 10.3% 9.5% 10.0% 
Newspaper or 6.0% 7.0% 3.8% 

- ~ a ~ a & eArticle 
Tag on Ring Setting 36.5% 40.8% 30.0% 
Jewelry Store Sign 13.4% 13.9% 12.5% 
Sign on Jewelry 13.7% 14.4% 10.0% 

I Counter I II I.~ - II Told by Jewelry ( 81.6% ( 83.1% I 80.0% 
saIesPerson -

Sales Receipt 8.7% 8.0% 8.8% 
Stamped on Inside 36. 1% 35.8% 3 7.5% 

Consumer Expectations Regarding Engagement knps  Called "Platinum" with 

40% Base etai is'. Respondents were asked, Assume you are in !he mark! for a 

platinum engagement ring, would you expect the engagemen! ring to be called 

'>platinum " ifit has 40% or more base metals? (Q18). As indrcated in Table 6, less than 

one-fourth of the respondents (22.9%) expect that an engagement ring with 40% or more 

base metals "definitely" or "probably" would be called "platinum." On the other hand, 

"Other"responses included "appraisals" (n=6), '.ask a friend'' (n=3), "mtemet search" (n= I 1). and 
"research"( n 4 )  (Appendix C-3)
'As noted above (Footnote #I),  40%base metal was used as a proxy for lower pun? "platinum"products. 



I 

35.5% responded that it "probably" or "defirutely" would not be called "platinum" if it 

had 40% or more base metals, while 12.7% were not sure. It is also noteworthy in Table 

6 that the percent of respondents who would not expect an engagement ring with 40% 

base metals to be called "platinum" is slightly tugher among those most likely to consider 

platinum and among those for whom the purity of the precious metal is "very imponant." 

Table 6 
Expectations About an: Engagement Ring Being Called "Platinum" 

with 40% Base Metals (418) 

Total 
N=3 32 

Defirutelyl 
Most Likely 
Consider 
Platinum 
N=22 1 

Might or 
Might Not 
Consider 
Platinum 
N=8 5 

Purity of 
Precious 
Metal Very 
Important 
N=l45 

Purity of 
Precious Metal 
Veryhportant 
N=258 

1.2% 0.9% 2.4% 1.4% 0.8% 
21.7% 22.2% 23.5% 17.9% 18.2% 
28.6% 28.5% 29.4% 27.6% 29.1% 
26.8% 28.1% 2 1.2% 3 1.7% 27.2% 
8.7% 9.5% 8.2% 9.7% 9.4% 

Dehtely Yes 
Probably Yes 
Maybe 
Probably Not 
Definitely Not 
Defkitely/Probably ( 
NO^ (NET) 
Don't Know/Not sure 

Metals. 

35.5% 1 37.6% ( 29.4% 1 41.4% 1 36.6% 

12.7% 10.9% 15.3% 11.7% 13.6% 

Consumer Emectations Renardinn Enpagernent Rings Bein? Called "Platinum" if 

Informed Prior to Purchase That the Engagement Ring Contained 40% or More of Base 

Respondents were then asked whether, Ijyou were informed prior to purchase 

that an engagement ring had 40% or more base metals, would you expect the 

engagement ring to be called "platinum? " (Q19). As noted in Table 7, a slightly higher 

percentage of respondents indicated that they expected an engagement ring might be 

called "platinum" (i.e., "defirutely" or "probably" would be called platinum) if the 

respondents were informed prior to purchase that it contained 40% or more base metals 

compared to those who were not informed (28.0% v. 22.9%). However, as noted in 



Table 7, over a third of all respondents (35%) still indicated that they "defhtely" or 

"probably" would not expect an engagement ~g to be called platinum if it had 40% or 

more base metals, even if they were lnformed of that fact prior to purchase. 

Table 7 

Expectations About an: Engagement Rmg Being Called "Platinum" 
If Informed It Had 40% Base Metals (Q1 9)  

Might or Purity of Purityof 
Mght Not Precious Precious Metal 

Consider Consider Metal Very Veryhportant 
Platinum Platinurn Important N=258 
N=22 1 N=8 5 N=145 

Definitelv Yes 
Probablv Yes 
Mavbe 
Probably Not 
Dehtely Not 
DefhtelyProbably 
Not (NET) 
Don't Know/Not sure 

Consumer Emectations Re~arding Engagement Rinas be in^ Called "Platinum" if 

Inf'ormed that the Engagement R ~ PContained 40% or More of Base Metals But Has All 

the Properties of Platinum (420). Respondents were asked, Assume you are in the 

market for a platinum engagement ring and assume that the engagemenr ring has all the 

properties of a "pure "platinum engagement ring bur has 40% or more base me tals, 

would you expect such a ring to be called "platinum? " As noted in Table 8, hs third 

"iteration" in assessing consumers' expectations regarding calling an engagement ring 

"platinum" yields slightly higher percentages of respondents who expect such a ring 

might be called platinum compared to those asked the prior two questions. However, 

almost 29% of respondents would "defirutely" or "probably" not expect consider a ring 



with 40% base metals to be called "platinum" even in the assumed situation where the 

ring has the same properties as a "pure" platinum ring 

Table 8 
Expectations re: Engagement Ring Being Called "Platinum" If Had 40% 

Base Metals But All Properties of "Pure" Platinum (420) 

N=22 1 N=85 N=145 
Defirutely Yes 3.9% 3.6% 4.7% 3.4% 3.9% 
Probably Yes 28.0% 27.6% 34.1% 29.W 27.5% 
Maybe 28.9% 32.6% 18.8% 29.7% 30.2% 
Probably Not 21.1% 19.5% 23.5% 22.1% 20.5% 
Definitely Not 7.5% 8.1% 7.1% 6.9% 7.4% 
Defin~telyIProbably 28.6% 27.6% 30.6% 29.0% 27.9% 
Not (NET) 
Don't Know/Not sure 9.3% 8.1% 10.6% 7.6% 9.3% 

When asked how important it was to know the properties of such an engagement 

ring (i.e., 40% or more base metals but with all the properties of "pure" platinum), over 

two-thirds of all respondents (68.6%) indicated that it was "very important" or 

"important" to know that information (Table 9). 

Table 9 
Importance of Knowing About Properties of Engagement Ring with 40% 

Base Metals and M A 1 1  Properties of "Pure" Platinum (Q2 1) 

Total DefinitelyMost Might or Purity of Purity of 
N= 332 Likely Might Not Precious Precious 

Consider Consider Metal Very Metal 
Platinum Platinum Important Very/ 
N=221 N = 85 N = 145 Important 

N = 258 

- I1Somewhat ( 19.6% 



Important 
Veryhportantl 88.PA 88.2% 

Somewhat 7.8% 8.2% 

at all important 
Don't knowhlor 4.2% 3.6% 
sure I I 

Also, when asked how they would expect to learn about the properties of such an 

engagement ring, similar to the percentages for where respondents expect to learn about 

the amount of base metals in an engagement ring, as noted in Table 10, the vast majority 

or respondents expect to obtain information about the properties of an engagement ring 

with 40% or more base metals from three primary sources: the salesperson, a tag on the 

ring setting, and having all the information stamped on the inside of the ring8 

See discussion below (pg. 26) regarding consumers' understanding of information generally used 10 

&scribe amount of pure metals such as gold (e.p. 14k1), or platinum injewelry. e.g.. ,585 plat, 0 p p .  



Table 10 
Way Respondents Expect to Learn About Properties of Engagement 
Ring with 40% Base Metals and Properties of "Pure Platinum" (422) 

Total Defini telyhlost Mght or Might Not 
N = 308 Likely Consider Consider Platinum 

Platinum N = 83 
N = 206 

Advertising 12.7%9 11.7% 15.7% 

J 

I Newspaper or 12.7% 12.1% 15.7% 
I Magazine b c l e  
Tag on Ring Setting 38.0% 40.3% 34.9% 

L I 1 
Sign in Jewelry 1I 17.9% ( 17.0% ( 20.5% 

I Store 
1 Sign on Jewelry 23.4% 24.3% 19.3% 
Counter 
Told by Jewelry 83.8% 85.9% 8 1.9% 
Salesperson 
Sales Receipt 9.1% 7.8% 10.8% 

1 I 

Stamped on Inside 1 34.4% 1
I 

35.9% ( 32.5% 
of Ring 
other'' 1 1.7% 12.6% 7.2% 

Consumer Emectations Regarding. Being Called "Platinum" if Informed that an 

Engmement Ring Contained 40% or More of Base Metals But Without All the Pro~erties 

of Platinum (Q23a). Respondents were asked Assume you are in the market for a 

platinum engagement ring and assume that the engagement ring does have all the 

properties of a >ure"platinum engagement ring and has 40% or more base metals, 

would you expect such a ring to be called "platinum? " As noted in Table 1 1, the 

Multiple responses accepted
lo "Other'. responses included "appraisals" (n=5). "ask friendlexpert"(n=4). "internet research" (n- 13). 
"library/research" (n= 10). [AppendixC-41 



majority of respondents in the target market (58.4%) "probably," or "dehtely would 

not" expect such an engagement ring to be called "platinum." 

Table 11  
Expectations re: Engagement Ring to be Called "Platinum" If Has 40% Base Metals 

But Does Not Have All Properties of "Pure" Platinum (Q23a) 

Total Defirutelyl Might or Purity of Purity of 
N=3 32 Most Likely Might Not Precious Precious Metal 

Consider Consider Metal Very Veryhportant 
Platinum Platinum Important N=258 
N=22 1 N=85 N= 145 

Defiru tely Yes 0.6% 0% 2.4% 0% 
Probably Yes 13.6% 13.6% 16.5% 15.9% 
Maybe 17.5% 18.6% 12.9% 15.2% 
Probably Not 
Defirutely=-

30.1% 
27.1%-

31.2% 29.4% 32.4% 
29.7% 31.0% 

DebtelyProbably 58.4% 60.2% 56.5% 62.1% 60. 1% 
Not (NET) 
Don't Know 9.0% 6.8% 11.8% 5.5% 8.1% 

Furthermore. among respondents "defmitely" or "most likely" to consider platinum for an 

engagement ring and those for whom the purity of the precious metal is "important," over 

60% indicated they "defirutely" or "probably" would not expect a ring to be called 

"platinum if it contained 40% or more base metals but did not have all the properties of 

'pure" platinum. 

Moreover, as noted in Table 12, when asked how important it would be to know 

the properties of a ring that had 40% base metals but not all the properties of a "pure" 

platinum engagement ring, over two-thirds (69.3%) indicated that it was "very important" 

or "important" to know the properties of the engagement ring before purchase. Also, if 

the thud response category, "somewhat important," is added, then 88.0% of respondents 

think it at least "somewhat important" to know the properties of the engagement ring that 

does not have all the properties of "pure" platinum prior to purchase. 



Table 12 
Importance of Knowing About Properties of Engagement Ring with 40% 

Base Metals But Without All Properties of "Pure" Platinum (Q23b) 

Total ~efuutel~/Most Might or Purity of 1 Purity of IN= 332 Likely Might Not Precious Precious 
consider consider Metal Very Metal 
Platinum Platinum 
N =221 N = 85 

Somewhat 18.7% 
Important 
Veryhportantl 8 8 . m  
Somewhat Lmpt 
(NET) 

Somewhat 7.5% 
UnimportantINot 
at all Important 
Don't knowMor 4.5% 
Sure 

As was the case when respondents were asked where they would expect to learn 

about the amount of base metals in an engagement ring [See Table 51, respondents also 

expect to be informed about the properties of the engagement ring with 40% or more base 

metals that does not have all the properties of "pure" platinum by the salesperson, a tag 

on the ring setting, and seeing the dormation stamped on the inside of the ring 

Information Consumers Would Like to Know About the Properties of 

Enganement Rings with 40% Base Metals Prior to Purchase (025). Respondents were 

shown a list of properties and asked which, ifany, they would like infomation about 

prior to uurchase o f  an ennapement rina with 40% base metals. Table 13 shows the 



- - -  

properties of an engagement ring consumers said they "definitely" or "possibly" would 

want to know about an engagement ring with 40% base metals before purchase. 

Table 13 
Information Respondents Would Want to Know Prior to Purchase 

of an Engagement Ring with 40%Base Metals (425) 
(Net Values: Defirutely - Possibly Would Like to Know) 

Total Dehtelyl  Might or Purity of Purity of 
N=332 Most Likely Might Not Precious Precious Metal 

Consider Consider Metal Very Veryhpormt  
Platinum Platinum Important N=258 
N=221- N=85- -~ N=145 

Durability 93.0% 93.8% 90.5% 95.7% 
Scratch 89.8% 92.4% 85.7% 95.0% 
Resistance 

90.5% 92.4% 86.9% 95.0% 
Tarnish 
Resistance 

Stone in 
Secunty of 

I 
90.5% 

I 
93.3% 

I 
85.7% 

I 
96.4% 

Setting 
Look of 1 87.9% 91.4% 83.3% 93.5 
Setting Over 
Time 
Hypoallergenic 64.4% 67.1% 61.9% 75.5% 
Properties 
Ability of 82.2% 82.9% 82.1% 91.4% 
Jeweler to 
Resize 
Weight of 76.2% 77.6% 72.6% 85.6% 
Setting 
other" 34.3% 35.7% 33.3% 43.2% 

It is noteworthy that consistently higher percentages of respondents for whom the purity 

of the precious metal is "very important'' indicated they would like to have mformation 

about each one of the factors identified, with over 90%of respondents indicating they 

" Other responses included: cost comparison (n=2 I), warrantylprantee (n=9), metal composition (n=7), 
where it came from (n=4), insurance dormation (n=3), longevity (n=2). irnpurities/irnperfections (n=l). 
24 respondents did not specifi an!. other dormation [See Attachment C] 



would like information about durability, tarnish resistance, security of the stone, and the 

look of the setting over time before purchase. 

Consumers' Understandm of the Term "1 4kt" and "18kt." Respondents were 

asked whether they understood what the term "1 4 W  that is used to describe gold jewelry 

meant (Q8). 82.2% of respondents (n = 273) indicated that they did know what it meant. 

However, when asked "How much of the precious nleral does an engagement ring or 

other jewelry contain if i f  says "14Id"(Q1O), as noted in Table 14, 34.1% said under 

15%, with most (30%) saying "14kt" means 14% precious metal. Also, only 16.1% of 

respondents who said they knew what "14W means accurately indicated that it means it 

contains 58-59% of the precious metal. On the other hand, 16.7% of the respondents 

indcated that an engagement ring or otherjewelry labeled "14kt" contains 75% or more 

of the precious metal. 

Table 14 
Perception of Percent of Precious Metal in "14kt" Jewelry (Q 10) 

I Percentaees I ~ = 2 7 3  I 
l o - 10% 1 3.7% I 

Similarly, when asked whether there is a difference between "14W and "18kt," 

86.8% said there was. However, when asked how much of the precious metal does 

jewelry that says "18kt" contain, as noted in Table 15, over a third of respondents 

(34.9%) indicated less than 20%, includrng 30.8% who said that "1 8kt" means 18% 



precious metal. On the other hand, 32.9%correctly said "1 8kt" gold contam 75% 

precious metal, hie 16.3% said it contains more than 75% precious metal 

Table 15 
Perception of Percent of Precious Metal in "18kt" Jewelry (Q12) 

I Percentages I N = 2 3 7  I 

Clearly, for both 14kl and 18kt,the vast majority of consumers do not know what 

the familiar measures of gold purity actually mean. 

Consumers' Understandm of ". 585 dat. 0 D?" ( 0 3  L 1. Respondents were 

asked whether they knew what the phrase ".585 plat, 0pgm" meand2. Only seventeen of 

the 332 respondents (5.2%) indicated they knew what the phrase meant. When asked 

what it meant, however, only two of the seventeen, i.e., less than one percent of the total 

sample, gave a completely correct response, i.e., the exact proportion of platinum in the 

alloy and specified that the balance is base metal or other not platinum metal. Eleven of 

the remaining respondents correctly indicated that ". 585 plat" referred to the proportion 

of platinum in the alloy but did not mention or understand what "0 pgm" meant. The 

remaining four respondents gave other, partially correct, answers. Thus, only 5.1% of the 

total sample had even a partially correct understandmg of what ".585 plat, 0pgm" meant. 

12 .585 Plat, 0pgm describes the amount of platinum and platinum group metals in a piece of jewelry, i.e.. 
58.5% Platinum, 0%platinum group metals. 



Consumers' Understanhe: of ". 585 DM. .4 15 COICU" (033). Responden6 

were also asked whether they knew what the phrase ".585 plat, .415 CO/CU" meant." 

Only twenty-five of the 332 respondents (7.5%) mdlcated that they knew what the phrase 

meant while 85% did not h o w  and 7.4% were not sure. Among those who said they 

knew what .585 plat, .dl 5 COICU meant, 23 (6.9% of the total sample) correctly 

indicated that the phrase gwes the proportion of platinum in the alloy (58.5%) and the 

proportion of copper and cobalt (41.5%). 

Consumers' Emectations about Standards for "Platinum" in the US and Other 

Countries. Respondents were asked (41 5) whether they would expect the standard for a 

ring to be called "platinum " to be the same in the United States as in other countries 

around the world? Almost two-thirds of all respondents (64.7%) indicated that they 

would expect the standards for calling an engagement ring "platiun" would be the same 

in the United States as in other countries, with an additional 20.6% saymg they ddn' t 

know or were not sure. Also, there were no differences in expectations that the standards 

would be the same among those who are "most likely" to consider a platinum ring 

(66..1%) or among those for whom the purity of the precious metal was "very important" 

(65.2%). 

Demographics 

The respondents in the study are clearly in the target market for platinum jewelry 

since the screening criteria included consumers likely to be engaged in the next year and 

who expect to play a role in the selection of the engagement ring setting. The findings 

also demonstrate that the respondents are in the target market for a platinum engagement 

13 .585 plat, .4 15 CO/CU indicates that the piece of jewelry has 58.5%Platinum and 41.5% copper (CO) or 
cobalt (CU). 



ring since 8 1.9% said they were "very," "fairly knowledgeable," or "knew somedung" 

about platinum (Q7) and 85% indcated they "dehtely," "most Likely," or "probably" 

would consider platinum (41 3). The respondents in the study also reflect a broad cross- 

section of consumers, with all geographic regions approximately represented: northeast 

2 1.7%; rnidwest 24.4%, south 35.2%, and west 18.7%. Also, the respondents reflect 

wide diversity in household income levels, with 23.8% having under $40,000'~, 29% 

between $40,000 and $60,000, 26.8% between $60,000 and $90,000, and 20.2% having a 

household income of over $90,000. Finally, all respondents expect to get engaged in the 

next twelve months and all expect to play a role in the selection of the setting for the 

engagement ring (QSa). It is noteworthy that 63% of the male respondents expected to 

have "sole responsibility" in the selection of the setting for the engagement ~ g ,  whle 

96.4% of the female respondents expected to "share the responsibility" with their fiancee. 

I4 The screening criteria was p o n a l  income of at least $30,000. 

27 



CONCLUSIONS 


There are four significant findmgs that flow fiom this study of consumers who 

expect to be engaged in the next year. Each of these findings has significant implications 

for marketing of engagement ring settings promoted as "platinum" if they contain less 

than expected amounts of "pure" platinum and particularly if the product does not contain 

all the properties of "pure" platinum and/or such properties are not disclosed. 

First, the data show that the majority of consumers expect a "platinum" 

engagement ring to be 80% or more "pure platinum.'' Over one-third of respondents 

(35%) also indcated that they would not expect an engagement ring to be called 

"platinum" if it had 40% base metals, with an addtional36% either not sure or at least 

equivocal (i.e., "maybe"). Moreover, if the engagement ring had 40% base metals and 

d d  not have all the properties of "pure platinum," the majority of respondents indicated it 

"definitely" or "probably" should not be called "platinum." 

This suggests that any attempt to promote a product as "platinum" that does not 

contain a substantially hlgh percentage of pure platinum is likely to deceive consumers, 

particularly if the product does not contain all the properties of "pure platinum" and/or 

such properties are not dsclosed. 

Second, durability, scratch and tarnish resistance, security of the stone, type and 

purity of the precious metal, and the look of the setting over time are important to all 

consumers in the selection of any engagement ring. Importantly, consumers would want 

to know about these factors prior to purchase if the product being offered has 40% base 

metals . This raises questions about whether it is possible and how to adequately lnform 



consumers regardmg the content and properties of products promoted as "platinum" but 

containing substantial percentages of base metals. 

Third, the data show that consumers expect to obtain information regardmg 

engagement ring properties from thee primary sources: the salesperson, a tag on the 

ring, and stamped on the inside of the ring, with a substantial percentage looking to 

multiple sources for information. While it may be possible to stamp the percentage of the 

precious metal (i.e., level of purity) on the inside of the ring setting, although few 

consumers are likely to know what it means (see below), it is clearly impossible to 

provide the other information deemed important (durability, scratch and tarnish 

resistance, look over time) on the inside of the ring and questionable whether it is 

possible to provide this information in a meaningful and non-deceptive manner in a small 

tag attached to the ring. In fact, based on the results of this study of 332 consumers who 

are clearly in the target market for platmum engagement rings, it is highly doubthl that 

the level and depth of information corsumers consider important prior to purchase can be 

provided in any meaningful way for a product promoted as "platinum" but containing 

sigmlicantly less "platinum" than the platinum jewelry currently being sold in the U.S. 

market. It is also questionable how effective a program would be that relies on sales 

representatives to provide the mformation consumers desire. 

Fourth, the data show that less than 1%of the total sample understand the 

meaning of -".585plat, .O pgrn" and only a slightly tugher percentage understand the 

meaning of 'l.585plat, .415COICU." What makes these data so remarkable is that these 

questions were asked after an explanation of the fact that engagement rings have 

"different percentages of a precious metal in their setting ...and the remairung percentage 



are base metals" (Q16) and after series of questions that discussed "platinum" with 40% 

base metals and consumers' expectations. This raises a question. If virtually no 

consumers understand what either " S 8 5  plat, 0pgm" or " S 8 5  plat .415 COICU" means 

after extensive sensitizing questions, how likely is it that the ultimate consumer will 

understand the phrase when considering purchase of an engagement ring absent extensive 

education by the seller? Moreover, given that most consumers don't really understand 

what the familiar term for purity of gold (i.e., "14kt") means, and given consumers' 

expectations for information about properties of engagement rings containing 40% or 

more base metals, the need for the non-deceptive information is magnified by the lack of 

understanding of what ".585 plat" means. 



STUDY LIMITATIONS 

l h s  study has not assessed the ability and/or desire of salespersons to relay 

complex disclosures about products with higher base metal content than traditional 

platinum jewelry at the point of sale. l h s  study has also not assessed whether consumers 

would comprehend such disclosures, or whether such disclosures would be meaningful to 

consumers when attempting to compare jewelry products with hgher base metal content 

with trdtional platinum jewelry sold in the United States. 

Submitted by. 
/ i h o m a d ~ .  Maronick -25 



APPENDIX A 
05/16/05 

PLATINUM QUESTIONNAIRE 

ASK ALL. 
1. Please indicate your gender. (Select One) 
Male 
Female 

Evaluate Quotas: 
Group I t=Femalcs 
Group 22=Males 

-4% ALL 
2. Please indicate your age. a y p e  i n > ~ m i n = 1 6 ~ m a x ~ 9 >  

ASK ALL 
3a What is your current marital status? (Select one) 
Married 
Never Manied 
Divorced 
WidowedISeparated 

ASK ALL 
3b. What is your annual household income before taxes? (Select one) 

Under $20,000 
$20,000-$24,999 
$25,000-$29,999 
$30,000-$39,999 
$40,000-$59,999 
$60,000-$79,999 
$80,000-$99,999 
$100,000- 124,999 
$12!j,OOO-$l49,999 
$l5O,OOO+ 
Prefer not to answer 



ASK ALL 
3c. Please indcate the highest level of school that you completed? (Select One) 

Grade school or less 
Some high school 
Graduated high school 
Some college 
Completed college 
Post graduate education or other graduate school 
Other education beyond high school (business school, secretarial school, nursing school, 
etc.) 

ASK ALL 
4. Please indcate if you are.. .(Select One) 
Engaged to be married 
Not engaged to be married, but plan to be in the next 12 months 
No plans to get engaged to be married 

Term if Q.2 is <Z 1 or >31 (Must be 21-34 to continue) 
TERM 1F Q3= 1 (hWST BE NEVER MARRIED/DRTORCEDOR 
MrLDOWEZ):'SEPERA'I'E'DTO C O N T ~ U E )  
Em4 IF 5b=1-3 (hWST BE S30,000+ to contmue) 
TERM IF 3c=l -3-Graduated High Schwl or less (Must have some college or more) 
TERM IF Q4=l TERM lF Q4=1 OR 3 (MUST BE; Not engazed to he married, but plal 
to be in the next 12 months) 

ASK ALL 
5a. What type of role will you play in selecting the engagement ~ g ?  (Select One) 
I will have sole responsibility 
I will share the responsibility with my fianceelfiance 
My financee/fiance will have sole responsibility 

TERM IFQ5a=3 (FIANCEE~ANCEW d .HAVE SOLE RESPONSIBK.IT\i) 
(As the survey is to both genders don't we have to make &us gender neutral?) 

ASK 5C IF IN GROUPS 12/22 
5C. Based on your answers to the previous questions, you qualify for a survey about 
jewelry. Tlus survey should take about XX minutes of your time. For your help, you'll 
earn an additional XX NFO MySurvey.com reward points. A total of XXX NFO 
MySurvey.com reward points will be credted to your account upon completion of the 
survey. Would you like to continue with this survey? 

Yes 
No 



TERM IF 5C=2 (NO) 

ASK GROUPS 1222 
6. Below is a list of properties and factors that may or may not be important when 
deciding on setting for an engagement ring. Please indicate how important each factor is 
in your decision on a setting for an engagement ring. (Select one for each statement) 
TOP: 
Very important 
Important 
Somewhat important 
Not very important 
Not at all important 
Don't know 

DOWN: 

Durability 
Scratch resistance 
Tarnish resistance 
Security of stone in the setting 
Price 
Jeweler's reputation 
Brand of setting 
Hypoallergenic properties 
Look of Setting on finger 
Looks of Setting over time 
Quality of setting 
Type of precious metal (e.g., PlatinurdWhiteNellow Gold) 
Purity of precious metal in setting 
The weight of the setting 
Ability ofjeweler to adjust the setting (e.g. resize) 

ASK ALL 
7. Using the scale below, how much do you know about the different precious 
metals that are sometimes used as settings for engagement rings? (Select One for each) 

Top: 
Very knowledgeable about it 
Fairly knowledgeable about it 
Know some dungs about it 
Don't know much about it 
Don't know anytiung about it 



DOWN: 

Platinum 
Silver 
Titanium 
White Gold 
Yellow Gold 

ASK GROWS 12/22 
8. Do you know what "14 kt" means when you see it on an engagement ring or other 
jewelry? (Select One) 

Yes 
No 
Not sure 

ASK GROUPS 1322 
ASK IF Q8= 1 (YES) 
9. What does it mean? (Please be as specificas possible. If nothing comes to mind, 
please type NA) 

ASK GROUPS 12!22 
ASK IFQ8=1 (YES) 
10. How much of the precious metal does an engagement ring or other jewelry 
contain if it says "14 kt"? (Please specify a percent. Type in a whole number) <min 
O><max l00> 

% 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
ASK IF Q8=1 (YES) 
1 1. Ls there a difference in the amount of a precious metal in an engagement ring or 
other jewelry if it says "18 kt" as opposed to "14 kt"? (Select One) 

Yes 
No 
Not sure 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
ASK IFQ11=1 (YES) 
12. How much of the precious metal does an engagement ring or other jewelry 
contain if it says "1 8 kt"? (Please specify a percent. Type in a whole number) <min 
Oxmax l00> 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
13. Tlunlung about an engagement ring, how likely are you to consider each of these 
precious metals for an engagement ring?(Select one for each option) 



TOP: 
White Gold 
Yellow Gold 
Platinum 
Silver 

DOUW: 
It's the one I'd definitely consider 
It's one I'd most likely consider 
It's one I'd probably consider 
It's one I probably wouldn't consider but I might 
It's one I probably wouldn't consider 
It's one I defirutely wouldn't consider 
Don't know 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
ASK Q.14 IF PL,4TNLJM SELECTEDTN Q.13, OPTTONS 1 4 Tt's the one I'd 
definitely considerlIt's ondi'd most likely consider.4t's one I'd probably considerfit's 
one 1 probably wouldn't cons~der but I might) 

14. Assuming you were considering a platinum engagement ring,how much platinum 
would you expect in a "platinum" engagement ring? (Select One) 

All or almost all platinum 
90% or more platinum 
80% or more platinum 
75% (three-fourths) or more platinum 
66.6% (two-hrds) or more platinum 
50% (half) or more platinum 
Less than 50% (half) platinum 
It wouldn't matter how much platinum it had 
Don't knowhot sure 

ASK GROLPS 12/22 
15. Assuming you were considering a platinum engagement ring, would you expect 
the standard for a ring to be called "platinum" to be the same in the United States as in 
other countries around the world? (Select One) 

Yes 
No 
Don't lalow/not sure 

ASK GROLrPS 12/22 
16. Engagement rings have different percentages of a precious metal in their settings. 
The remaining percentages of the metal in the setting are base metals such as copper. 



How important is it to you to know the percentage of the precious metal in an 
engagement ring setting before you buy it? (Select One) 

Very important 
Important 
Somewhat important 
Somewhat unimportant 
Not important 
Not at all important 
Don't knowlnot sure 

ASK GROLrPS 1322 
ASK Q17IFQ 1 6 x 1-4 (WRYIMPORTAPIT - SOhfI3'HAT L;7WORTANT) 
17. Assume you are in the market for a platinum engagement ring. Lf an engagement 
ring has 40% or more base metals, how would you expect to learn about the amount of 
base metals in the ring? (Select all that apply) 

Advertising 
Newspaper-magazine articles 
Tag on the ring setting 
Signs in jewelry store 
Signs on jewelry store counters 
Told by jewelry salesmanlwoman 
Sales receipt 
Information stamped on inside of ring 
Other (specify) 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
18. Assume you are m the market for a platinum engagement ring. Would you expect 
the engagement ring to be called ''platinum" if it has 40% or more base metals? (Select 
One) 

Definitely yes 
Probably yes 
Maybe 
Probably not 
Definitely not 
It wouldn't matter to me 
Don't knowlnot sure 

ASK GROUPS 1222 
19. Assume you are in the market for a platinum engagement ring. If you were 
informed prior to purchase that the engagement ring had 40% or more base metals, 
would you expect the engagement ~g to be called "platinum"? (Select One) 

Deihtely yes 



Probably yes 
Maybe 
Probably not 
Definitely not 
It wouldn't matter to me 
Don't knowhot sure 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
Assume you are in the market for a platinum engagement ring and assume that the 
engagement ring has all the ~rowrties of a Upure" platinum engagement ring but 
has 40% or more base metals. 

ASK GROUPS 12422 
20. Would you expect such an engagement ring to be called "platinum"? (Select 
One) 

Defhtely yes 
Probably yes 
Maybe 
Probably not 
Dehtely not 
It wouldn't matter to me 
Don't knowhot sure 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
2 1. How important would it be for you to know the ~ro~er t i e s  of such an engagement 
ring before purchase? (Select one) 

Very important 
Important 
Somewhat important 
Somewhat unimportant 
Not important 
Not at all important 
Don't knowlnot sure 



ASK GROUPS 12/22 
ASK IF4 .2i= 14 WRY IMPORTAPUT- SOSEWHAT ~ ' I~ IPORTAW)  
22. How would you expect to learn about the properties of such an engagement ring? 
(Select all that apply) 

Advertising 
Newspaper-magazine articles 
Tag on the ring setting 
Signs in jewelry store 
Signs on jewelry store counters 
Told by jewelry salesmanlwoman 
Sales receipt 
Information stamped on inside of ring 
Other (specify) 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
Again, assume you are in the market for a platinum engagement ring and assume 
that the engagement ring does have all the properties of a "pure" platinum 
engagement ring and has 40% or more base metals. 
ASK GROUPS 12/23 
23a Would you expect such an engagement ring to be called "platinum"? (Select 
One) 

Definitely yes 
Probably yes 
Maybe 
Probably not 
Definitely not 
It wouldn't matter to me 
Don't know/not sure 

ASK GROtrPS 12/22 
23b. How important would it be to know the pro~erties of such an engagement ring 
before purchase? 

Very important 
Important 
Somewhat important 
Somewhat unimportant 
Not important 
Not at all important 
Don't knowhot sure 



24. How would you expect to learn about the vroverties of such an engagement ring? 
(Select all that apply) 

Advertising 
Newspaper-magazine articles 
Tag on the ~g setting 
Signs in jewelry store 
Signs on jewelry store counters 
Told by jewelry salesman/woman 
Sales receipt 
Information stamped on inside of ring 
Other (specify) 

ASK GROUPS 12'22 
ASK 025 IF CODES "1 -4" MENTIONED IN EITHER Q21 OR Q23B 
25. Assume you are in the market for a platinum engagement ring. If an engagement 
ring has 40% or more base metals, which, if any, of the following dormation about the 
properties of the engagement ring would you like to know about before purchase? (Select 
One for Each) 

TOP: 

Dehtely would 
Possibly would 
Mght or Might not 
Possibly wouldn't 
Defirutely wouldn't 
DK 

DOWN: 

Durability 
Scratch resistance 
Tarnish resistance 
Security of stone in the setting 
Looks of setting over time 
Hypoallergenic properties 
Ability of jeweler to adjust the setting (e.g. resize) 
Weight of the setting 
Other (Specify) 



ASK GROUPS 11/22 
26. Do you currently own any platinum jewelry? (Select one) 

Yes 
No 
Don't knowMot sure 

ASK GROUPS 12/22 
ASK Q.27IF Q.26=1OXS) 
27. Is it an engagement ring? (Select one) 

Yes 
No 
Not sure 

ASK GROWS 1222 
ASK Q.28 CF Q.26-1 (YES) 
28. Did you buy the platinum jewelry for yourself or was it a gift fiom someone else? 
(Select one) 

Bought it for myself 
A gift fiom someone else 
Can't remember 

AS.K GROWS 12!22 
ASK Q.29 ff Q.2811~2(A GIFT FROM SOMEONEELSE) 
29. Did you play any part in the selection of the platinum jewelry? (Select One) 
Yes 
No 
Can't remember 

ASK GROIJPS 12/22 
ASK 4.30 IFE I W R  Q28 = 1 (BOUGH?' FOR MYSELF) or ().29=1 (YES) 
ASK GROUPS 12/22 
30. How important was the fact that the jewelry was platinum in your purchase 
decision? (Select one) 

Very important 
Important 
Somewhat important 
Somewhat unimportant 
Unimportant 
Not at all important 
Don't knowMot sure 

ASK ALL 
ASK IF Q7.I 1-4 (FOR ANY OF THE MET.4LS LISTED) 



3 1. Do you know what.. . "585 plat; 0 pgm" means when found on an engagement 
~ g ?(SELECT ONE) 

Yes 

No 
Not sure 

ASK A I L  
ASK IF Q3 1= I  ( W S )  
32. What does "585 plat; 0pgm" mean? (Please be as specific as possible. J f  
nothing comes to mind, type NA) *NO DECIMAL POINT 

ASK ALL 
ASK IF Q7=1-4 (FOR Ah'Y OF THE .METALSLISTED) 
33. Do you know what "585 plat, 415 CO/CU" means when found on an engagement 
ring? (Select One) *NO DECIMAL POINTS 
Yes 
No 
Not sure 

ASK ALL 
ASK IF Q33=1 (YES) 
34. What does ".585 plat, ,415 CO/CU" mean? (Please be as specific as possible. If 
nothing comes to mind, type NA) *NO DECIMAL POINT 

APPENDED NFO DEMOGRAPHICS 
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(CD Rom Attached) 



APPENDIX C 

VERBATIM RESPONSES 

q9 ( ~ 2 7 3 )  
,"[n=l74] 63.7% NET CORRECT ANSWERS" 
."[n=23] 8.4% 14 kt gold correctly defined (i.e. response gives precise proportion of gold in alloy) #001" 
,,"lo other metals mixed with I4 counts of gold - (1058)"
.."14 karat gold is 14 parts gold to 10 parts other metal, 24k being 24 parts gold. - (1263)" 
,,"It refm to the amount of other metals mixed in with the gold in order to make it stronger. 14k is 
approximately 5040% fine gold mixed with other metaIs. The hi& amount of other metal makes l4A7 
more durable than 18-24 kt, but it is also less precious as a result of this. - (1306)" 
,,"It means the gold alloy is 58.3% pure gold - (1 335)" 
.,"I4 parts gold 10 parts alloy - (1404)" 
,,"14kfiarat) is a measurement of the purity of the metal, out of a total scale of 24. Ikfiarat) is l/24th 
pure precious metal, with other metals mixed in. 24k would be pure metal. - (1464)" 
.."24 kt is pure gold. While 14 kt is 14124th gold and the rest is made up of other metals. - (1528)" 
,,"it is a measure of purity of the gold. 14kt gold is 58% (or 14/28) pure gold - (1 693)" 
.."24K is pure gold. The number in h n t  of the K is the number of parts of gold out of 24 that are in the 
alloy. 14K is 14 parts of gold and 10 parts of another metal - (1838)" 
,,"I4 karat gold is an alloy of about 58-60% gold. and the rest with, i believe. tin and or nickel - (1980)" 
,."14 / 24 % gold - (205)" 
,,"24K is pure. 14K means that 14 parts are pure gold and the other 10 is mixed with other metals. The 
higher the Karat, the more pure the concentration of gold. - (2308)" 
,,"other metals are mixed with the gold and 14 out of 24 parts are gold - (2532)" 
,,"Well i think it means the purity of the gold is 14 m o t s  out of a possible 24k and that 14k is mixed 
with some other metals as well - (2693)" 
,,"the amount of gold in a piece If it contains 14 parts of pure gold and 10 parts of a non gold metal 
which makes the piece 58.3% pure gold. - (2893)" 
.."I4 karat or 14Kt gold is 14 out of 24 parts pure gold mixed with 10 parts of an alloy. - (2%2)" 
.."It is 14 out of 24 parts pure gold. The higher the carat the more pure the gold will be but also the 
jewelry will be softer and less durable. - (3240)" 
.."It means its 14 parts gold to 10 parts other alloy - (3472)" 
.."I4 carat. 24 carat is pure so 14 has other, stronger metals added. - (3601)" 
,,"A measure of the purity of gold. 14-karat would be 14/24 pure gold. - (427 1)" 
.,"Means14 parts gold to 10 parts other metals. Ttus makes the combination hard enough so it does not 
deformfbreak easily. Good to have very precious stones/diamonds in this kind of metal. - (43)" 
,."contains 14 parts gold metal and 10 parts non gold metal equalling approximately 58 percent pure 
gold. - (430 1)" 
,,"14/24 part of pure gold so 14 part gold and 10 part other stuff - (4490)" 
."[n360] 2 1.9% Gold karatage correctly defined in general terms (i.e. karatage explained as d e h g  the 
purity. amount of gold in an alloy without being specific about 14k) #002" 
,,"14 karat weight gold vs other metals in it - (1090)" 
.."Carats- ranging f b m  low 10k to pure 24k. how pure a metal is. 10k is very low in pureness and 24k is 
pure for a particular metal - (1 107)" 
.."the ratio of pure gold to alloys - (1 194)" 
,."kt is a measure of the purity of the metal - (1275)" 
.."The highest purity is 24, so 14K is a middle or lower purity, but it's also more resistant to some wear 
and tear - (1297)" 
.."It how pure the gold is. The higher number of karat then the softer the metal the lower number of karat 



then the harder the metal is. For instance, 10 karat gold won't bend as casily as 14 h t gold. - (1 37)-

,."it means that the gold used in the ~ e / s e n i n g  is 14kt, 24kt is pure gold - (1 507)" 
..'the purity of the gold - a standard puriy level that indicates it won't tarnish or fade - (1 533)" 
.."typeof measurement of the purity of gold - (1 534)" 
.,"the purity of the gold-the weight - (I 556)" 
,,"purity of the gold - (1560)" 
.,"Refers to purity of metal, with 24 kt being 100% pure. - (I 565)" 
,,"The piece is 14 karat gold which is pure gold (24K I think) and some other addatives. It  is more 
durable than pure gold. - (1 577)" 
.."amount of pure gold in the jewelry; 24 karat is the highest I've seen (not sure what a Karat is). 10 karat 
starts looking fake. - (1 590)" 
.."purity of the gold - (1602)" 
,,"It indicates the pureness of the gold. - (1645)" 
,,"karat refers to the amount of pure gold in the piece of jewelry. 1 4 k =  more than half pure gold 
(slightly) - (1 648)" 
,,"The gold is made of 14 karat gold-24 karat is pure gold but is very soft so other metals are added to the 
gold to make it stronger-depending on how pure the gold is determines the karat. - (1675)" 
,,"Whenspeaking about gold (and presumably other precious metals) a carat references the purity of the 
metal - (1680)" 
.,"The amount of gold that is used in the making of the ring (purity) - (1689)" 
,,"the gold is 14 carat which has to do with the percentage of gold in the metal. 24 is the highest but it is 
soft. - (1815)" 
.,"24kt is pure gold and is too maleable for a ring. 14kt is not pure and will hold up better against 
scratches and dents, lOkt is even better. - (1901)" 
.,"that it is mixed with other alloys. Not a pure form of gold - (194 1)" 
,,"it shows the percent of the metal being used. 24kt is the highest - (2017)" 
,,"It is a measure of the purity of the gold in the alloy. 24 kt is ""solid gold."" Most jewelry is either 10. 
14, or 18 kt. - (2033)" 
,,"It is 14 karot ...it indicates how much pure gold is in the jewelq peice..the higher the number the more 
pure the gold piece ...with 24 kt gold the most pure setting. - (2035)" 
,,"the purity of the gold - (2 173)" 
,,"14k gold and rest mixture of other metals - (2 185)" 
,,"it determines how much actual gold is in the metal, the h&er the number, the more pure gold is in it. -
(22 16)" 
.,"karat refers to how pure the gold is on a 24 karat scale with 24 karats being the finest. 14 Karat means 
that the gold used for the ring has other impurities (i.e. not gold) mixed in with it which makes the ring 
somewhat more durable but also not as valuable. - (2283)" 
,."purity of gold in metal out of 24k pure! - (2408)" 
,,"Percaentage of pure gold in a ring - (2852)" 
.,"I4 kt means 14 karats, which translates into the purig of metal. 1 believe that pure gold is 28 or 32 
karat? Thus, 14 kt would be about half pure? - (2937)"
.,"14 kt would be on a gold ring; it refms to the purity of the gold. 14 is mixed with other metals so it's 
not pure gold, which would be 24 kt. - (2953)" 
,,"it is the purity of the gold - (2986)" 
.,"It is the purity of the metal - (3030)" 
,,"The percentage of gold to other metals to make stornger. The higher the number the larger the 
percentage of gold and the softer the metal. - (3044)" 
.."gold content like 10k 14k 2 Ik & 24k the higher the caret weight the more pure gold content. - (3091)" 
,,"purity of gold. 24kl is pure gold so 14 has impurities - (3 124)" 
,,"the purity of the metal - (3 14)" 
,,"14 kt refers to the purity of the gold and therefore it's softness. 14kt is less pure than 18kl and 
therefore less soft. - (3 186)" 
,,"the purity of the gold - (3277)" 



,,"the karat or purity oftbegold - (3320)" 
.."Purity of the gold related to impurities in alloy - (3333)" 
,,"It indicated the quality or purity of the metal - (3379)" 
,,"The weighUpurity1content of the gold. - (3438)" 
.,"It is the purity of the metal. - (3467)" 
.."out of a 24 carat scale, the gold is 14 carat pure. - (349)"
,."14 karat gold out of 24kt being pure - (3894)" 
,."It is the purity of the gold or other metal that the ring is made born. 14 as opposed to 24 h ~ .- (3901)" 
,."the percentage of gold with respect of other alloys - (3916)" 
,,"The purity of the precious metal. - (4 124)" 
,."The level of gold purity - (4161)" 
,,"it is n a  as pure as 24K gold it has something added to it - (4 18)" 
.."The amounUpurity of the gold in the item. - (42 19)" 
.,"It means 14 Karats when referring to the amount of a particular metal in the setting. 24 Karat gold 
would be pure gold for example. - (4258)" 
.,"For the metal, it is the purity. - (4436)" 
,."14 kt means the karat of the setting which is the quality of the blend of the metal use for the setting -
(4458)" 
,,"contains 14 parts pure gold - (446 1)" 
.."measure of pure metal in setting - (508)" 
."[n=58] 21.2% Describes properties of d i f f m t  gold karatages in general (i.e. the higher the gold 
contenf the karatage, the number, the sofler the alloy) #003" 
,."the purity of the gold which relates to the sohess, the more kt the more soft. - (1078)" 
,."it has a total of 14 karots of gold. It is pretty strong. The higher the number, the sofler the gold -
(1079)" 
.,"the amount of gold particles the I-@ is composed of - (1 144)" 
,,"That is the weighUquality of the gold. - (1 173)" 
.,"The durability I strength of the gold - (1 175)" 
.,"the softness of the metal - (1262)" 
,."The higher the number. the softer the metal. 14 is a more common karat. - (1286)"
.,"14 h means the weight in the gold and also tells you about durability and quality - (1 375)" 
.,"it is a measurement of how much gold is in the metal versus the alloy that it is mixed with. - (1414)" 
,,"the quality of the gold - (1454)" 
,."Purity of the gold; lower the number the less pure (higher alloy content). - (1460)" 
,,"14 karat gold. 24 karat is perfect but more easily bends than 14 karat - (1 466)" 
.."It means it's 14 karats. Its more durable than 18 kara &...so forth. but also its less precious than a 
higher kt. - (1469)".."14k reffers to 14karat gold or the purity of the gold. 24karat gold is about as pure as you are going to 
get but it lacks the durability that 14k would have. gold is very soft and is mixed with other metals to 
make it stronger - (1541)" 
,."That the gold is 14 carats ...the higher the #. the better. - (1703)" 
,,"14kt means the metal is 14 karets refering to it's strenth and softness of the metal - (17 17)" 
,,"a blend of gold and other metal --- not pure gold - but studier and less dent resistant - (1 852)" .."14 CARROT GOLD MEANS THEIR IS AHIGHER PERCENTAGE OF ACTUAL GOLD IN THE 
RING lTHAS A B E I X R  CHANCE OF RETINING VALUE AND WILL HOLD W STRONGER -
(1 882)" 
,,"I4 Karat Gold (How much gold is in the ring) - (1943)" 
,."not as soti, not as precious of a metal as a higher level karat (e.g. 18k) - (2024)" 
,."It means that the weight of the gold used is equal to 14 karats. The gold is soft and pliable. - (2030)" 
.."it is an indicator of the amount of gold in the metal of the ring. the higher the karat the softer the metal 
- (2288)" 
.,"how real it is and also how soft or hard the metal is - (2354)" 



.,"It is the weight of the gold in the metal ...higher tbe number. the purer the gold - (2356)' 

.,"ratio of gold to other metals - (2365)" 
,,"That is the weight of the percentage of gold in the metal. - (2384)" 
,,"Concentrationof gold in the metal of the &. - (2404)" 
.."It is not IW?gold. It mixes with other substances. 10K and 14K are almost similar. - (2427)' 
,."14k gold is o h  used for e a h g s  due to the fact that it is less durable and softer than 10k gold. I 
would rather have a IOk or platinum ring. It's the amount of gold in the ring. - (25 12)" 
,,"The type of gold, the proportion of the actual gold in the mix. - (2548)" 
,."theamount of gold in the item - (255 1)" 
.,"It's the purity of gold. - (2635)"..' l4kt is gold. A heavy gold. - (2650)" 
.."it is 14 karat wieght the more karat the more it wsts - (2655)" 
.,"The softness of the metal - (2825)" 
.."the amount of mineral is in the ring. The higher the kt.the better the ring. - (2863)" 
.."It is the kind on gold. 14 K is stronger and more durable. - (2%5)" 
,,"14 kt is the wt of the gold, which the higher the kt #, the thinner and less durable it is - (2985)" 
,."That is measure scale to measure the purity of gold, whether white or yellow. - (30 15)" 
,,"I4 kt is not as high quality. It is not as soft and pliable as 24 kt. - (3069)" 
,."the quality of gold used -also the higher the number the more pliable the metal - (3075)" 
.."IT IS SOFT GOLD - (3092)" 
,,"theweigbt/purity of gold in the jewelry - (3 176)" 
,,"it refers to the gold content of the metal - (3235)" 
.,"the amount of gold making up the alloy - (33 1 1)" 
,,"it has 14 karats of gold and is lesser quality than, say, 18k - (3376)" 
,,"14 Karot gold is a good qalih not as good as 24 but better than 10K - (34 IS)" 
,,"Something to do with the amount of pure gold in the alloy - (3487)" 
,,"I4 Carat Gold out of 24 - (3531)" 
.."It is the amount of gold present in the ring. - (36 16)" 
,,"The quality or fineness of the gold. Others that I've bought are 10k 18K, and I not sure if it was 2OK or 
24K - (3666)" 
,,"hardness of metal - (3924)" 
.,"the gold is 14 carats, the higher the carat the softer it is - (40 14)" 
,,"Its the ratio of alloys - (4088)" 
.,"I4 carat. Amount and quality of gold used. - (4 156)" 
,."amount of gold - (4320)" 
,,"The softness of the metal. - (4582)" 
.,"the percentage of gold - (530)" 
,"[n=33] 12.0% Other correct answers #004" 
.."Weight of gold - (1074)" 
,."14 karat gold, weight of gold - (1077)" 
,,"that is the carat wight of the gold - (1 149)" 
,,"The weight of the gold - (123 1)" 
,."It is a weight of gold. - (1 237)" 
,."weight of gold - (1300)" 
.."weight of the gold - (I 352)" 
.,'weight of gold - (1381)" 
.."karat refers to how fine the gold is or the weight of it or a gem.- (1 484)" 
,."THE QUALITY OF THE METAL - (1487)" 
.,"the weight of the gold - (1688)" 
,,"it is the weight of the gold - (1704)" 
.,"The amount of gold present in terms of weight. the karat is i hnk a measurement for gold used in the 



k d d e  East. - (1805)" 
.,"measure of quality - (1884)" 
,,"A certain quality of gold - (2075)" 
,,"it's the weight of the gold, the bigger the number the better. ex: 14 is better then 10 - (2291)" 
,,"It is a grade of gold, iadtcating the weight. - (2336)" 
,,"it is a speclfic amount of goId applied to the ring - (24 18)" 
,."weight and quality of gold - (2444)" 
,."It's the weight of the gold. - (2446)" 
,,"the level or pa& of gold graded by karats. it is the quality between 10k and 18k - (2570)" 
,,"amount of gold in alloy - (2595)" 
,,"amount of gold - (2657)" 
,,"the quality of the gold - (2666)" 
,."I4 karats is the weight of the gold - (29 12)" 
.,"It has to do with the weight of the metal. - (3048)".."14k in gold or whte gold means the weipht of the gold in the piece if we are speaking in terns of 
diamond ktw ~ t show many karets the stone is .- (369)" 
.,"karat weight of gold - (3745)" 
.."I believe it is the weight amount of gold that is used to make the ring. - (377)" 
,,"how much gold there is per a certain amount of weight as opposed to metal - (401 3)" 
,,"weight of gold on setting - (435 1)" 
.."It is the Tare weight of the gold in the ring. - (437 1)" 
,."Not pure gold but still good quality. - (4378)" 
,"[n=80] 29.3% NET INCORRECT ANSWERS" 
,"In481 24.9% Incorrect answers (e.g. 14% gold) #005" 
,,"Not pure - (107 1)" 
.,"I4 carat gold - (1 117)" 
,,"14k goId - (1 124)" 
,,"It is not 100% gold. - (1 130)" 
.."I4 karrat gold - (1 139)" 
,,"I4 carrot goid - (1 176)" 
.,"the amount of carat - (1 180)" 
,,"I4 karat gold - (1204)" 
,,"it isnt 100 percent gold all the wav through, but the metal is covered in 14karat gold - (1207)" 
,,"not 100% gold - (1 360)" 
,."I4 karat gold - (1386)" 
,,"14 carot gold - (1 4)" 
,,"that the nng is 14 karat gold - (1490)" 
,,"14 KARAT GOLD - (1604)" 
,."14% gold. More solid than 18 or 24k, but less content of gold. - (1666)" 
,,"I4 carat gold. It's the thickness of the gold used. - (1747)" 
,,"that the gold is 14karat - (1763)" 
,,"made
of 14 karat gold - (1803)" 
.,"The type of gold it is - (1 8 18)" 
,,"14 karat quality of gold - (1 822)" 
.,"pure gold - (19 11)" .,"14 karat gold - (1 944)" 
.,"14 karat gold - (1 955)" 
.."14 Carats of gold - (1 982)" 
,,"14K gold, silver, etc - (2 106)" 
.,"I4 karat gold - (2158)" 
.."size - (2245)" 



,,-14 karats of gold - (2246)' 
.."how many karats the metal has - (234 1)" 
,."the size of the stone - (25 15)" 
,,"50°? gold - (2680)" 
.,'I4 karot gold which is less gold than 24 )Larot - (2805)" 
.."HE SEl-lTNG IS MADE FROM 14KT GOLD - (2947)"
.."14 ct gold - (2955)" 
,,"It mans it's 14 karat gold. - (2974)" 
.,"What come to mind is that its more than 10 karat gold. - (3005)" 
,,"It's the gram of gold. - (302)" 
,,"Gold at a fourteen karat level was used in the makeup of the ring - (3023)" 
,,"It means 14 karat gold. Pntty durable. - (3058)" 
,,"14 carats of gold, 4 carats more than I Okt. - (3066)"
.,"14 carat gold, indcated type of gold - (3 143)" 
.,"fourteen karats gold - (3 146)" .."14 carat gold - (3 175)" 
.,"The ring is 14 karate gold - (3284)" 
,,"14 kt. gold - (3344)" 
,,"14karat gold - (3435)" 
.,"the carat weight - (344 1)" 
.,"14 karats means the weight of the p ice  - (3463)" 
.."weight of karat - (3464)" 
.,"the amount of carrats that is in either the gold or the stone itself - (347 1)" 
,,"14 Karrats of gold or white gold - (3497)" 
,,"14 Carat Gold - (3555)".."14 kt gold. It is a measure of the ""hardness"" of the gold. The lower the kt, the easier it is to scratch. 
- (3605)" 
,,"14 karat gold - (3638)" 
.,"it is 14 karrot gold - (3869)" 
,,"the number of K's in the amount of the gold - (393 1)" 
,,"It is 75% pure gold. - (3965)" 
,,"Relatively low amount of fold in alloy. - (4007)" 
,,"Nearly gold. 80% I think. - (4 180)" 
,,"its a 14 karat cut stone - (4252)" 
,,"It is the percentage of the certain type of metal in the ring, so a higher karrot is a harder more durable 
metel. - (433)" 
,,"The type of nugget of gold used to make the ring - (4522)" 
,,"Thepercentage of gold - (4567)" 
,,"14 karat gold - (4584)" 
.,"THEREARE 14 KTS OF GOLDIN THAT JEWELRY - (484)"
.,"14 karat gold - (507)" 
.."It is the karat of the gold - (556)" 
.,"I 4 karat gold means purest state og gold without any blemishes - (81)" 
,"[n=12] 4.3% No additional lnfonnation (i.e. all those who just wrote 14 karat) #006"
,."14 karat - (12M)" 
,,"I4 karat - (148)" 
,,"I4 karat - (2191)"
,."14 karot - (2395)" 
,."I4 karat weight - (25 19)" 
,."fomeen karat - (2740)" 
,,"I4 Karat - (292 1)" 



..'I4 h t s  - (3089)"

.,"14 karat - (3093)"
,."14 karat -(3222)" 
,."I4carats - (4278)" 
,."I4Karat - (4488)" 
."[n=19] 6.9% Nothmg/nonelna #998" 

.."NA - (1501)' 
.."n/a- (1574)' 
,,"NA- (1820)" 
.."m- (1877)" 
.,"NA - (1 88)1 
,,"M- (208)" 
,."NA - (2282)" 
..-na - (247)-
.."na- (2523)' 
.,"M- (26 19)" 
,,%a - (2754)" 
..VIA - (2786)" 
,."NA - (2846)" 
.."a - (298)" 
.,"ria - (3003)" 
.,"na- (3557)" 
.,"M
- (3590)" 
.,"NA - (3664)" 
,,"m- (429)" 



q25a (n=171) 
,m=l2]7.0% Anythingleverything#I 00" 
,,Tm spending that kind of money, iwant to know NERTTHING!! - (1 300)" 
,,"everything - (1803)" 
.,"whatever came to mind at the time - (2075)" 
.,"anything - (21 91 )" 
,."everything that is applicable - (2245)" 
,,"Anything and everything Ican learn prior to making such a purchase - (2548)" 
,,"about the diamond - (261 9)" 
,,"anything remotely relevant - (31 72)" 
,,"all relevant info - (3438)" 
,,"everything possible - (41 8)" 
,."Anything not covered in the other categories - (4371)" 
.,"everything possible about it-even past customer input - (4584)" 
,"In48128.0% CosUprice/value#lo1" 
,,"cost - (1058)" 
,,"price - (1071)" 
,."cost - (1 139)" 
,,"cost - (1173)" 
.,"Cost and carrot weight - (1 176)" 
,,"cost - (1 180)" 
,,Value over time - (1 231)" 
,,Value - (1 286)" 
,,"value in the future - (1 355)" 
,,"what the ring is really worth and price - (1 37)" 
.,"the popularity of the ring, lasting effects, value - (1381)" 
,,"cost - (1426)" 
.,"Value of it versus other rings - (1466)" 
,,"price - (1 490)" 
,,"the price - (1 528)" 
,,"Maintenance, replacement, repair costs - (1 538)" 
,,"price, durability - (1 622)" 
,,"if the price is accurate - (1872)" 
,,"THE RESALE VALUE OF A RING - (1882)" 
,,"price - (1 955)" 
,,"value - (205)" 
,,"the price - (2098)" 
,,"cost - (21 12)" 
,,"Metal content value of metal - (21 85)" 
,,'Mat other metals are in the ring; how it affects resale value - (2283)" 
,,"repurchase value among other things - (2408)" 
,,"price - (2427)" 
,,"the cost - (2655)" 



,,"price and companison - (2680)" 
,,"cost - (2805)" 
,,Cost in other locations - (2846)" 
,,"price - (2937)" 
,,"Dierent pricing - (3005)" 
,,"value - (3023)" 
,,"karats. cost, durabilrty - (3089)" 
.,"Cost - (31)" 
,."price - (3333)" 
.,"will it hold value over time - (3415)" 
,,"appraisal, the value of the ring. - (3497)" 
,,"best price - (3547)" 
,,"price - (3555)" 
.,"price - (3612)" 
,,'price, warranty - (3664)" 
,,"resale value - (3869)" 
,,price - (4014)" 
,,"Retained value - (41 80)" 
,,"price - (553)" 
,,"price - (556)" 
,"(=5] 2.9% Comparisons #102" 
,,Value of it versus other rings - (1466)" 
,,"price and comparrison - (2680)" 
.,"If Icould get it apprised somewhere else 8 then bring it back if it is not all gold - (302)" 
,,"comparisons to other rings, competitors - (3093)" 
,,"Comparison with 100% platinum ring - (434)" 
,'m=2] 1 .I% Impuritieshperfectio # I  03" 
,,"impurities....- (1 360)" 
,,"different grades of stones - (1 4)" 
,"[n=4] 2.3% Insurance information # I  04" 
,,"insurance info - (1237)" 
,,"febdbili,wear and tear, insurance, how other people like it - (3609)" 
,,"ince quote - (3638)" 
,,"INSURANCE INFO - (484)" 
,"Id]
2.3% Longevitynife span #105" 
,,"the popularity of the ring, lasting effects, value - (1381)" 
,,"who made the ring, what the expected lifespan is. - (1 763)" 
,."how long will it last - (21 73)" 
,,"How base metals will affect each other over time - (508)" 
,"In21 1.1 % LooWfeel on my hand #106" 
,,"how it looks on my hand - (1693)" 
.,"how it would feel on my finger - (2246)" 
,"I412.3% Maintenancekare of settingldiamond # I  07" 
,,"Maintenance, replacement, repair costs - (1 538)" 
.,"If Icould get it cleanedtmaintained anytime for free - (2106)" 
.,"warranty Imaintenance information - (3487)" 
,,"care of setting - (391 6)" 
,"In131 7.6% Metal composition #I08" 



,,%hat base metats are being used - (1306)" 
,,.%hat other metals are in it - (1 41 4)" 
,,"%of base metats - (1469)" 
,,"The pros and cons of having a high or low amount of base metak - (1 805)" 
,."Whether or not what is actually advertised really is the metal is says - (188)" 
,,"reaction to the base metal - (201 7)" 
,,"Metal content value of metal - (21 85)" 
,,%at other metals are in the ring; how it affects resale value - (2283)" 
,,"If Icould get it apprised somewhere else 8 then bring it back if it is not all gold - (302)" 
,,percentages of metak - (3441)" 
,,"all the metals the band is composed of - (433)" 
,,"properties of base metals - (4490)" 
,,"How base metals will affect each other over time - (508)" 
,"[=9] 5.2% Originationlwtrere did it come from # I  09" 
,,Where was the ring manufactured? Would Ibe able to bring my own loose diamonds for setting? - (1 157)" 
.,'location it was from - (1204)" 
,,"who made the ring, what the expected lifespan is. - (1 763)" 
.,"where it came from - (1 941)" 
,."Where the stone comes from - (1 982)" 
,,"origins - (3379)" 
,,"Country where gem was mined - (3931)" 
,,"maker - (4461)" 
.,"Origin of platinum (country) - (530)" 
,"[=3] 1.7% Popularity # I  10" 
,,"popularity - (1 207)" 
,,"the popularity of the ring, lasting effects, value - (1381)" 
.,"felxibili, wear and tear, insurance, how other people like it - (3609)" 
,"[=?I 4.0% Qualitylclaritylcolor of stone # I  11" 
,,Why is it such low purity - (1 565)" 
,,"stone q u a l i  - (1688)" 
,,"clarity of diamond - (2395)" 
,,"quality of ring - (2961)" 
,,"quality - (3464)" 
,,The q u a l i  of the diamond. - (3616)" 
,,"darity, color - (398)" 
,m= l l ]  6.4% Warrantylguarantee ti12" 
,,"guarantee - (1 079)" 
.,Varrenty - (1 124)" 
,,Warranty, International Standards - (2356)" 
,,The type of warranty the ring carries - (2515)" 
.,Warranty - (2650)" 
,,Mrrenty - (3344)" 
,.Varranty Imaintenance information - (3487)" 
,,price, warranty - (3664)" 
,."Replacement Guarantee - (370)" 
,,The warranty on the ring - (377)" 
,,krranty - (4088)" 
,"[dl2.3% All others # I  13" 



,,"designer - (2308)" 
,.Warranty, International Standards - (2356)" 
.,%ow long theyve had the ring in there store for sale - (2693)" 
,,"Brand - (2772)" 
,"[=38] 22.2% Nothinqlnonelna #998" 
,,"NA - (1 107)" 
,,"none - (1116)" 
,,"n/a - (1 130)" 
.,'ha - (1375)" 
,,"nothing - (1 386)" 
,,"NA - (1 48)" 
,,"NA - (1840)" 
,,"none - (1 884)" 
,,"None - (1944)" 
,,%a - (208)" 
,,"nothing - (21 58)" 
.,"NA - (2282)" 
,,"Nothing Ican think of. - (2371)" 
,,"None - (2404)" 
,,"NA - (2444)" 
,."na - (247)" 
.,"none - (251 9)" 
,,%/a - (2523)" 
,,"NA - (2786)" 
.,"OO - (2825)" 
,,"n/a - (2974)" 
,,"n/a- (298)" 
,,"none - (3028)" 
.,"none - (3041)" 
,,"nla - (3143)" 
.,"nothing else - (31 52)" 
,,"NlA - (3277)" 
.,%a - (3471)" 
.,"none - (349)" 
,,%a - (3557)" 
,,"NONE - (3605)" 
,,%a - (3745)" 
,,"none - (391 0)" 
,,"&a - (401 3)" 
,,ho - (4129)" 
,,"n/a - (4271)" 
,,ha - (4320)" 
.,"NA - (4567)" 
,"[=l2] 7.0% Don't knowlno answer #999" 
.,"don't know - (1 501 )" 
,,"not sure - (1 645)" 
,,"Not sure right now, but before buying Iwould have to seriously sit down and come up with some questions - (1675)' 
,,"dent know - (1901)" 



,,"yes - (191 1)" 
.,Won'tknow at the moment - (1 980)" 
,,'? - (2033)" 
,,"not sure - (2955)" 
,,"not sure - (3007)" 
,,"not sure - (301 0)" 
.,'don't know - (3284)" 
,,"don7 know - (507)" 
,In=11] 6.4% PRELISTED CODES" 
, In41  2.3% Durability #OOln 
,,%illit bend or dent - (1262)" 
,,"price, durability - (1622)" 
,,"karats, cost, durability - (3089)" 
,,"feMbilii, wear and tear, insurance, how other people like it - (3609)" 
,"[=O] 0.0% Scratch resistance #002" 
,"[n=O] 0.0% Tarnish resistance #003" 
,"[n=O] 0.0% Security of stone in the setting #004" 
,"[n=3] 1.7% Looks of setting over time #005" 
,,"different ways ican have it set, with the same amount of stone - (1 838)" 
.,"style of the stones - (3066)" 
,,"Looks - (4488)" 
,"[no] 0.0% Hypoallergenic properties #006" 
,"[=O] 0.0% A b i l i  of jeweler to adjust the setting (e.g. resize) #007" 
,"[n=5] 2.9% Weight of the setting #008" 
,,"Cost and carrot weight - (1 176)" 
,,What karat means. - (2632)" 
,,"karats, cost, durability - (3089)" 
,,"actual metal weight - (3590)" 
,,"total kt of diamonds - (4458)" 



ql7-97-0th (n=29) 
."[*I 20.6% ApprakaUauthentiaty # I  00" 
,,"certificate of authentication - (1 144)" 
.,"appraisal paperwork - (1 306)" 
,,"certificate of authenticrty - (2308)" 
,,"Certified Document - (2356)" 
,,"GIAcertified- (261 9)" 
,,"ask jeweler appraiser - (2693)" 
,"[=3] 10.3% Askll would ask someone # I  01 " 
,,"knowlegable friend - (1 81 8)" 
,,"ask - (3028)" 
.,Iwould ask - (3075)" 
,"[n=2] 6.8% Flyerlbrochure/pamphlet #102" 
,,"pamphlet - (2288)" 
,,"Pamphlet - (434)" 
,"[=I I ]  37.9% Internet research #103" 
,,"Internet - (148)" 
,."Internet - (1 538)" 
,,"intenet - (1 574)" 
,,"internet - (2246)" 
,,Wemet - (2523)" 
,,"Internet research - (2548)" 
,,"mternet - (2666)" 
,,"internet - (2680)" 
,,'look it up on the net - (3666)" 
,,"internet - (3894)" 
,,"Internet - (43)" 
,"[=O] O.OOh Library research #104" 
,"[*I20.6% Research on cornpany/brand/just research #105" 
,,"research on company - (1 194)" 
,,"research on brand - (1 645)" 
,."research - (291 2)" 
,,"research - (341 5)" 
,,"researchheading - (3438)" 
,,"Online research - (4 124)" 
,"[=O] 0.0% All others #106" 
."[=I] 3.4% PRELlSTED CODESn 
, P O ]  0.0% Advertising #001" 
."(ntO] 0.0% Newspaper-magatine articles #002" 
,"(n=O] 0.0% Tag on the ring setting #003" 
,"[=O] 0.0% Signs in jewelry store #004" 
,"[=O] 0.0% Signs on jewelry store counters #005" 
,"[=I]3.4% Told by jewelry salesmanlwoman #006" 



.,%aleslady - (3803)" 
, P O ]  0.0% Sales receipt #007" 
, P O ]  0.0% Information stamped on inside of ringW08" 



I@-97-0th (n=36) 
,Tn=6] 16.6% AppraisaVauthenticity # I  00" 
.,"certificate of authentication - (1 144)" 
,,"appraisal paperwork - (1 306)" 
,,"Official D i o w r e  Document - (2356)" 
,,"appraiser - (2693)" 
,,"independent appraisal - (3023)" 
,,"Appraisal - (3093)" 
,"[+I 11.I% Ask11 would ask someone #lOIm 
,."knowlegable friend - (181 8)" 
,,"ask - (3028)" 
,,"FAMILY - (3092)" 
,,"Friends and experts - (43)" 
,"(2] 5.5% FlyerlbrochwelparnpMet # I  02" 
,,"booklet - (1286)" 
,,%formation pamphlet - (2288)" 
,"[=I 3)36.1 % Internet research # I  03" 
,,"research online through multiple sources - (1 090)" 
,,"internet or library research - (1 130)" 
,,"Internet - (148)" 
.."Internet - (1 538)" 
,,"internet research - (2336)" 
,,"jewelry info websites - (2519)" 
,,"Internet research - (2548)" 
,,"internet study - (2680)" 
,,Wemet - (2852)" 
,,"Internet Research - (3044)" 
,,"Memet - (31 24)" 
,,"look it up on the net - (3666)" 
,,"internet - (429)" 
,"[=I] 2.7% Library research # I  04" 
.."internet or library research - (1 130)" 
,"[n=IO] 27.7% Research on companylbrandljust research # I  05" 
,,"research on company - (1 194)" 
,,"other research - (1 577)" 
,,"research brand - (1645)" 
,,"outside research - (251 2)" 
,,"research - (291 2)" 
.."Research - (2962)" 
,,"research - (3075)" 
,,%dependent research- (3235)" 
,,"research - (3438)" 
.."research - (3464)" 
,"[=O] 0.0% All others #I06" 
,"[=I]2.7% PRELISTED CODES" 



.In=O] 0.0% Adverbsing M01" 
,In=O] 0.0% Newspaper-magazine! artides M O Z "  
,In==] 0.0% Tag on the ring ~ t b n g#003" 
,In=O] 0.0% Signs injewelry store M04" 
,In==] 0.0% Signs on jewelry store countefs M05" 
,In=l] 2.7% Tdd by jewelry salesmadwoman M06" 
ale^ bdy - (3803)" 

,1n=0] 0.0% Sales receipt MOT 
,In=O] 0.0% Information stamped on inside of ring M08" 
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ethodolog 
Pre wave of rand and advertising tracking conducted before the 
launch of Platinum's new advertising campaign 
- 600 interviews conduct (375 women and 225 men) 

o did we talk to: 
- Ages 18-34 for wo en and 25-3 
- Income of 30,000+ for women a 00+ for men 
- Completed so e college 

We Estab 
P Currently ed with a ring and planning to get marriec 1 in the 
next 1 ?4years 
P Thinking a out getting engaged n the next year and shopping 
for an engagemen 
P Thinking a out getting en next year nd not yet 
shopping for an 

engagement ring 

hen did we tal to them: 
July 2 IStThru August 3r6 2003 

2 

x 



Women in all phases o f  the  enga ement process Q 

consider P atinum most o f ten  as precious metal  
engagement rings. fCD 

'-I 
V) 


a great a deal about Platinum even c 
V,

e "shopping" process has begun. B 
5 

They clear at inum as the  leading precious P 
metal. 

ll informed about i t s  rat ional benefits 
good investment) 

ternalw positioning should 
since they already feel t h a t  

these are appropriate f o r  Platinum. 



AMONG WOMEN 

Even engage women tha t  receive a precious metal  G3 

other than Platinum sti l l  esire Platinum. ir 
Their considerat o f  Platinum may be relatively 5 

eaker, though s i s  probably due in large pa r t  t o  V)c 
them n o t  having received Platinum. B 

s 

C)These engaged women tha t  don't have Platinum 

rings also tend t o  ra te  White Cold higher than t he  
women who are n o t  engaged ... perhaps evidence 
t ha t  they are justifying wha t  they have. 

@ large num er o f  these women also strongly 
ent i fy  wit hich is an indication 

t ha t  some women prefer a d i f ferent  look. 



AMONG MEN 

or men, the engagement about gaining 
familiarity 

The more they find out about Platinum the more 
ngly they consider it 

it's seen "better" than other metals 
and the meta ryone wants. 

During the initial stages o thinking about a ring, men 
understand the key equiti ure, rare, eternal" 

er they are not  as aware of  the cost o f  
they enter the sho ing stage 



Ratinurn 

White Gold 

Y e l l o w  GOM 

rs omer 

Women Men 

Base: ~ l l  WomenlMen that are engaged wlth a rlng (125176) 
0136 YOU sald earller that you already have an engagement rlng. Whlch of the followlng preclous metals Is the rlng made of7 

6 



Unders anding 
Wome 



What precious metal would you consider for 
your engagement ring 

I m~hinking ushopping Engaged I 

Base: A H  Women By segment (n-125 for each) 
QI When thlnklng about enoagement rlnos, what preclous metals would you consider buylng7 

8 



What precious metal would you What precious metal would you 
consider for your own wedding consider for your fiancee's wedding 

ring?[ Thinking o Shopping a Engaged I ring? E 
(2 

5% f 
a 
e 
V) * 
3" 
Cb 

' 0  

Base: All Women By Segment (n = 1 2 5  for each) 
O2a Now thlnking about weddlnu rings, what precious metal would you conslder for yeur weddlng rlng? 
0 2 b  And, what preclous metal would you conslder for your fiancde's wedding rin ?I 



Top 2 Box 51 56%56% 

o I 'm fairly 
know1 edgeabl e about It 

ia I know some things 
about it 

1 don't know mat mum 
about it 

I don't know anything 
about i t  

Platinum 

Base: All Women By Segment (n-125 for each) 

White Cold Silver Diamonds 

07a  Now using the scale below, how much do you know about the following preclous 
metals? 

A 7 h  8 n A  h n r r r  m~lrh  A n  \ r m l  k n n w  y h n 1 1 t  A i 3 m n n A c 7  
10 



Top 2 Box: 

It's the only pfxdous metal I 'd 
cons1 der having 

It's one I'd consider above the 
others 

a It's one I 'd consider equally with 
others 

EJ It's not one I 'd usual1 y consider but 
wouldn't mind looking at 

It 's one I probably wouldn't 
consider 

It's a precious metal I 'd never 
consi dw having 

Don't Know 

rand Commitment - Enaaaement 

Base: All Women By Segment (n = 125 for each) 

Platinum 

Rings 

39% 36% 41% 

White Cold Yellow Cold 

08a Thlnklng about an enga!Pment rlng, whlch of the following phrases best describes how you feel about each of these preclous metals? 

11 



TOP 2 BOX: 

I t ' s  the only precious metal I 'd 
consider having 

It's one I 'd consider above the 
othen 

It's one I 'd consider equally with 
othen 

o It's not one I 'd usually consider but 
wouldn't mind looking a t  

It's one I probably wouldn't 
con4 der 

It's a precious metal I 'd  never 
consider having 

0 Don't Know 

Brand Commi ment - Weddina Rincls 

Platinum 

Base: ~ l l  Women By Segment cn = I 2 5  for each) 

White Cold Yellow Cold 

08b Now thlnklng about U r  weddlng rlng, whlch of the following phrases best describes how you feel about each of these ~reclous metals? 

12 



Brand Salien omentum 

Top 2 Box: 

lt's the most popular moice and or 
top at  the mment  

It's roving with thetimesand on 
its way up 

It's holding its ground 

rn It 's starting to lose its edge and 
starting to sl i p 

It isn't doing mum of anything an( 
on its way down 

0 Don't K now 

latinum White Gold 

~ase: AII women ~y segment cn =425 for each) 

Yellow cold 

40 NOW I'd llke to know how much you Feel each precious metal Is growlng or decllnlng at the moment. whlch of the Dhrases below 
best describes how YOU feel about each preclous metal7 

4 3 



rand Salien eadership 

Top 2 Box: 88% 88% 84% 

It's the leading predous metal 
available 

o It's one of the leaders 

rn It's equal to all omen 

o It's not anywhere near the leading 
pred ous metals 

1 Don't Know I 

Base: All Women By Segment (n = 125 for each) 

White Gold llellow  old 

011 Based on Your overall lmpresslon of each preclous metal, how much do vou feel each of these Is a leader In the market7 
14 



Bra ersuasio 

TOP 2 BOX: 

I t ' s  better man all other precious 
metals 

n It 's better than most othen 

s I t ' s  as good as others, but no bette~ 

I t ' s  not as good as most othen 

o I t ' s  worn than all other precious 
rfetal s 

Don't Know 

Platinum 

Base: A I ~  women BY segment (n = 125 for each) 

White Gold 

09 whlch of the Statements below describes your overall lmpresslon of each of the following precious metals? 

15 

Yellow G O I ~  



Brand Imagery-Platinum 
Thinkin - Engage 

Gave a rating of 8 or more 9 Shopping d 

Is expensive 85 87 86 

I t 's  the highest quality 84 89 81 

Is a good investment 78 86 73 

Is the strongest you can choose 83 84 72 

Will kee looking ood over time 83 81 --b 71PSometh ng I woul8 choose if money was no 
object 82 86 -b 68 

It 's appropriate for many occasions 80 78 70 

I t ' s  pure 78 81  70 

It's eternal and enduring 77 73 66 

Fits my style 7 7 81 56 

I t ' s  a rare metal 74 67 70 

Is worth paying more for 7 4 78 -b 58 

I t 's  appropriate for different types of jewelry 72 69 66 

Hard wearing 6 4 62 47 

I t ' s  what everyone i know has or is getting 45 50 3 9 

Women ~y Segment cn - 125 for each) Base: ~ l l  
014 Of the characterlstln below please Indicate whlch you feel a ly to each reclous metal below. Usln a scale of 1 to 10, please glve a 

score of '10. If you thlnk 'It totally applles' and give a score or? If you thkk 'It doesntt apply at all' l&ECT 
16 



Top 2 Box: 75% 79% 6 2 %  

w Really like and have a lot in 
common with 

Like and have some things in 
common with 

Ll ke pretty much and have a few 
things in common with 

r d  Get along with OK but not have 
much in common with I I  I I  I 1 I 
wouldn't actually dislike but would z2% 
have very little in common with 

wouldn't like and would have 
nothing in mmmon with 

Don't Know 

Platinum ite Gol Yellow Gold 
Base: A H  Women By Segment cn = 125 For each) 
~ 1 2  NOW we'd llke you to do something a llttle different and imagine that these precious metals were to come to llfe as people. For each of 

these please lndlcate whlch of the Statements best describes how close you would feel to him or her7 
17 



Brand Personality-Platinum 

Thinking Shopping Engaged 

% Yo Yo 

Strong 77 7 7 7 4 

Modern 7 4 69 7 5 

Elegant 69 7 0 5 9 

i\X!,FXID in 
stylenimeless 

64 

58 

69 

54 

6 2 

44 

Distinctive 58 58 54 

Genuine 54 58 5 6 

Unique 54 54 65 

popular 50 54 54 

Romantic 48 45 44 

Trustworthy 38 3 7 34 

Everyday 30 25 19 

Warm and invi t ing 25 2 2 17 

Cool and Distant 2 2 2 6 38 

Classic 2 2 31 23 

lnaccessi ble 21 17 19 

Sensible 18 18 13 

Tradit ional 10 I 0  6 

Dull and Boring 2 3 4 

Base: ~ l lwomen By Segment (n-125 for each) 
013 Stlll lma lnlng that these preclous metals came to llfe as people, whlch of the characterlstlcs below do you thlnk descrlbe the Sort of 

person %at each would be? 
18 



nderstan 

Men's Relationship 


with Platinum 




Spontaneous Consideration For Engagement Rings 

Platinum 

White Gold 

Yellow Gold 

I a Thinking Shopping a Engaged [ 

silver I 117% 

Titanium 1 14% 

Base: A I I  Men ~y segment (ThlnklnglShopplnglEngaged) - (73/77/76) 
QI When thlnklng about engagement rings, what precious metals would you conslder buying?, 



What precious metal would you What precious metal would you 
consider for your own wedding consider for your fiancee's wedding 51 

ring? Thinking Shopping Engaged ring? L - 

Platinum 2% 62% 

65% 62% CB 
Cf 

White G O I ~  

11% 
Yellow G o l d  

Silver 

Titanium 

Base: Al l  Men By Segment CTnlnklnglShOpplngIEngaged) - (73/77/76) 
02a Now thlnklng about wedding rings, what preclous metal would you conslder for your weddlng rlng? 
02b And, what preclous metal would you conslder for your fianc6e1s weddlng rln 97 



I'm veiy knowledgable 
about it 

I'm fairly 
knowledgeable about it 

I know some things 
about it 

rs I don't know mat mudl 
about i t  

I don't know anything 
about it 

Pla tinurn White Gold 

Base: All Men ~y Segment (ThlnklnglShoppinglEngaged) - (73l776) 

Yellow Gold Silver iamonds 

a7a Now uslng the scale below, how much do you know about the following preclous 
metals? 

n7h bnd hnsrr r n ~ ~ r h  dn \mot Lrnntrr 9hn1rt dl~rnnndr? 
22 



Top 2 Box: 

It's the only precious metal I 'd 
mnsi der having 

I t 's  one I'd consider above the 
others 

r t 's  one l 'd consider equal1 y with 
omen 

pl I t ' s  not one I'd usually consider but 
wouldn't mind looking at 

It's one I probably wouldn't 
mnsi der 

It's a precious metal I 'd never 
mnsi der having 

Don't Know 

Brand 

58% 54% 

commitment - Engagement 
Rings 

platinum- hite Cold--- -Yellow Cold- 

Base: AH Men ~y Segment (Thinklng/Shopping/Engaged) - (73177176) 
Q8a Thlnklng about an engagement rlng, whlch of the followlng phrases best describes how you feel about each of these preclous metals? 

23 



Top 2 Box: 

lt's the only precious metal I 'd 
consider having 

I 'd  consider above the ~ t ' s  one 
omen 

it's one 
othen 

I 'd consider equally with 

It's not one I 'd  usually consider but 
wouldn't mind looking a t  

It's one I probably wouldn't 
consider 

It's a precious metal I 'd nwer 
consider having 

Don't Know 

d Commit ent - Wedding Rings 

Base: All Men By Segment (ThlnklnglShOPPlnglEngaged, - (73/77/76) 

hite C o l e  -Yellow Gol 

08b Now thlnklng about hro~r weddlng rlng, whlch of the fOllOWlng phrases best describes how you feel about each of these preclous metals? 

24 



Persuasion 

Top 2 Box: 

m i t ' s  better man all other precious 
metals 

~ t ' s  better man most othen 

m I t ' s  as good as othen, but no bettel 

o I t ' s  not as good as most omen 

o It 's worse than all other precious 
metals 

o Don't Know 

Platinum- 

Base: ~ l l  Men By Segment ffhlnking/Shopping/Engaged) - (73/77/76) 
09 whlch of the statements below describes your overall lmpresslon of each of the following preclous metals? 

25 



Brand Salience-Leadership 

Top 2 Box: 

E It's the leading precious metal 
available 

~ t ' s  one of me leaden 

E It's equal to all others 

QI i t ' s  not anywhere near the leading 
DIT~OUS lT&i3lS 

Don't K now 

Platinum- 

044 Based on your overall lmpresslon of each precious metal, how much do you feel each of these Is a leader In the market? 
26 



Brand Salience- omentum 

Top 2 Box: 

rn It's the most popular choice and or 
top at the moment 

o It's moving with the times and on 
its way up 

rn It's holding its ground 

m It's starting to lose its edge and 
starting to slip 

It  isn't doing much of anwing an( 
on its way down 

o Don't K now 

Platinum- 

Base: AH Men ~y segment (~hlnklnglshopplngl~ngaged) - (73177176) 

-Yellow Gol 

010 NOW I'd llke to know how much you feel each preclous metal Is growlng or decllnlng at the moment. Whlch of the phrases below 
best describes how you feel about each precious metal? 

27 



Brand Imagery-platinum 

8 or more Thinking Shopping Engaged 

% Yo Yo 

Is expensive 84 82 87 

I t 's  the highest quality 

Will keep looking good over time 

Is the strongest you can choose 

~d%%YhfngI would choose if money was no 
object 

Fits my style 

It's a rare metal 

Is a good investment 

Is worth paying more for 

I t ' s  appropriate for many occasions 

Hard wearing 

I t ' s  what everyone I know has or is getting 

Base: AH Men BY Segment (ThlnklnglShopplnglEngaged) - (73/77/76) 
014 of the characterlstlcs below please lndlcate whlch you feel a pl to each reclous metal below. Usln a scale of 1 to 10, please glve a 

score of . lom you thlnk # ~ t  totally applles4 and give a score oP-rYlc you t h f h  ~t doernat apply at all* ~ & C T  
28 



Brand involvement 

Top 2 Box: 

Really like and have a lot in 
common with 

Like and have some thlngs in 
common with 

Like pretty mum and have a few 
things in common with 

o Get  along with OK but not have 
mum in common with 

Wouldn't actually dislike but waul( 

have very little in common with 

Wouldn't like and would have 
nothing in common with 

o Don't Know 

Base: AH Men ~y Segment (Thinklng/Sh~pplng/Engaged) - (73/77/761 

-Yellow Gold- 

0 1 2  NOW we'd like you to do Something a llttle different and lrnaglne that these precious metals were to come to life as people. For each of 
w 

these Diease indicate which of the statements best describes how close you would feel to hlm ,or her? 
2 9 



Brand Personality-Platinum 
~hinking Shopping Engaged 

Modern 

strong 

Stylish 

Genuine 

Unique 

Distinctive 

Elegant 

Popular 

Romantic 32 + 36 +43 

Cool and Distant 2 6 3 4 26 

Trustworthy 25 21 2 4 

Inaccessible 21 21 26 

Everyday 19 16 20 

Warm and inviting 12 13 13 

Classic 11 10 18 

Sensible 7 13 13 

Dull and Boring 

Traditional 

Base: All Men By Segment frhinklng/ShopplnglEngaged) - (73/77/76) u 
013 S t i l l  lmaglnlng that these preclous metals came to llfe as people, whlch of the characteristics below do you thlnk descrlbe the sort of person tha 

each would be? 30 



What are people's 
shopping patterns? 


How do the find out 
about Platinum? 




Places people would shop for an engagement ring 

Women Men 

Banks & Biddle) 

19% 
Department Store 

Discount Stores 1 5 %  
(such as Wal-Mart) 

Wholesale Stores 1 8 %  
(such as Costco and Sam's) 

1 5 %  
n/ Shopping (such as QVC) 

Base: A l l  Respondents Male (226) vs. Female (375) 
O B I  Whlch of the following stores would you or your flancCe shop at for an engagement rlng? 

32 



How knowledgeable and helpful was 
the staff where they shopped? 

women Men 

Put me a t  ease 

Very knowledgeable 

They explained 
everything to me 

They helped me 
understand the 

difference between 
different metals 

I felt I was being taken 
advantage of 

I thought I knew more 
than they did 

Base: AH ResDondents that have started shopplng or are engaged Male (250) vs. Female 1153) 
002 Based on all you shopplng experiences so far, whlch of the following phrases best describes In general how helpful and knowledgeable the staff 

33 



Did you speak to the Who brought up the 
salesperson about Platinum? topic of Platinum? 

Don't I brought it up
Rememb 

The salesperson 
Men brought it up 

I don't remember 

Base: All Respondents that have started shopplng or are to engagedlspoke to salesperson about Platlnum Female vs. Male 
003 Dld the sales person talk to you speclflcally about platlnum as an optlon for your rlng? 
004 when you spoke to the sales person about platlnum dld you brlng It up or dld#ey? 



What did the store staff tell you about Platinum? 

women Men 

Platinum was worth the extra 30% 
cost 

They told me platinum was 26% 

long lasting, heirloom quality 110%I would be just as happy with 
another metal such as white 

gold .9% 

Platinum enhances the 
radiance of diamonds 1 6 %  

Platinum is the best metal for 
engagementlwedding rings 1 6 %  

Platinum is the most secure 
setting for diamonds (3% 11% 

Platinum was not worth 
the extra cost 13% 

They told me i t ' s  pure 11% 0% 

Platinum is hypoallergenic 
11% 07% 

Base: Spoke to salesperson $t6%'lt;@&+?%6d&ffa%b (1441841 
QBS: Whlch of the following statements best describes what they told you about Platlnum? 

35 



What websites have you visited to find out 
more about Platinum? 

women Men 

Base: All Respondents Male (226)vs. Female (375) 
0138 whlch of the following websltes have you ever vlslted to flnd out about Jewelry? 

36 




How do people know about Platinum? 
"Where have you seen or heard about Platinum?" 

women Men 

In jewelry stores 66% 

In magazine articles 63% 

Through conversations with 
friends and family 50% 

On the internet 41% 

On TV shows 33% 

In newspaper articles 12% 

In other stores 1 8 %  

Base: All Respondents Male (2261 vs. Female (375) 
QB7 In whlch of the following areas have you seen or heard ariythlng about platinum? 

37 




How do perceptions 

evolve once women 


receive their 

engagement 



I What is your engagement ring made 

Platinum 

White Cold 

Yellow G O I ~  

0 ther 

Base: All Women that are engaged with a rlng (125) 

of? 

QB6 YOU sald earller that you already have an engagement rlng. Whlch of the following preclous metals Is the rlng made of? 

39 



profiles of people that own different types of 


Base: All Women - Own Platlnum (29Ib,Own White Gold 6 2 ) , Own Yellow Gold (47) 

40 'CAUTION VERY SMALL BASE SIZE 



Consideration of metals for Wedding Ring (among differnt metal owners) 

Among Among Among
Platinum Owners* White Cold Owners Yellow Cold Owners 

Metals they mathurn 150%i 
would 
consider for 
their Personal 
wedding Ring 

Y e l lm  
Gdd 

Metals they Platlnum 

would 
consider for 
their Fiancee's Wh'te / 117% White 2 6 %Gdd cold 
Wedding Ring 

Y e l l m  1Gdd 21% 

Base: All Women - Own Platlnum (29)', Own Whlte Gold (521, Own Yellow Gold (47) 
Q2 When thlnklng about wedding rings, what preclous metals would you conslder buying? 

4 1 'CAUTION VERY SMALL BASE SIZE 



Top 2 BOX: 

5 It's the only precious metal I 'd 
consider having 

It's one I'd consider above me 
others 

It's one I'd consider equally with 
others 

It's not one I 'd  usually consider but 
wouldn't mind looking at 

o It's one I probably wouldn't 
consi der 

I t ' s  a precious metal I 'd never 
consider having 

Don't  now 

View of 
Platinu 

Engaged Platinum 
ownerse 

View of 
White Cold 

Engaged White 
Gold 

View of 
Yellow Gold Q 

Engaged Yellow  old 

Owners 

Base: All Women - Engaged (1251, Own Platlnum (2914, Own white Cold (52). Own Yellow cold (47) 
08a Thlnklng about an engagement rlng, which of the foilowlng Phrases best descrlbes how you feel about each of these preclous metals? 

4 2 'CAUTION VERY SMALL BASE SIZE 

owners 



commitment to metals they currently own- Wedding Rings 

R It's the on1 y precious metal I 'd 
consider having 

olt'sone I'dconsider above the 
omen 

R Irs one I 'd consider equally wim 
omen 

E! It's not one I 'd  usual1 y consider but 
wouldn't mind looking a t  

o It's one I probably wouldn't 
consider 

It's a precious metal I 'd never 
consider having 

Don't  now 

View of 
Platinum 

51% 96% 

View of 
White Cold 

Engaged Platinum Engaged White 
Owners' Cold 

View of 
Yellow Gold 

Owners 

Base: AII women - Engaged (1251, Own Platinum (29)', Own Whlte Gold (52). Own Yellow   old (47) 
08b Thlnklng about your weddlng ring, whlch of the following Phrases best descrlbes how you feel about each of these preclous metals? 

72% 

yellow G O I ~  
Owners 

4 3 'CAUTION VERY SMALL BASE SIZE 



Top 2 Box: 

Brand Persuasion of metals they currently own 

D It's better man all other predous 
metal s 

It's better man most othen 

It's as good as others, but no better 

ra I t 's  not as good as most othen 

I t ' s  wone than all other precious 
metals 

o Don't Know 

View of View of 
Platinum White Gold 

71 % 97 % 43 % 59% 

Engaged Platinum Engaged White 
Owners' Gold 

Owners 

BXe: A H  Women - Engaged (1251, Own Platlnum (29J*, ,  Own Whlte Gold (521, Own Yellow  old (47) 

View of 
Yellow cold 

29% 41 % 

Engaged Yellow G O I ~  
Owners 

09 which of the statements below deSCrlbeS your overall lmpresslon of each of the following precious metals? 

44 'CAUTION VERY SMALL BASE SIZE 



W h a t  do owners  o f  o t h e r  meta ls  think o f  Plat inum? 

Aatinum Owners White Gold Ownen YelBw Gold Own-
O/O ! % II yo h 

I Cij
ISomething I would choose If money was no object 93 I 73 I rnI 

Wlli keep looking good wer time 93 ! 69 I 62 
Irsthe highest quality 
Is worth paying more for 
Rtswstyle 
Is a good Investment 
I t s  apmprlate for mny msions 
I t s  pure 
I t s  eternal and enduring 

I IIs expensive 83 I 

89 
I 

851 1 

Is the strongest you can choose 
I t s  appropriate for different types of jewelry 
Irs a r a ~metal 

IHardwearing 69 ! 
I 

39 43I 
I I

II t s  what everyone I know has or is getting 41 50 32I I 

! I 

Base: ~ l lWomen -Own Platinum (29)',Own Whlte Gold 1521, Own Yellow Gold (47) 
014 of the characterlstlcs below, please indlcate which you feel apply to each preclous metal below. Uslng a scale of Ito  10, please glve a 

score of ' lo" If you think 'It totally applies' and glve a score of '1' If you think 'It doesn't apply at all' 
45  'CAUTION VERY SMALL BASE SIZE 

X 



Brand Personality of metals they currently own 
View of View of White I 

IPlatinum by 
I cold by I 

Platinum 0wners* / white Cold Owners j 
IYo 

Platinumis.. , 
Strong 86 
Elegant 83 
Unique 83 
Stylish 79 
Genuine 78 
Modem 69 
Trustworthy 62 
Popular 62 
Distlnctlve 48 
Cool and distant 28 

platinum shares.,, 
Rmnt ic  69 
Semibl e 38 

Platinum is  not ~artiarlarlv.. . 
Always in style/timeless 66 
Wannand inviting 41 
Classic 38 
E V W m '  28 
Traditional 14 
Inamible 10 
Dull and boring 3 

Base: All Women -, Own Platinum (291',, Own Whlte Cold (521, Own Yellow Gold (47) 

46 

View of 
yellow COM by z 

Yellow Cold Ownets 
0 A 

'CAUTION VERY SMALL BASE SIZE 



AS w e  saw earlier, women who were engaged, and n o t  l2given Platinum, have a slightly weaker perception o f  
Platinum (though sti l l  strong,. Q 

In fact, Platinum owners do  have the  strongest i! 
relationship with their  metal and would hardly consider 9 
anything else f o r  their  wedding ring. V,c* 
Platinum owners are also fiercely loyal t o  Platinum 5" 

C)pared t o  owners o f  other metals - likely driven by 
understanding t ha t  Platinu is the  'superior' metal ' 0  

and the  "ne t o  have' a t  the  moment. 

Though ultimately, Platin m might n o t  be right fo r  
everyone-

o r  owners o f  White Gold the  decision may be more 
straight forward. roup, price may be a 
deciding factor. Is h i te  Gold ore likely "the poor 
man's Platinum"? 



For owners Yellow Gol ecisions seem to be 
more than just price. 

money were no object, Platinum might not be 
right for them. 

The color might not fit with their current jewelr 
collection or the metal might not look right against 
their skin. 

For them Yellow old is a more traditional or classic 
choice, more warm an 



APPENDIX 




Key Brand Measures 

Among Total Men and 


Total Women 




ecious metal would ou consider fo 


9% 
Yellow Gold 

% 
Titanium 

Base: All WomenlMen (n -3751226) 
a1 When thlnklng about enaagement rings, what preclous metals would you consider buying? 



hat precious metal would yo What precious metal would you 
consider for your own wedding consider for your fiancee's wedding 5: 

Platinum 

White Gold 

Yellow Gold 

ring? women o Men ring? 

Titanium 

Base: All WomenlMen (n = 3751226) 
02a Now thlnklng about wedding rings, what P ~ ~ C ~ O U S  metal would you consider for your weddlng rlng? 
02b And, what preclous metal would you conslder for your fianc6e1s weddlng r l n g  



Top 2 Box 

I 'm very knowledgeablf 
about i t  

I'm fairly 
knowledgeable about i t  

I know some things 
about i t  

I don't know that mu& 
about it 

I don't know anything 
about i t  

Women Me Women Me Women Me Women Me 

silvern 
women Me 

~iarnondk 

Base: All WomenlMen (n = 3751226) 

07a Now uslng the scale below, how much do you know about the following preclous 
metals? 

n7h dnd hntr~ mtrrh dn t1n11 bnntrr 3hnl1t rll~mnndc? 
5 3 



Brand Commitment - Engagement 

Top 2 BOX: 

It's the only precious metal I 'd 
consider having 

It 's one I'd consider above the 
others 

It's one I 'd consider equally with 
othen 

e It's not one I 'd  usually consider but 
wouldn't mind looking at 

I t ' s  one I probably wouldn't 
consider 

o I t ' s  a precious metal I 'd never 
consider havi ng 

Don't Know 

Base: All WomentMen (n = 375t226) 

62% 

Women 

Platinum 

women Me 

White c o d  
women Me 

n 
Yellow Gold 

Q8a Thinking about an engagement, which of the foilowlng phrases best describes how you feel about each of these prectous metals? 

54 



Top 2 Box: 

Brand Commitment - Weddinq Rings 

62% 55% 35% 33% 25% 

r it's the on1 y precious metal I 'd 
consider having 

o It's one I 'd consider above the 
others 

r it's one I'd consider equally with 
others 

It's not one I 'd usually consider but 
wouldn't mind looking a t  

o I t ' s  one I probably wouldn't 
consider 

o It's a precious metal I 'd nwer 
consider having 

o Don't K now 

Base: All WomenIMen (n= 37512261 

Wonien Me 
n 

Platinum 

Women Me 
n 

White Gold 

women Me 
I1 

Yellow Gold 

Q8b Now thlnklng about w weddlng ring, Which Of the followlng phrases best describes how you feel about each of these ~reclous metals? 

5 5 



Brand Salien e-~ornentum 

TOP 2 BOX: 

- 

IIB i t ' s  the most popular choice and or 
top a t  the moment 

o It 's moving with the times and on 
its way up 

~r It's holding it3 ground 

a It's starting to lose its edge and 
starting to slip 

I t  isn't doing much of anything an( 
on its way down 

o Don't Know 

Base: All WomenlMen (n = 3751226) 

87 % 

women 

Platinum 

Women Me 
n 

Women 

Yellow C O I ~  

10 NOW 14d like to know how much you feel each preclous metal Is growlng or decllnlng at the moment. Whlch of the phrases below 
best describes how you feel about each preclous metal? 
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w It's the leading predous metal 
available 

i t ' s  one of the leaden 

It's equal to all others 

it's not anywhere near the leading 
predous metals 

Don't Know 

Women 

e-leadership 

Platinum 

Women 

White Cold 

Women Me 
n 

Yellow Cold 

Base: All WomenIMen (n =375/226) 
044 Based on your overall lmpresslon of each preclous metal, how much do you feel each of these Is a leader In the market7 
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I t ' s  better than all other predous 
r n l  s 

I t ' s  better than most othen 

It's as good as others, but no better 

a It 's not as good as most othen 

I t ' s  w o w  than all other precious 
metal s 

Women Me 
n 

Platinu 

Base: All WornenIMen rn = 37512261 

Women Me 
n 

White Gol 

Women Me 
n 

Yellow Gold 

09 Which of the Statements below describes your Overall irnpresslon of each of the following Dreclous metals? 
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8 or more Women Men 

Is expensive 86 84 

I t ' s  the highest quality 85 85 

80 74 

object 79 76 

Is a good investment 79 69 

Will keep looking good over time 78 75 

I t ' s  pure 77 74 

I t ' s  appropriate for many occasions 76 89 

I t ' s  eternal and enduring 72 63 

Fits my style 71 67 

I t ' s  a rare metal 70 70 

Is worth paying more for 70 58 

I t 's  appropriate for different types of jewelry 69 62 

Hard wearing 58 40 

I t 's  what everyone i know has or is  getting 45 35 

Q14 Of the characterlstlcs below please lndlcate whlch you feel a pl to each reclous metal below. Usln a scale of 1 to 10, please glve a 
score of -10" It you thlnk 'It totally applles and glve a score oP.IYlf you thLk 'It doesnrt apply at all sBEcT 
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Rea l l y  Iikeand havea lot in 
common with 

o Like and have some things in 
common with 

q Like pretty much and have a few 
things in common with 

Get along with OK but not have 
much in common with 

o Wouldn't actually dislike but would 
have very I i ttl e in common with 

o Wouldn't like and would have 
nothing in common with 

o Don't Know 

Base: All WOmenlMen (n = 3751226) 

Women Me Women Me Women 

Yellow 

Me 
n 

Cold 

012 NOW we'd llke you to do somethlng a little dlfferent and Imagine that these preclous metals were to come to llfe as people. For each of 
these please lndlcate whlch of the statements best describes how close you would feel to him or her? 
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Brand Personality-Platinum 
women Men 

Strong 76 7o 
Modern 73 71 

Elegant 

Stylish 

Unique 

Distinctive 

Genuine 

Popular 

Always in styleKimeless 

Romantic 

Trustworthy 

Cool and Distant 

Classic 

Everyday 25 18 

Warm and inviting 21 13 

Inaccessible 19 23 

Sensible 16 11 

Traditional 9 8 

Dull and Boring 3 6 
Base: All WomenlMen (n = 3751226) 
Q43 Stlll Ima lnlng that these preclous metals came to llfe as people, which of the characterlstlcs below do you thlnk descrlbe the sort of 

perSon &at each would be? 
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Key Bran Measures 

Among Women By Age 



rand Commitment 
Engagement Ring (Top 2 Box) 
f l t 's the only precious metal I'd conslder 
havi ngl 
If~~~~J~~g.,pbove the others) 
Wedding Ring (Top 2 Box) 
( I t 's the only precious metal I'd consider 
having1 
I t 's  one I'd consider above the others) 
Brand Persuasion (Top 2 Box) 
(I t 's better than all1 
most other precious metals) 
Brand invoivement (Top 2 Box) 
(Really Bike and have a lot1 
some things in common with) 
Brand Salience - Momentum (Top 2 Box) 
(It's the most popular choice and on top a t  
the momentlmoving with the times and on 
i t s  way up) 
Brand Salience - eadership (Top 2 BOX) 
(It 's the leading precious metal available1 
one of the leaders) 

Base: all Women by age - 18-24 (187) 25-34 (1881 

74 81 55 38 33 29 

85 88 56 48 28 14 

81 81 59 58 51 48 

70 75 68 58 41 35 



Brand personality s f  metals by Age 

Platinum White Gold Yellow Gold 

Strong 
Modern 
Stylish 
Elegant 
Unlque 
Genuine 
Distinctive 
Popular 

Always In style/Tirneless 
Romantic 
Trustworthy 
Cool and Distant 
Evewday 
Inaccessible 
Classlc 
Warm and inviting 
Sensible 
Traditional 
Dull and Boring 

Base: All W o m e n  by Age - 18-24 (187) 25-34 (188) 



metals by Age 

Platinum hite Gold Yellow Gold 

8 or more 

Is expenslve 

It's the hlghest quality 

Wlll keep looklng good over time 

Is the stron est you can choose 
Something?would choose if money was no 
object 

Is a good investment 

It's appropriate for many occasions 

~ t ' spure 

It's a rare metal 

Fits my style 

I t ' s  eternal and enduring 

I t ' s  appropriate for different types of jewelry 

IS worth paying more for 

Hard wearing 

I t 's  what everyone I know has or i s  getting 

Base: AH women by Age - 18-24 (187) 25-34 (188) 



Brand personality & 

Imagery Measures 


Among en and Women 




Platinum White cold Yellow Gold 
I I M 

Thinking Shopping Engaged 
I 

Thinking Shopping Engaged 
I

I Thinking Shopping Engaged 
26 

Q 
l9 w 

strong 
Modem 
Elegant 
Stylish 
Distinctive 
Alwa\r; In styte/rimeless 
unique 
Genuine 
Popular 
Romantic 
Trusturorthy 
Everyday 
Warm and inviting 
Cool and Distant 
Classic 
Inaccessible 
S e m ibl e 
Traditional 
Dull and Boring 

Base: women -Thlnklng/Shopplng/Engaged (125 /125 /125)  
still Ima lnlng that these ~reclous metals came to llfe as people, whlch of the characterlstlcs below do you thlnk descrlbe the sort of 
person &at each would be7 



I I 
I I 
IPlatinum White cold II Y~I IOWcold
I 

Thinking ShopMng Engaged 
I

j Thinking Shopping Engaged /I Thinking Shopping 
Modem 

strong 
Stylish 

Genuine 

Unique 
Distincthe 

Elegant 

Popular 
Always In 
SDlleJTlmeless 
Rmnt lc  
Cool and Distant 

Trustworthy 
Inaccessible 

Everyday 

Warm and inviting 
Classic 
Sensible 

Dull and Boring 
Traditional 

Base: 
01 3 Still Ima lning that these precious metals came to life as people, whlch of the characteristics below do you think descrlbe the sort of 

person &at each would be7 
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Platinum 
I 
I 
I White Gold 

I 
I 
I Yellow Gold 

I I 
I 

Thinking Shopping Engaged ' Thinking Shopping Engaged I Thinking Shopping Engaged 
Is expensive 8 5 87 86 38 
Irsme highest quality 84 89 81 50 
Will keep looking good 
over time 58 
Is the strongest you can 
choose 39 
something I w u ~ dchoose 
If money was no object 4 3 
Irs appropriate for many 
occasions 74 
I rs PUR 55 
I s  a good investment 64 
Fits rrv stvle 42 
Its eternal and enduring 62 
I t s  a rare metal 34 
Is wrm paying more for 3 5 
Its appropriate for 
different typesof jeW3I-y 
Hard wearing 
Irs what everyone I know 
has or is getbng 

Base: Women -ThlnklnglShopplng/Engaged (125/125/125) 
Q14 Of the characterlstlcs below Please Indicate which you feel apply to each r e C l 0 ~ ~metal below uslng a scale of I to l o ,  please glve a 

score of 7 0 - If you think 'It totally applles and glve a score 0 '1' If you thkk 'It aoesnT apply at all 
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Platinum 
I 
I 
I White Gold 

I 
I 
I Yellow cold 

l I 

Is expensive 
Thinking 

84 
Shopping 

82 
Engaged 

87 

I 

Thinking Shopping Engaged 
I 

I Thinking 
60 

Shopping 
3 3 

Engaged 
37 

(2F 
i t s  the highest quality 80 87 87 

Wil l  keep looking good 
over time 
ISme strongest you can 
choose 
Its pure 
Something I mu ld  choose 
if money was no object 
FIB rtvstyle 
I t s  a rare metal 
Is a good investment 
Its eternal and enduring 
I t s  appropriate for 
d l m t typesof jewelry 
Is worth paying more for 
~ t sappropriate for m n y  
occasions 
Hard wearing 
I t s  what  everyone I know 
has or is getting 

Base: Men -ThlnklnglShouplnglEngaged (73/77/76) 
014 Of the characterlstlcs below, please lndlcate which you feel apply to each pre~l0uS metal below. Uslng a scale of 1 to 10, please glve a 

score of '10" If you thlnk 'It totally applies' and glve a score of '1" If you thlnk 'It doesn't apply at all' 
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M E M O R A N D U M  

Date: 08/25/05 
To: Jurgen Maerz, PGI USA 
CC: Tony Hoover, George Hoover 
From: Stewart Grice 
Subject: Low purity platinum testing. 

A sample o f low purity platinum was forwarded by Jurgen Maerz od PGI USA. Jurgen requested tests on 
wear resistance, tarnish resistance and so~derabiiit~. he sample was sent to the New York Assay Office 
for composition analysis with the following results: 

Platinum 59.42% 
Copper 36.59% 
Cobalt 3.90% 
Gold, silver,nickel Trace amounts 

The composition would suggest this was a sample of a 585 platinum alloy. The composition was 
normalized to 58.5% platinum and a 10 oz button was cast, rolled and manufactured into plain wedding 
bands for testing. 

Abrasion wear testinq 

The 585 platinum was tested for wear resistance using a 14kt nickel white gold as a benchmark. The 
nickel white gold chosen has a hardness value of 165HV when annealed, similar to the value of 170HV 
quoted for the 585 platinum alloy. Also included in the test were rings manufactured from 950 platinum 
ruthenium and 950 palladium 'TruPdTM", with annealed hardnesses of 130HV and 105HV respectively. 
The wear test used was a standard barrel test for 12 hours in abrasive media. While this test cannot be 
correlated to 'years of normal weaT and is empirical in nature only, it will give an indication of the relative 
intrinsic wear characteristics for each alloy tested. The following results were determined as a percentage 
of weight loss from original weight. 

Weight loss 
14kt white gold 9.3% 
585 platinum I 9.3% 
950 ~alladium 7.9% 

1 950 ~latinum ruthenium I 7.1% I 

Weight loss after wear test 



The tests suggest that the 585 platinum alloy has wear characteristics identical to those of the 14kt white 
gold, and inferior to both the 950 platinum ruthenium and the 950 palladium alloys. These results suggest 
that the 585 platinum alloy tested does not show the wear characteristics typical of other high purlty 
platinum group metals, but behaves in a similar manner to a karat gold alloy. 

Tarnish resistance. 

Samples of the 585 platinum, 950 platinum ruthenium, 950 palladium and 14kt white gold alloys were 
placed in a dessicater under a variety of sutfur-mntaining atmospheres with the following results: 

Sodium bisulfite Sulfuric acid Sutfur dioxide 
14kt white gold No tarnish Tarn~sh Tarnish 
585 platinum No tarnish No tarnish No tarnish 
950 platinum ruthenium No tarnish No tarnish No tarnish 
950 palladium No tarnish No tarnish No tarnish 

These results show that the 585 platinum has similar tarnish resistance to 950 PtRu and 950 palladium 
under all test conditions. While drfferences may be detected using other tarnish-inducing atmospheres, for 
these tests the three platinum group alloys exhibited the same excellent tarnish resistance. 

Oxidation resistance. 

Samples of the 585 platinum alloy were heated to annealing temperatures using a torch. A black oxide 
developed on the surface of the ring. Fluxing can help this but the best results for annealing will be 
obtained using a protective atmosphere furnace. 

Any oxide present was easily removed in warm sparex solution. 

A sample of 950 platinum ruthenium did not oxidize under the same test conditions 

Solderinq trials. 

A sample ring was cut with a saw and the resulting gap soldered using 1300 platinum solder. If the alloy 
was soldered as per the 950 platinum ruthenium with no flux used, there was a poor joint due to the 
heavy oxide layer generated (figures 1a.b). Fluxing the joint prior to soldering improved matters (figures 
2a,b) but there was still evidence of oxide after soldering, and on close examination there was an 
incomplete joint. This is probably because the upper working limit of the flux had been reached using this 
solder. Use of a higher specification flux or a lower grade solder may improve results, however the lower 
grade solder may present color matching and finishing difficulties. 

Figure l a .  Figure 1 b 



Figure 2a. Figure 2b 

Weldinq trials. 

Results for the welding trials were similar to those for soldering. Poor joint quality when no flux was used 
(figures 3a,b) and marginal improvement with the use of flux (figures 4a,b). 

Figure 3a. Figure 3b. 



Figure 4a. Figure 4b. 

Stewart Grice 
Mill 8 Refining Director 
Hoover 8 Strong Inc. 





To get an insight into possible low purity platinum alloys using base metal, the following 
tests were made at PM West facility in Ontario CA. All tests were conducted by 
Mr. Daniel Ballard of PM West, Los Angeles, CA 

Test 1 

Pure Platinum Pt 999.9 was alloyed with 60% Cu/25% Nil1 5% Zi alloy in common use 
for making white gold to create a low purity 585 Pt content product. 
This seemed an obvious choice for simple reasons. It is an established whte alloy 
designed for precious metals and would be h g h  on the list 

Test 2 
Pure Platinum Pt 999.9 was alloyed with a mix of 5O%Cu and 50% Co to create a Pt585 
alloy. 

Test 3 

Pure Platinum Pt 999.9 was alloyed with a SilverICopper master alloy, in common use 
for making 18K gold alloys. 

Test #I Alloy Composition 
II Alloy #I 1 Pt 585 ppt 1 Cu 250 ppt 1 Ni 103 ppt I Zi 62 ppt 

Alloy #2 Pt 585 ppt Cu 208 ppt Co 207 ppt 
Alloy #3 Pt 585 ppt Cu 208 ppt Ag 207 ppt 

Procedure Test # 1 

A 114 Toz platinum coin was rolled into very thin sheet at or below .2mm. Using a 
Wesgo type crucible as a melting platform, the sheet was coiled and the alloy dropped to 
the bottom of a vertical spiral pipe formed by the coil of sheet. 

With a hydrogenloxygen torch the sheet was melted to immediately cover the alloy mix 
with molten platinum which reduced vaporization of the zinc. 

During the melt Zinc was gassing out of the mixture at a rate high enough to cause tiny 
coruscating balls of metal to fly out of the crucible. The mix did not blend well. 
After continuous melting, the remaining nickel blended with the platinum and the copper 
and formed a button. The cast button was hammered into a flat shape suitable for 
rolling. The button was heavily oxidized and the alloyed material was quite hard and 
difficult to roll. 



Button Test #1 Flat Test #1 w. Pt Coin 

Procedure Test #2 

A 114 Toz platinum coin was rolled into very thin sheet at or below -2rnrn.Using a 
Wesgo type crucible as a melting platform, the sheet was coiled and the alloy dropped'to 
the bottom of a vertical spiral pipe formed by the coil of sheet. 

With a hydrogedoxygen torch the sheet was melted to blend the contents to create a 
button the 50% copper 50% cobalt was impossible to incorporate fully. The cobalt would 
incorporate and, as the temperature reduced, the cobalt would reform at the surface of the 
melt. Finally the mixture was quenched very high temperature at which all the elements 
appeared incorporated. The button was beaten into a flat profile for rolling and was rolled 
flat. It appeared to be cracking and highly magnetic and oxidized 

Procedure Test #3 

A 114 Toz platinum coin was rolled into very thin sheet at or below .2mm. Using a 
Wesgo type crucible as a melting platform, the sheet was coiled and the alloy dropped to 
the bottom of a vertical spiral pipe formed by the coil of sheet. 

The silver and copper blend had the most success in the initial melt. This was an easy 
blend. The resulting button had black and whte oxide on the surface. It was hammered 
down and rolled flat. The button was somewhat softer but also oxidized 

Button Test #3 All three buttons 



Malleability Test 

All three buttons were cleaned up with a "Craytex" type of abrasive tool at the bench. 
None of the bars rolled without crackmg prior to 50% reduction. This stands in stark 
contrast to 900 or 950 Pt's very forgiving nature in surface quality after the melt and 
rolling behavior. 

Oxidizing Test 

All variations showed a whte color in the metal. It appears platinum can easily overcome 
the redness brought in by the copper. All buttons were annealed under normal 
atmosphere, whlch simulates a bench jeweler doing torch repair. All three buttons 
oxidized immediately to darktblack color 

Tarnish Test 

All three buttons were placed in a heated liver of sulphor and water solution. All three 
materials showed evidence of tarnishing. This was a surprise, and is one best avoided. 

Conclusion 

While only a few alloys were being tested, it appears best to use primarily platinum group 
metal with platinum. In my personal albeit studied opinion, base metal 585 
platinum will act much like nickel based white gold: Easy to oxidize and difficult to roll 
or cast. 

Non PGM low content platinum may save some money, but this will come with some 
negative trade offs. 
-alloys that are difficult to blend or cast. 
-alloys that oxidize 
-alloys that tarnish. 
-platinum alloys that behave similar to whte gold, rather than platinum 
-alloys that may or may not be hypo-allergenic 

Daniel Ballard 
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ClBJO PROPOSED STATEMENT ON PLATINUM NOMENCLATURE 


No. ClBJO DELEGATIONS AGREE DO NOT AGREE ABSTAIN 
1 Australia 1-3-4 2 
2 Austria 1-2-3-4 
3 Bahrain 1-2-3-4 
4 Brazil 1-2-3-4 
5 Canada mixture 
6 China' 
7 Czech Republic* 
8 Denmark' 
9 
10 

Egypt' 
France' 

11 Germany 1-2-3-4 
12 Greece' 

114 
1 15 

13 
I India* 
I Israel' 

Hong Kong' 

16 Italy 1-3 2 4 
17 Japan 1-2-3-4 
18 Lebanon* 
19 Lithuania 1-2-3-4 
20 Norway 2-3-4 1 
21 Pakistan* 

QUESTIONNAIRE: 

1.The use of the unqualified word 'platinum' or Pt, Plat or national symbol, followed by the punty cn parts per thousand e.g. PlQ50,to 
mark, market or describe j ew l ry  items containing 850 ppt or more pure platmum IS cons~stentwith mternat~onal industry p r a c t i  and 
existing international standards and should be malntamed. 

2 In the Unlted States, regulat~ons and appl~cable mdustry practce hold that for jewelry ~tems contaln~ng less than BSOppt pure lat~num. 
the descnpt~ve term platmum, or the mark 'Pt" or 'Plat- can only be used d the pure platinum 1s cmbmed wth  other platmum group 
etals Under U S FTC gucdel~nes. In the case of jewelry Items conta~ning 500 ppt - 849 ppt pure platmum d the word 'platmum' IS used 
to descnbe these Items. 11 must be qualrfied by stat~ng the number of ppt s of platmum In the Item and the olher plal~num group metals 
must also be qual~f~edwlth the number of ppt's for each PGM used cn the alloy ClBJO supports the use of the word plat~num to market 
or descnbe alloys wntalnlng less than 850 ppt pure plabnum only when cornb~ned wth other platmum group melals and when all ppt's 
of the platinum and the PGM's are clearly ~dent~hed 

3. Comblnat~ons of platlnum and non-plat~num group metals (~nclud~ng gold and s~lver) wth fewer that 850 ppl pure platmum should not 
pled or descr~oed usmg olher names be marked, markeled or descnbed usmg ttle word 'platmum' These Items ma) be marked m ~ r b  

that do no1 rnslead or confuse Ine buyer regarding tne true compcmon of tne metal alloy 

4. The creation of standards for nomenclature. thickness of coatmg and grades of punty of metal for coatmg or plat~ng for jewelry Items 
coated or plated wlth plal~nurn or other PGMs should be addressed by spec~f~c regulal~ons addressmg thckness and nomenclature 
where lhey do no1 cunentlv ex~s l  


